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Preface 

Communication is a bidirectional activity that comes naturally in multimodal form, involving 
both verbal and nonverbal, vocal, visual, tactile and other means of interaction. Natural 
communication is also cooperative, in that the participants make an effort to understand 
each other, and act in a way that takes each other's goals and purposes into account, for 
instanee helping a dialogue partner to obtain relevant information. 

Technica! developments increasingly allow the realization of human-computer interfaces 
where more sophisticated forms of visual and auditory, verbal and nonverbal information are 
used by the computer and where the user is allowed a greater variety of forms of expression. 
Two crudal aspects of natural communication are, however, still conspicuously absent in 
existing user interfaces: 

• real cooperation from the part of the computer, based on a good understanding of the 
user's wants; 

• true multimodality in the sense of fully integrated, simultaneous use of several modalities 
to convey a complex message. 

As a result, human-computer communication is generally felt to be only marginally coopera
tive, and to be unnatural and primitive, compared to natural human communication. 

The present conference aims at contributing to improving the state of the art in cooper
ative multimodal human-computer communication, bringing together researchers involved in 
the design, implementation, and application of forms of cooperative human-computer com
munication where natural language (typed or spoken) is used in combination with other 
modalities, such as visual feedback and direct manipulation. The conference focuses on for
mal, computational, and user aspects of building cooperative multimodal dialogue systems, 
with the following topics being identified in the call for papers: 

• cooperativity in multimodal dialogue 

• natural language semantics in a multimodal context 

• formal and computational models of dialogue context 

• incremental knowledge representation and dialogue 

• · interacting with visual domain representations 

• collaborative problem solving 

• constraint-based approaches to animation and visual modeHing 

• effective use of different interactive modalities 

• modeHing temporal aspects of multimodal communication 

• type theory and natural language interpretation 



In response to the call for papers, we have received submissions from all over the world 
(Europe, North America, Asia, Australia), from which the programme committee has selected 
17 for paper presentation and 8 for poster presentation at the conference. In addition, the 
conference features a presentation of the multimodal DenK-project, which has provided the 
inspiration for organizing this conference, and invited papers by Mark Maybury, Wolfgang 
Wahlster, Bonnie Webher and Kent Wittenburg. 

I would like to use this occasion to thank the memhers of the programme committee for 
reviewing the submitted contributions for the conference, and the memhers of the organiz
ing committee plus the staffat the Institute for Perception Research IPO, which hosts the 
conference, for all their efforts to make the conference run smoothly. Particular thanks are 
due to the Samenwerkingsorgaan Brabantse Universiteiten (the organization for cooperation 
between the universities in the province of Brabant, i.e. the universities of Tilburg and Eind
hoven), and to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences (KNAW) fortheir financial support. 

Harry Bunt 
Program Committee chairman. 
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Toward Cooperative Multimedia Interaction 
(abstract) 

MarkT. Maybury 

The MITRE Corporation, Artificial Intelligence Center 
Mail Stop K331, 202 Burlington Road Bedford, MA 01730 

e-mail: maybury@mitre.org 

Key words: Content-based multimedia information retrieval, intelligent interfaces, 
multimedia databases. 

Multimedia information and communication permeates our daily lives. We are contin
uously presented with multimedia information via newspapers, radios, televisions, and, in
creasingly, from our interactions on the global information infrastructure. When we directly 
converse with one another, we utilize a wide array of media to interact, including spoken lan
guage, gestures, and drawings. In both human-human communication and in our multimedia 
artifacts, we rely upon multiple sensory systems or modes of communication including vision, 
audition, and taction. Although humans have a natura! facility for rnanaging and exploiting 
multiple input and output media, computers do not. 

Providing machines with the ability to interpret multimedia input and generate coordi
nated multimedia output would he a valuable facility for a number of key applications such as 
information retrieval and analysis, training, and decision support. A number of exciting appli
cations are already emerging from laboratories. Examples include customized electronk news
papers, adaptive multimedia interfaces, and interactive multimedia digitallibraries. Commer
cially, multimedia databases promise access to massive, heterogeneaus collections of audio, 
video, text, as well as structured data. Finally, multimedia interfaces are emerging that can 
intelligently exploit multiple media and modes to facilitate human-computer communication. 

Despite this exciting potential, serious fundamental scientific questions remain unan
swered. What is the character of multimedia information? How should media he represented? 
What is a media and what is a mode? How do humans process multimedia information? How 
can we develop efficient and effective algorithms and systems to assist in the creation, man
agement, and interaction with multimedia information? How can we leverage the rapidly 
converging domains of communications, information retrieval, speech, language and image 
processing, and virtual reality to enhance human-machine and human-human communica
tion? What are the appropriate metrics and methods for evaluating progress in this area 
while at the sametime eneauraging scientific innovation? Can we discover what it means to 
support cooperative multimedia communication, or move toward understanding the principles 
of multimedia communication? 

This talk will attempt to shed light on some of these questions by highlighting research 
which aims to support enhanced multimedia interaction. First, the talk with summarize 
techniques being developed to interpret and generate multiple media, including spoken and 
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written naturallanguage, graphics, non-speech audio, maps, animation. Subsequently, it will 
consider how advances in text, spoken language, and image understanding can be applied 
to support retrieval of complex media (e.g., imagery, text & graphics, video). The talk 
will describe a vision of the confl.uence of intelligent systems and multimedia to support 
cooperative multimedia interaction. 
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Instructing Animated Agents: 
Viewing language in behaviaral terms 

Bonnie Webher 

Department of Computer & Information Scie.nce 
University of Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia PA USA 19104-6389 
e-mail: bonnie@central.cis. upenn.edu 

Abstract 

One activity of Penn's Center for Human Modelling and Simulation has been the 
exploration of Natural Language instructions and other high-level task specifications to 
create animated simulations of virtual human agents carrying out tasks. The work builds 
on JACK, an animation system developed at Penn, that provides simulated human models 
with a growing repertoire of naturalistic behaviors. The value in using high-level task 
specifications to create animated simulations is that the same specification can he used 
to produce different animations in different situations, without additional animator or 
programmer intervention. 

But animated simulation driven by Natural Language instructions can provide another 
benefit, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey information relevant 
to behavior. What our studies to date have revealed is that more of an utterance conveys 
such information than its main verband argument structure. 

To demonstra te an analysis of linguistic constructs in terms of behaviaral specifications 
and constraints, I show how instructions containing "until" clauses can he analysed in 
terms of perceptual activities and the conditions they are used to assess, and how the 
resulting analysis contributes to understanding how an agent is supposed to carry these 
instructions out. 

keywords: task specifications, human figure animation, pragmatics. 

1 Introduetion 

My group at Penn has been exploring the use of N atural Language instructions and other 
high-level task specifications to create realistic animated simulations of virtual human agents 
carrying out tasks. The work builds on Jack™, an animation system developed at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania's Center for Human ModeHing and Simulation. Jack provides biome
chanically reasonable and anthropometrically-scaled human models with a growing reper
toire of naturalistic behaviors such as walking, stepping, looking, reaching, turning, grasping, 
strength-based lifting, and both obstacle and self-collision avoidanee [1]. The value in using 
high-level task specifications to create animated simulations is that the same specification will 
produce agent behavior that is appropriate to different environments and/or different con
ditions, without additional animator or programmer intervention. The resulting simulations 
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thus afford a relatively inexpensive way to carry out human factors studies in computer-airled 
design or to use in Virtual Reality training, especially in exercises involving multiple agents 
or a variety of environments. 

But animated simulation driven by Natura! Language instructions can provide another 
benefit, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey information relevant to 
behavior. What our studies to date have revealed is that much more of an utterance than 
its main verb and argument structure help an agent along. Ignoring these other sourees 
of information can lead animated agents to behave in ways that viewers find odd, if not 
totally bizarre. To avoid this, more research in Natura! Language Processing should address 
relationships between language and behavior. 

To demonstra te how linguistic constructs can be analysed in terms of behavioral specifica
tions and constraints, I will show in the main body of the paper how instructions containing 
"until" clauses such as 

(1) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off. 

can be analysed in terms of perceptual activities and the conditions they are used to assess, 
and how the resulting analysis contributes to understanding what an agent is intended to do 
in response. Before I begin though, I want to call the reader's attention to our earlier work, 
as background to this presentation. 

In 1990, Barbara Di Eugenio and I did a study of gerundive adjunctsin Natura! Language 
instructions [15] such as 

(2) Unroll each strip onto the wall, smoothing the foil into place vertically (not side to side} 
to avoid warping and curling at the edges. 

(3) Sew the head front to back, leaving the neck edge open. 

( 4) As you work, clean the surface thoroughly each time you change grits, vacuuming off 
all the dust and wiping the wood with a rag dampened with turpentine or 
paint thinner. 

A gerundive adjunct is a type of free adjunct- a nonfinite predicative phrase with the function 
of an adverbia! subordinate clause [14]. Progressive gerundive adjuncts are fairly common in 
instructions that specify physical activities. In his analysis of a wide range of free adjuncts in 
English narrative [14], Stump focussed on their truth-conditional properties, distinguishing 
between strong and weak adjuncts: 

(5a) Having unusually long arms, John can touch the ceiling. 

(5b) Standing on the chair, John can touch the ceiling. 

(6a) Being a businessman, Bill smokes cigars. 

( 6b) Lying on the beach, Bill smokes cigars. 

Stump calls the adjuncts in both a sentences strong, because their actual truth is uniformly 
entailed. He calls those in the b sentences weak, because their actual truth can fail to be 
entailed. Stump notes the causa! flavor of strong adjuncts: in the a sentences above, the 
main clause assertion is true because the adjunct is. Weak adjuncts, on the other hand, have 
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a conditional sense: it is (only) when the condition described in the adjunct is true that the 
main clause assertion is true. 

While Stump's observations appear to he both correct and relevant for narrative text, Di 
Eugenio and I were concerned with the behaviaral import of gerundive adjuncts. The main 
interpretative decision turned out to he whether two separate actions were being specified as in 
Example 2 (if so, there was a further question as to the specific temporal relationship between 
the two actions) or only one, as in Example 3 and 4. To determine what action an agent is 
intended to perform in the latter case, the agent needs to determine whether the adjuct further 
specifies the action specified in the main clause (e.g., providing information about manner, 
extent, side effects to avoid, etc.), as in Example 3 or whether the action specifications in 
the main and adjunct clauses were related by generation [8], as in Example 4. In the latter, 
the generated action provides a reason for doing the generating action, although we found 
in subsequent work that the generation relation can convey more information relevant to 
behavior than just purpose. 

Specifically, in her doctoral thesis research ([4], see also [6]), Di Eugenio focussed on 
instructions containing "purpose clauses" of the form 

Do a to do (3 

showing that when they are interpreted as conveying a generation relationship, the relation
ship may not he between the given a and (3, but between a more specific action a' and (3. 
For example, in 

(7) Cut a square in half to make two triangles. 

Di Eugenio showed that the action the agent is meant to carry out is not just cutting a square 
in half (a) but rather the more specific action, cutting a square in half along a diagonal (a'). 
She then showed how a description lattice created in a knowledge representation formalism 
such as CLASSIC or LOOM can he used to carry out the relevant reasoning. The point I want 
to emphasize though is that this systematic inference had gone unnoticed until utterances were 
analysed in terros of specifying or constraining behavior. 

2 "U ntil" Clauses 

Instructions containing "until" clauses highlight the rule of perceptual activity in behavior 
and in behaviaral specifications. Obviously, agents use perception when they carry out tasks: 
if the agent 's task is building a brick wall, the agent will use perception to lay the next bed 
of mortar, to find the next brick to lay, to maneuver the brick to an appropriate place on the 
mort ar bed, to notice and remove excess mort ar, etc. 

But Natural Language also uses perceptual tests to specify behavior, as I will try to show 
with "until" clauses. Now, in a programming language like Pascal, the Boolean condition in 
an "until" expression 

repeat <statement-sequence> until <Boolean-expr> 

can he assessed by just computing its value. However, fora human agent to comply with an 
instruction containing an "until" clause, the agent must 

• understand the souree of the condition to he checked and the actions she must take to 
assess it; 
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• understand what, if any, actions she is assumed to be doing when the condition is to be 
assessed; 

• determine how to effi.ciently integrate both sets of actions. 

The data on which this analysis is based are drawn from six chapters of two volumes 
of home repair instructions scanned in by Joseph Rosenzweig, a graduate student at the 
University of Pennsylvania: Dorling Kindersley's Home Repair Encyclopedia [10] and the 
Reader's Digest New Complete Do-lt- Yourself Manual [13]. The data consist of 80 instructions 
containing "until clauses", of the form 

(Do) a until K. 

The chapters were chosen randomly, not because of their subject matter, and all sentences 
containing "until" clauses were extracted from them. Some of the instructions concern re
pair jobs (e.g. fixing broken china, repairing cracked parquet, etc.), and the others concern 
construction of concrete, asphalt, and/or masonry structures. 

While the ideas have not yet been implemented, I am assuming an agent architecture that 
contains, at the very least: 

• one or more low-level Sense-Control-Act (S-C-A) loops, that can he modified from above 
by 

• a process-based (as opposed to state-space) task specification such as that recently 
proposed by Pym, Pryor and Murphy, using the process algebra [12], or the parallel 
transition network representation (PaT-Net) we have begun to use in much of our 
animated simulation work [2, 3]. 

With respect to such an architect ure, a wide class of Natural Language instructions, including 
those with "until" clauses, would he interpreted as process-based representational structures 
that set the S-C-A loops and interpret both their success and error conditions. 

3 Assessing the Specified Condition 

The first thing to note is that perception alone may he insuflident to determine whether a 
condition holds: one or more actions may first he necessary to bring the world into a state in 
which an appropriate observation can be made. Such actions I will follow Kirsh and Maglio 
[9] in calling epistemic.1 That is, in the case of 

(8) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off. 

the agent does not have to do anything special to he able to observe the rivet stem breaking 
off. On the other hand, to determine whether the condition holds in 

(9) Wait for the filler to set and rub it down, first with a needie file and then with glasspaper, 
until it lies fl.ush with the surface. 

1 Kirsh and Maglio use the term pragmatic action for ones whose purpose is to bring an agent closer to her 
goal. 
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the agent must assess the condition using tactile perception, which in turn requires her to 
stop rubbing the filler with glasspaper and feel the filler-surface area with her fingertip(s). 

In many cases, as in example 9 above, the agent is assumed to know how to detect the 
condition and no explicit guidance is given. Insome cases however, explicit guidance is given 
in the form of relevant epistemic actions and a directly perceivable condition. For example, 
the instructions below provide guidance in determining whether water contains salt. 

(10) Change the water daily until all the salts have gone. To test this, hold a spoonful of 
the water over a flame so that the water evaporates. There should be no salts left. 

One reason for giving such explicit guidance is that, as with other actions, epistemic and 
perceptual actions can have side effects that the agent might find undesirable. To avoid 
them, an alternative procedure may be specified in the instructions- e.g. 

(11) Leave this glaze for a short time until it becomes "tacky" (a test strip on an old tile 
will indicate when it is ready). 

"Tacky" is usually assessed through touch, but the assessment leaves fingerprints, which are 
undesirable on the object being repaired. So an alternative procedure is suggested, where the 
side effect won't matter. 

Of course, it is possible that the specified condition cannot be directly perceived and that 
no procedure for determining it is provided- e.g. 

(12) Mix the powders a little at a time until the proportions look right, .... 

The agent is then left to her own devices. 
An interesting case is where the condition to be tested for is the agent's ability to perform 

the next action in the sequence. While the condition may be tested several times and found 
not to hold, when it is found to hold, the next action has effectively been performed- e.g. 

(13) Chip brick with chisel until it can be removed. 

(14) After loosening stone with piek and shovel, pry it out with one 2x4, then with the other, 
until you can use one of the levers as a ramp to get stone out of hole. 

A more specific form of this condition identifies both the next action Onext that the agent is 
looking to perform and the changes to the world (produced through either her current action 
or through an independent process- see Section 4) that will eventually enable her to perform 
Onext· For example: 

(15) Standard wallpapers are removed by sponging with warm water until the paper is soft 
enough to scrape off. 

(16) Continue along the skirting, inserting more wedges as you go, until the skirting is loose 
enough to pull away from the wall. 

Notice that both "soft" and "loose" are vague predicates - there is no definitive test for 
soft (X) or loose (X), not even tests specific to the type of X (e.g. a soft pudding vs. a soft 
stomach). As such, an instruction of the form 

(Do) a until Y is soft/loose 
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is underspecified in a way that could lessen an agent's ability to perform a successfully. On 
the other hand, if the condition is only specified in terms of the agent's ability to perform 
anext, she has less information from which to derive the relationship between what is currently 
happening to the world and when it may berelevant to try to perform anext· Thus having 
conditions specified in terms of both change and ability can give an agent suflident information 
to succeed. 

There may, of course, be several ways to assess a condition, and with further experience, 
an agent may change which one she uses. So in the earlier brick-laying example (repeated 
here) 

{17) Press it down until the mortar is about 3/8 inch thick. 

an inexperienced agent may have to interrupt her pressing to measure with a ruler the amount 
of the mortar still remairring beneath the brick. With experience, the agent may learn to 
simply eyeball thickness. In creating realistic animations, we can have our agents' skills 
refiect any degree of experience, as long as it is clear what they are supposed to represent. 

4 Determining the Agent 's Intended Action 

As noted earlier, instructions with "until" clauses have the general form 

(Do) a until K 

Semantically, a must be interpretable as a Vendlerian "activity" or a process in Moens and 
Steedman's terminology [11] - that is, a temporally-extended action with no intrinsic culmi
nation point. If a cannot be directly interpreted as a process, it must be eoereed into such 
an interpretation. Moens and Steedman, for example, note how "for phrases" such as "for 
five minutes", can eoeree what they terman culminated process- i.e., a temporally-extended 
action with a culmination point - into a process either through iteration of the basic action 
or through loss of its intrinsic culmination, as in: 

{18) Play the Moonlight Sonata for 1 minute. 

{19) Play the Moonlight Sonata for 1 day. 

In the first case, the intrinsic culmination point is lost ( one stops after a minute, not when 
one reaches the end of the piece), and in the second, playing the sonata must be repeated 
until it fills the whole day. 

The first thing to note in interpreting instructions with "until" clauses, is that eoereions 
such as the above can help to determine what the agent is supposed to he doing and what 
its relationship is to the condition to be assessed. In the most straightforward case, a is the 
process that affects the world either cumulatively until K is the case 

( 20) Squeeze riveter handles until rivet stem breaks off. 

or nondeterministically until K is the case 

{21) Try sample specks on the piece until you get a get a good match, wiping them away 
each time until you find the right colour. 
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As the condition-effecting process, a may either be a simpte process such as in the "squeeze" 
example above or in 

(22} Rotate the plate until the guide fingers touch the rod lightly 

or what Moens and Steedman call an iterated process 

(23} Strike set with fat end of hammeruntil rivet head is rounded off. 

(24} Fill in low spots and strike off again until concrete is level with the top of the form. 

On the other hand, when it is an independent process that affects the world either cumulatively 
or non-deterministically, the agent may not be responsible for doing anything other than 
actions needed to assess the specified condition "'· 

(25} Let poultice stand until it dries. 

(26} Stop work and wait until the water evaporates and the concrete stiffens slightly. 

The independent process that produces the specified condition is often one that has been 
initiated by a previous action taken by the agent. lf the process is cumulative, the condition 
to be assessed may either be its end stage, as in example 25, or an intermediate stage, as in 
example 26, where the process must be interrupted, lest the concrete harden completely. (I 
speculate that this independent process could alternatively be non-deterministic rather than 
cumulative, but I do not have any examples yet as evidence.) 

An independent process may also be involved in producing the specified condition when 
the agent is herself engaged in a non-wait process- e.g., 

(27} Place the artiele in a plastic container and add distilled water .... Change the water 
daily until all the salts have gone. 

(28} Heat larger pieces first with a broad flame, otherwise they may distort. Heat the joint 
in the centre until it is red hot. 

The existence of an independent process can also affect what will happen if the agent stops 
her non-wait process - say to check whether the condition holds. 

In example 27, the agent's action of changing the water enables the process of drawing 
salt out of the artiele to continue. lf the amount of salt in the water and on the surface of 
the artiele are in equilibrium, the process will stop on its own accord. Thus, if the agent fails 
to act, the specified condition "all the salts have gone" will never be achieved. The agent's 
action provides, in a sense, the resources needed for the process to continue. 

In example 28, on the other hand, the agent is not providing additional resources through 
her action but rather maintaining the existing situation, which in turns enables the heating 
process to continue. lf the agent stops her maintenance action - e.g., to check whether the 
center joint is red hot - the joint will start to cool. 

I noted above two forms of coercion from an activity with a culmination point to the 
process against which an "until" elause can be interpreted. I noted such eoereions help to 
determine what the agent is meant to be doing. Here I want to suggest a third type of 
coercion. While I pose it as an alternative to the analysis given by Moens and Steedman in 
[11], it adheres totheir basic event ontology and thus provides additional evidence for it. The 
suggestion is motivated by the following example: 
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(29) If solder gets runny or if iron smokes, turn off iron until it cools a bit. 

I think it is obvious that what the agent is meant to do is to turn the soldering iron off (at 
which point it will start to cool) and then wait some amount of time until the iron is cooler 
and has stopped smoking. The question is what that interpretation derives from. 2 

Turning off an appliance is a culmination in Moens and Steedman's terminology, an ac
tivity that gives rise to a change in the world but that a speaker views as happening instan
ianeously. Moens and Steedman note that a "for" adverbia! (which, like an "until" clause, 
requires a process) in combination with a culmination seems to denote a time period following 
the culmination. For example 

(30) John left the room for a few minutes. 

But they deny that such a durative interpretation is correct, suggesting that the phrase 
expresses intention rather than duration, since the following utterance would be true even if 
John is only out of the room for an instance: 

(31) John left the room for a half hour, but returned immediately to get his umbrella. 

I do not believe that the "until" clause in Example 29 has this property. Consider the related 
sentence 

(32) John turned off the microphone until his hiccups disappeared. 

The inference that the microphone stayed off for the full period until John's hiccups disap
peared cannot be denied.3 

(33) ??John turned off the microphone until his hiccups disappeared, but had turn it on 
again before they disappeared, to get the audience's attention. 

I would argue then that the coercion that seemed to Moens and Steedman to be the case 
- that the process in question is a coercion of the consequent state that takes hold at the 
culmination point of "turn off" and continnes until the agent intervenes - is actually the case. 
I believe that such a coercion is only possible if the culmination initiates an independent 
process, but this needs additional evidence to either support or deny. 

There is one more point I want to make about how an agent derives the action she is 
meant to carry out: being told what condition to check can also convey information as to 
how she must act in order to check it. As such, perceptual conditions can function just like 
purpose clauses [4, 5, 6, 7] in guiding an agent to the more specific action she is intended to 
carry out as wellas conveying what perceivable condition should lead hertostop it. Consider, 
for example: 

21 thank Joseph Rosenzweig for his contributions to the following analysis. 
3The issue of whether John turned the microphone back on after that is quite separate. The following 

examples should show that one's belief about what a agent is meant to do after a condition holds is strongly 
infiuenced by everyday expectations: 

i. Slow down your car until you are out of the school zone (at which point you can speed up). 

ii. Slow down your car until you reach Mary's house (at which point you should stop). 

iü. Slow down your car until you reach the end of the cul-de-sac (at which point you should turn around). 
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(34) Have your helper move the tape side ways until the 4-foot mark on the tape coincides 
with the 5-foot mark on the rule. 

(35) To make sure that all corners are square, measure diagonals AD and BC, and move 
stake D until the diagonals are equal. 

Without the "until" clause , the "move" verb phrases above are underspecified: they do nat 
tell the agent (or her helper) what direction to move in. The "until" clauses, by indicating 
the condition to be achieved, conveys direction by implication- whatever direction will most 
directly lead to the condition becoming true. 

5 Integrating Pragmatic and Epistemic Actions 

To create a realistic animated simulation, one neecis to figure out how an agent's pragmatic 
and epistemic actions should be integrated. There are two interesting points about this issue: 

• Since all actions require resources, the agent must determine whether pragmatic and 
epistemic actionscan be carried out in parallel, or whether they must be interleaved. 

• Even if they can be carried out in parallel, checking a condition has a cast and aften 
undesirable side effects as well, so the agent may prefer to do it as little as possible, 
without preventing her pragmatic actions from coming to a successful conclusion. This 
means recognizing when to start checking for the specified condition and how often to 
do so. 

The impression I get from the instructions I have looked at so far is that lexical semantics 
can only contribute to the salution of the first problem, in terms of what can be derived from 
aspectual type and aspectual coercion. For example, when a culminated processis eoereed to 
a process through iteration of the basic action, the perceptual condition can be checked at 
the end of each iteration, as in: 

(36) Strike set with fat end of hammeruntil rivet head is rounded o:ff. 

(37) Fill in low spots and strike off again until concrete is level with the top of the farm. 

On the other hand, I do think the instructions themselves help suggest answers to the 
questions of when to start checking for the specified condition and how often to do so. Here 
I am returning to the notionsof cumulative effects and non-deterministic effects I introduced 
earlier. First consider a condition that results cumulatively from an on-going process. lf the 
cumulative effect is perceivable, then based on the expected rate of the process, an agent can 
delay checking the condition until the point that the effect is likely to take hold. For example, 
m 

(38) Chip brick with chisel until it can he removed. 

it is nat worth the agent's effort to start checking her ability to remave the brick each time 
she's dislodged another chip. If the cumulative effect is nat perceivable, then it is as if the 
condition were a non-deterministic result of the process. In the case of conditions that arise 
non-deterministically, then the existence of a reliable pro babilistic model of the process might 
be incorporated into an efficient perceptual strategy.4 

4 This suggestion is due to Joseph Rosenzweig. 
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The examples so far only address the cost of checking conditions and therefore the de
sirability of a policy that delays them as long as possible and does them as infrequently as 
possible. I also want to eaU attention to the danger of starting to check a cumulative condition 
too soon, a danger that can he avoided by delaying checking: 

{39) Let cement dry until kraft paper won't stick to either surface. 

Checking too soon can result in kraft paper stuck to the surface. 

6 Concl usion 

I hope to have shown that, by forcing us to consider what aspects of language convey infor
mation relevant to behavior, animated simulations of realistic human agents can allow us to 
better understand language, and by doing so, allow us to better employ such agents for our 
benefit. Even though we have already shown that following instructions requires attention 
to more of an utterance than its main verb and argument structure, I believe we have just 
scratched the surface of what language can provide to agents. I hope that more researchers 
will now find it of interest to look more into relationships between Natural Language and 
behavior. 
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Abstract 

Since the 1960s, grammatica! formalisms and parsing methods developed originally for 
naturallanguage strings have been extended to parse two-dimensional visual expressions 
such as rnathematics notation and various kinds of diagrams. Part of the goal of this talk 
will he to summarize the highlights of bistorical and ongoing work in this area. Many 
technica! issues remain. But despite all of the effort, there has been negligible impact on 
the real world of grapbics and visuallanguage interfaces. Why? As with all tech t ransfer 
issues, some of the reasans may he beyond a researcher's controL However, I believe that 
two of the contributing factors in the case of visual language parsing can and should he 
addressed by the research field. First, the field needs to consolidate and communicate its 
results. This is in fact not trivial for higher-dimensional parsing, and I will try to illustrate 
why. Second, researchers have tolook harder for the right application domains. One of the 
obvious applications is the interpretation of visuallanguage expressions constructed with 
GUis. While grammatica! representation and parsing may bring sarnething to the table, 
the problem is viewed by the industry as solved and in fact, for many visual languages, 
parsing may he intraetabie from a theoretica! point of view. I'll discuss some other 
application areas and my experience with them: design support, smart screen layout for 
electronic publishing, and hierarchical visualization of large flowgraphs. 

Key words: visual languages, higher-dimensional grammars, parsing, graphics. 

1 Introduetion 

Many memhers of this research community probably feel, as I do, that the theories and prac
tice of computationallinguistics might contribute to characterizing expressions in nonverbal 
as well as verbal media. A generalization of language technologies to encompass expressions in 
these other media might even lead to significant ad vances in human-computer communication. 
I come to this subject as someone who, for the past seven years, has been concerned with the 
generalization of grammatica! representation and parsing techniques to what are commonly 
referred to as higher-dimensional languages. Visually-oriented examples of higher dimen
sionallanguages include mathematica! notation, finite-state diagrams, flowcharts, chemistry 
diagrams, and electranies schematics. These examples all have the property that the syntax 
seems to be relatively well-behaved and "generative." We can envision, at least naively, that 
methods for string-based languages could be extended to account for representations of these 

•copyright @1995 Bellcore, All Rights Reserved 
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visual expressions. lt seems reasonable to suppose one could enumerate a finite vocabulary 
of symbols and a set of relations among symbols that might he used to compose higher level 
expressions for the syntax. The semantics, in turn, even if procedural, stands a chance of 
hearing a close relationship to a syntactic structure that is associated with a derivation, or 
parse tree. 

What I mean by visuallanguages here is then a class of notations that might reasonably he 
construed as languages in the classica! sense. That is, we can first characterize an infinite set 
of expressions using a fini te discrete vocabulary tagether with a set of combinatory operations. 
Wethen characterize languages with grammars that can generate (or perhaps just recognize) 
subsets of the freely composable expressions. While such a definition certainly does not 
preclude languages that might incorporate temporal or 3-dimensional spatial relations, my 
experience has been in the two-dimensional graphical domain and that is what I will focus 
on here. 

By the way, nat all sorts of nonverbal expressions that we might want to include in 
multimorlal communication will pass the test of visual-language-hood. For instance, simple 
pointing and hand-gesturing behaviors are nat always usefully decomposable into a collection 
of discrete events with certain relations between them. It has been argued by Weimer and 
Ganapathy (1992), for instance, that three-dimensional hand-tracking as an input modality is 
best suited for continuons physical manipulations rather than for discrete symbolic expressions 
as we find in languages in the classica! sense. 

The most obvious application of visuallanguage technologies is in the human-computer 
interface. Visual language interfaces are nat the same as Graphical User Interfaces (GUis) 
nor are they just a cover term for visualization. A visual language interface implies that 
composition operators used in the language used to instruct the computer are two (or more)
dimensional and that the program semantics in some way depends on these geometrie or 
topological relationships. There is the impHeation that users must he able to interactively 
construct and/ or manipulate expressions in the visual language. Visualization systems do 
nat necessarily support this sart of interactivity; the main emphasis is on the generation side. 
Plain old graphical user interfaces, while nat necessarily visuallanguage interfaces themselves, 
may he used to construct visual language expressions. For instance, a standard graphical 
editor might he used to construct a graph consisting of geometrie shapes for nocles and of 
lines for arcs. The test of a visuallanguage interface is whether that graph is interpretable 
by the underlying application program. Besides mouse pointing and clicking, other input 
devices may of course he utilized for forming visual language expressions. For example, a 
data glove might he utilized to farm expressions in Americal Sign Language for a program 
that was capable of interpreting such gestures. 

As it turns out, there are some very challenging technica! problems in producing traetabie 
recognition and parsing algorithms for higher-dimensional languages, visual languages being 
one example. But the first impression on a newcomer to this area has to he the amazing 
proliferation of approaches to representing higher-dimensional grammars. While I can't hope 
to chart all this work in a short talk such as this, I can at least provide mention of some of 
the more visible landmarks. 
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2 Theoretica! Computer Science and Engineering Literature 

Natural generalizations of strings from a formal standpoint include the following classes of 
expressions: 

two-( or n-) dimensional arrays 

trees 

graphs 

Any of these basic formal constructs may he further enhanced through the addition of at
tributes. There are numerous proposals for rewriting systems for all these forms. Rosenfeld 
(1990) has written one of the few articles l've come across that attempts to synthesize results 
across all of them. From the engineering pattem-matching perspective, Fu (1974) is the clas
sic reference. Although interest in array ligrammars seems to have largely died out, there 
was a lot of formal work in the 60s and 70s. Tree grammars have received less attention, with 
the notabie exception of tree-adjoining grammars in computationallinguistics (Joshi 1985), 
than the more general subject of graph grammars. 

There is still an active research community in formal studies of graph grammars (see, 
e.g., Ehrig et al. (1991)). There was another workshop on graph grammars in the fall 
of 1994, which will lead to another Lecture Notes on Computer Science volume some time 
later this year. A now long-outdated bibliography on graph grammars (Nagl 1983) is no 
less than 33 pages long. Many memhers of the graph grammar community recognize the 
need to synthesize results, but it is not easy to do. There are many kinds of graphs, and 
even more definitions for rewrite rules for graphs. There are, however, signs of convergence 
on a Chomsky-style hierarchy for graph language classes. Brandenburg (1989) has shown 
there to he a general class of polynomial-time recognizable graph grammars characterized by 
having the finite Church Rosser property (confluence) and by generating connected graphs of 
bounded degree. This general class has come to he known as context-free graph grammars. 
In practice, parsing of even this restricted class of graphs may in fact not he feasible since the 
degree of the polynomial may he high. An approach to achieving efficient pars~ng in practice 
has been to use so-called programmed grammars, a technique for adding procedural control 
methods to the parser (Bunke 1982). 

The basic idea at t~e core of higher-dimensional approaches is to enhance the classical def
inition of context-freestring grammars by substituting other mathematica! constructs for the 
expression class that comprises the input and output of each reptacement step in a derivation. 

Context-free Higher Dimensional Grammars 

G = (N, T, S, P) 

N is a set of nonterminallabels 
T is a set of terminallabels disjoint from N 
S, a memher of N, is the start label 
P is a set of productionsof the formA--+ a 
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Figure 1: An example of a derivation in a node-replacing graph grammar. 

where a, areplacement forA, is a composite mathematica! construct such as an n-dimensional 
array, a tree, a graph, a set of relations ... 

For array grammars, a cell in an array might he replaced in a derivation step by another 
array, but something has to he said about how the surrounding context will he affected by 
such a replacement. You can't replace a single cell in the middle of a two-dimensional array 
with an arbitrary two-dimensional array and still have a coherent array as a result unless you 
somehow do some shuffiing. Definitions for replacement operations for trees or graphs also are, 
unfortunately, not so obvious as they are for strings. Tree-adjoining grammars, well-known 
in the computationallinguistic community, defines replacement through the operation of tree 
adjunction. Node-replacing graph grammars must specify how incoming and outgoing arcsof 
a nonterminal node will he rerouted to nocles of the replacement graph on the right-hand-side 
of the production. There are many variantsof such replacement operations in the literature of 
array and graph grammars. Each definitional variant of a replacement operation is typically 
accompanied by a unique definition of grammar productions. 
Figure 1 shows a generic example of a derivation that involves attributed node replacement 
in a simple flowgraph language. 

3 Visual Language Literature 

ParaHeling the theoretica! computer science literature, there has been since the 60s a body 
of grammar work that has focused on graphics and pictures, and even architectmal designs. 
Applications in handwriting, mathematics, and character recognition provided one thread. 
Another was parsing of hand-drawn diagrams. Shaw's work on Picture Description Languages 
(Shaw 1969) is often cited. The basic idea there was to rewrite pictures to pictures, where 
a particular representation was developed that seems to have been primarily motivated by 
line drawings and handwriting recognition. Anderson's early workon mathematica! notatioil 
(Anderson 1968) was another important milestone. 

The establishment of an annual IEEE workshop on visual languages provided another 
avenue for work on visual grammars. There has been a somewhat disconnected series of 
alternative frameworks proposed including Positional Grammars (Chang 1988), (Costagliola 
et al. 1991); Picture Layout Grammars (Golin and Reiss 1989); Gonstraint Set Grammars 
(Helm and Marriott 1991); and Relation(al) Grammars (Crimi et al. 1991), (Wittenburg et 
al.1991), (Wittenburg 1992, 1993). One influence onsome recent work in this area has come 
from constraint logic programming, which is evident in Helmand Marriott's work. 

Not all of the visuallanguage frameworks fall into the context-free arena, where deriva
tions with tree structures are maintained. Rekers (1994) has incorporated work from general 
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Figure 2: An example of a non context-free approach to language interpretation. 

graph-rewriting. Meyer (1992) has incorporated general inferencing from logic programming 
paradigms as has Pineda (1992). Golin and Reiss (1989), working in the attribute grammar 
paradigm, has suggested a mechanism that allows for some limited node sharing in derivation 
trees. The computational complexity of most of these approaches is unknown, although Golin 
(1991) has reported a polynomial bound on recognition for Picture Layout Grammars. 
Figure 2, adapted from Rekers (1994), is an example of a non context-free graph-rewriting 
system used in visual language intepretation. Figure 2a shows an example of the input, a 
finite state diagram. Finite state diagrams are an interesting case since they seem to be one 
of the more basic examples of visuallanguages and yet they are not context-free. Figure 2b 
is the lexical representation used as input to the syntactic processor. Figure 2c is the result 
of a syntax analysis. All of these representations are graphs and graph rewriting systems are 
used to move from one level of representation to the next. 

4 Impact to Date 

What sart of impact on real-world visuallanguage applications has been achieved by all this 
workin high-dimensional grammars? Particularly when compared with the influence of string
based grammars on computing, it is startling to note that high-dimensional grammars in 
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general have had such little impact. Henry Baird (1990) in a survey of industrial applications 
of syntactic and structural pattem recognition (SSPR) writes that ROutside of ... OCR, very 
few applications of SSPR have surfaced.S He attributes the relatively low acceptance to a 
number of factors, some of which have to do with problems partienlar to image recognition. 
For example, the complexity of image segmentation and other low-level processes tend to take 
center stage in real world imaging applications. Practicioners are then reluctant to turn to 
other technologies that may he perceived as complex and unproven. Further, many image 
recognition problems are less like a formallanguage problem in which idealized models may 
he articulated than they are akin to general real-world perception, which formal grammars 
are probably unsuited for. He also mentions the problem of fragmentation in the technica! 
literature, along with a lack of attention to real world engineering problems such as error 
managementand clear statements of which problems a partienlar approach is best suited for . 

While interpreting visual language expressions in GUis may not share the lower-level 
segmentation problems, the other comments hold. There arealso some harriers to acceptance 
in using parsing for visuallanguage interpretation in partienlar. One is the lack of articulation 
of exactly what benefits parsing technologies will bring to visual language interfaces. In 
discussionsin newsgroups such as comp.lang.visual and at IEEE Visual Language Workshops, 
it is not uncommon to hear the need for parsing visual languages questioned. And if this 
sentiment is coming from relatively academically oriented communities, one can only suppose 
that industrial application groups would he at a complete loss as to why one would want 
to parse graphical input at all. The fact is that commercial visual language programming 
systems have done quite well at interpretation without using grammars or parsing. The way it 
is done is to develop customized event handling methods, a skill that user interface developers 
utilize all the time. These can he very complex systems with many unexpected interactions, 
but at least they are familiar. 

Weneed to distinguish the proposalto declaratively represent visuallanguages with gram
mars from the proposal to use parsing methods in the interface. The principled alternative 
to parsing is to use syntax-directed editing through generation. A good example is the work 
of Backlund et al. (1990). The main arguments for using grammatica! representation are the 
following: 

(1) By providing a layer of declarative representation, visuallanguage grammarscan obviate 
the need to build complex event handling systems anew for each variant of a visual 
language. 

(2) Since visuallanguage grammars may he decoupled from parsing and generation algo
rithms, they may offer fiexibility in processing the order of user input expressions as 
well as provide for optimized algorithms for partienlar purposes. 

(3) The abstract structure associated with a derivation tree can he used for various purposes 
such asinformation hiding through visual encapsulation, higher-level editing operations, 
layout, and attribute-based semantic evaluation (for translation or code generation). 

In my view, the jury is still out on the tradeoffs of using parsing in visual language 
interfaces as opposed to syntax-driven editing methods. In some of my current work I am 
exploring these questions, which I hope to report on shortly. In any event, it is safe to say 
that visual language researchers need to pay more attention to these issues if they expect 
their work to he accepted by commercial software developers. 
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Figure 3: A visual programming language expression. 

Another factor influencing acceptance of visuallanguage grammars and parsingis what I 
call the disconneet between the user-levellanguage as represented by gestures and the resulting 
two-dimensional graphical expressions. Consicier the example of a visuallanguge expression 
as evidenced in a commercial visuallanguage programming environment, ProGraph. 

Contrary to the world of textual input, in which there are standard keyboards with stan
dard character sets, it is not the case that there is a standard way of creating a visuallanguage 
expression such as that in Figure 3. In particular, interface designers will most certainly 
not want users to create each of the small circles (the "ports") in this expression by hand. 
Rather, as a user adds an are between nocles of this graph, the smal! circles will be added 
automatically. Also, certain graphical objects in this example are n~nstandard (such as the 
thingamajigs at the top and bottorn of the figure). From a user-interface perspective, editors 
for creating such expressions will need to have customized palettes for their basic vocabulary 
along with customized gestures for adding or changing expressions. Unfortunately, the lack of 
such standardization makes it difficult to envision how a graphical correlate of YACC could 
ever achieve the same sort of acceptance that YACC has. The idealized scenario for visual 
language researchers is that one might use any old graphical editor to create pictures, just as 
one might use any old text editor to create text, and then a universa! YACC-like tool could 
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be used to interpret the graphics. The fact is that complex graphical expressions are more 
difficult and time-consuming to create than text. It very much helps to have customized 
"short-cuts" in editors used to create them. Furthermore, there is no single graphical rep
resentation standard equivalent to the ASCII character set. Postscript might be the best 
candidate for such a standard, but despite the fact that a few researchers like Kahn and 
Saraswat (1990) have made use of it, it is not clear whether the objects and relations are at 
the appropriate level of abstractionfora more universa! parser. There has been no concerted 
attempt in the visual languages community to make use of it at any rate. 

5 Other Applications of Visual Language Parsing Technol
ogy 

While the harriers to utilizing grammars and parsing for full interpretation in visual lan
guage interfaces do not appear to be insurmountable, there may also be other applications of 
the technology that are more amenable to technology transfer. Three that my collaborators 
and I have looked into are design assistance (Weitzman and Wittenburg 1993), multime
dia document generation (Weitzman and Wittenburg 1994), and hierarchical visualization of 
workflows, current work at Bellcore. 

5.1 Design assistance 

Computers have provided access to tools for doing tasks that have traditionally only been 
clone by design professionals. We should not expect that users of these tools be designers or 
have the necessary design expertise. Therefore, as design moves from traditional mediums to 
the electronk studio, representation of design knowledge becomes crucial in order to support 
a dialog between designer and machine. Weitzman and Wittenburg (1992) have suggested 
how higher-dimensional rules tagether with a bottorn-up parser that can recognize fragments 
in the visual language of the design application can be utilized to provide assistance. 
In an example page layout design senaria shown in Figure 4, the grammar rules capture a 
particular graphic style and embody various layout conventions such as graphic rule bars 
above chapter titles and section headings; default font sizes and styles; and spacings for 
mar gins. 

The interaction sequence begins with the user selecting primitive elements from a palette 
and ad ding them to the working space. In this example, there are four basic categories of input 
of type text, number, image, and graphic rule. As things proceed, the system interactively 
parses the input and makes suggestions to automatically farm new composite structures and 
install various constraints. Typically, multiple graphical constraints are used to enforce the 
position and size relations between elements. Constraints may also make individual changes 
to elements (e.g., changing their color or font specification). Relationships can be defined so 
that the elements involved only roughly match the desired requirements. In this way, input 
can be loosely sketched and the application of the rules will clean up the input. 

At the beginning of the sequence in Figure 4, the user has added three basic elements: a 
text object, a number object, and an image object. On the right hand side of Figures 4a-c 
is an agenda, which is a visual indication of design assistance actions that can be exercised. 
These are the result of the parser recognizing expressions in the input. In Figure 4.a, it can be 
noted that the number item is roughly above and left aligned to the text item. A pattem has 
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Figure 4a 

Figure 4b 

Figure 4c 

Figure 4: A page layout design sequence. 
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Figure 5: A presentation for a large display. 

been recognized that can lead to the automatic creation of a caption object. In Figure 4.b, 
this action has been excercised, and, in the process, the basic elements are left-aligned exactly 
and eertaio font styles are selected. Then this newly created caption object is added to the 
input and another fragment is recognized whose constituents are an image and a caption. 
The action to create a figure composite object is exercised, which results in constraints for 
left-alignment and eertaio marginal spacing arrangements. 

The architecture for such design assistance is really not so different than for visuallanguage 
interpretation. Obviously there is a different "semantics." Other than that, the primary 
difference has to do with the fact that a full interpretation, and thus a full parse, is not 
required, so there is a different interaction loop. This loop allows more flexibility to the user, 
which is appropriate in applications where suggestions and help are welcome but deviations 
from the norm are to he tolerated. In such an application, bottorn-up parsing rather than 
syntax-directed editing really is a requirement. 

5.2 Multimedia Document Generation 

lf one removes the user from the loop in the last example and assumes a derivation tree for the 
entire input, rather than just fragments, then one comes to an architecture that Weitzman 
and Wittenburg (1994) have proposed for the purpose of electrooie document delivery in 
heterogeneous environments. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate one of the primary motivations for a 
system such as this. 
The information is the same in the two figures but its presentation is not, motivated by 
differences in presentation resources available in the end-delivery environments. The design 
in Figure 5 is appropriate fora large, high-resolution display; the one in Figure 6 is appropriate 
for a small screen device, such as a hand-held digital assistant. Figure 6 displays just the 
first step of a complete repair procedure. As part of the presentation, the horizontal bar at 
the top of the page becomes an active object which controls the presentation of remaining 
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Figure 6: A presentation for a small display. 

elements. As the user interacts with the bar, information is presented temporally that is all 
laid out spatially in Figure 5. 

While designers could create each of these alternative designs by hand, making good use 
of design assistance rules, another suggestion is that the designers might be able to author a 
set of general realization templates (using design assistance technology there as well). These 
"templates" then could then be employed on demand for delivery of informat ion in network 
electronic publishing environments. Our suggestion has been that the templates themselves 
can be coupled with grammatica! rules in the form of attributes, i.e., the rule "semantics." 
A translation step employing attribute evaluation produces forms for creation of the relevant 
media objects and temporal and spatial constraints that need to be satisfied. Gonstraint 
solving is then utilized to produce the finallayout. Parsing may be employed, if needed, to 
create the hierarchical derivation trees, but it is also possible to create the neerled hierarchical 
structure in other ways. Figure 7 is an overview of the architecture. 
Brandenburg (1994) has proposed a similar architecture for layout of hierarchically struc
tured graphs in which he uses dynamic programming methods to control the search through 
alternative design solutions at each node of the derivation tree. He assumes classica! attribu
tion techniques, rather than general contraint solving, for the actual computat ion of values 
necessary for full layout specifications. 

5.3 Hierarchical Visualization of Flowgraphs 

The last application area I will mention is one involving visualization of large repositories of 
flowgraphs. As in the previous examples, a derivation tree is the starting point for providing 
useful services to the underlying application. The application in question involves support 
of representation, modeling, and redesign of work process flows in the telecommunications 
business. There can often be a large set of interconnected workflows that might be associated 
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with a single work center in a telecommunications organization. Existing commercial fl.ow
graph drawing tools standardly support the feature of hierarchically structured flowgraphs, 
where a single node in a graph can he expanded into another window, in which more detail is 
shown. However, these hierarchical structures must he assembied by hand and, once created, 
they are permanent. A feature that we are offering in our tool is for users to he able to 
dynamically select various possible subgraphs in a larger graph through interactive parsing. 
The subgraphs can then he collapsed or expanded to suit the visualization needs at hand. 
This allows the creation of views of workfiow processes that can span a much larger set of the 
relevant business domain but that nonethless contain an appropriate level of detail. 
Figure 8a shows a subgraph that has been selected through interactive parsing. In Figure 8b, 
the user has chosen to collapse that subgraph. Future plans include extensions that will allow 
the system to do more of the work in selecting appropriate designs for optimized views. 

6 Coneinsion 

At the very least, I hope this brief survey has convineed you that lest you think otherwise, 
you are not the first one to have thought of the idea of using grammar technologies in visual 
domains. Th ere has been no lack of theoretica! work in this area. What is really needed is more 
emphasis on applications and an effort to consolidate results and defragment the literature. 
We have to somehow overcome the impulse of every red-blooded researcher to invent yet 
another visual grammar framework. There are exciting prospects on the horizon for bringing 
tagether work in constraint solving, rule-based inferencing, and grammar representation. As 
far as applications go, I hope to have brought to light some issues regarding the use of grammar 
technologies for visual language interpretation. If the visual language community confronts 
these issues head on, perhaps we can see visual language parsing as a part of our future 
commercial software products. Meanwhile, there are other intriguing application domains 
that should not he overlooked. The ones l've mentioned all involve forms of cooperative 
communication between human and computer. There are no doubt many avenues open for 
exploring the integration of multiple communication rnadalities in which formal grammars 
may play some useful role. 
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Abstract 

This paper shows how the rnadal type theory developed in [Borghuis 1994] can be 
used in formalizing communication. Based on the idea that the information states of the 
participants in a dialogue can be represented as a type theoretica! context ([Ahn 1992]), 
the paper argues that in rnadal type theory an incremental representation of the content of 
the utterances in a dialogue can be brought tagether with a formal description of the effects 
of the pragmatic force of these utterances. To illustrate this I propose a formal procedure 
representing the update of the information state of a hearer by a declarative utterance 
of the speaker. This proposal combines existing workon discourse representation in type 
theory ([Ahn and Kolb 1990]) with existing workon epistemic pragmatics ([Thijsse 1992]) 
in the framework of a rnadal typed À-calculus. 

Key words: type theoretica! contexts, Discourse Representation Theory, epistemic prag
matics, rnadal type theory. 

1 Introd uction: contexts as growing information stat es 

In [Ahn 1992] a type theoretica! approach to the formalization of communication is proposed. 
This approach, which is one of the fundaments of the DenK-project ([Bunt et al. 1995]), 
has as its central idea that the information state of an agent ( animate or inanimate) can he 
modelled by a type theoretica! context. In this view, the assertions that make up an agent's 
information state are represented as statements of the form A : B, where the type (B) of 
a statement corresponds to an assertion of the agent and the term (A) inhabiting the type 
corresponds to the 'justification' or 'evidence' the agent has for this assertion. In genera!, the 
information state of an agent will not contain a complete ( or even accurate) description of the 
world: an agent may he uncertain about some propositions and unaware of others. Since the 
information state is incomplete, it may 'grow' as the agent learns more about the world. This 
growth can he modelled by appending statements representing the new information to the 
context representing the agent's information state. One souree of growth is communication 
between agents, and [Ahn 1992] sketches a perspective under which dialogue can he viewed 
type theoretically as an exchange of information between (growing) contexts. 

Against the background of Ahn's ideas, I construct a procedure for a particular instanee 
of information growth in dialogue: the 'update' of the information state of a hearer-agent 
by a declarative utterance of a speaker-agent. The object of this exercise is to show that 
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in an extension of type theory ('modal' type theory) two aspects of the formalization of 
communication that are usually stuclied separately can be brought together: the incremental 
growth of the hearer's information state by the content of the speaker's dialogue contributions, 
and the effect of the pragmatic 'force' of an utterance on the hearer's information state. 
Both aspects are treated by means of existing work, respectively the translation of Discourse 
Representation Theory to type theory in [Ahn and Kolb 1990], and the epistemic analysis of 
the Gricean maximes in [Thijsse 1992]. 

I formulate this update in a simple dialogue situation invalving two agents, a speaker 
(S) and a hearer (H). Since the effect of a single utterance of the speaker is considered, 
the agents have fixed roles: the speaker speaks, and the hearer listens. The information 
states of speaker and hearer are represented as type theoretica! contexts. Such a context 
contains declarations of all entities that the agent assumes to exist, and of all assertions ( along 
with their proofs) that he holds about the world. It also contains statements declaring the 
'vocabulary' (predicates, functions, sets) in which these assertions are formulated. Assuming 
that these statements denote concepts that are somehow related to words in the language, 
agents speaking the same language must share a considerable amount of this vocabulary to 
make communication possible. 

When large discrepancies between the vocabularies of the dialogue participants exist, 
misunderstandings will arise. In this paper I want to abstract from such misunderstandings, 
and hence simply make the participants' information states before the dialogue (their ini
tia[ contexts) isomorphic, by assuming that they contain the same vocabulary. Under this 
assumption, the initial context of agents can only differ in the elements and proofs1 • This 
means that speaker and hearer may be able to prove different assertions about the world, 
and may have different justifications for the same assertion. Similarly, they may be familiar 
with different elements of a given set ('individuals'), or differ in the sets that are inhabited 
for them. 

2 Discourse Representation Theory in type theory 

The Discourse Representation Theory (DRT) of Hans Kamp ([Kamp 1981]) is a formal method 
for constructing representations for texts (sequences of sentences) in three steps. Starting 
from the sentences in the discourse a 'Discourse Representation Structure' (DRS) is gen
erated, processing them 'from left to right' by means of 'DRS-construction rules'. These 
structures are then interpreted in a model through a truthful embedding. I shall not go into 
the construction nor into the embedding of DRSs, since our main concern is the relation of 
(already constructed) DRSs to type theory. In [Ahn and Kolb 1990] a formal translation is 
given from DRSs into type theoretica! contexts: each DRS corresponds toa 'segment'. Using 
this translation, the growth of the information state of an agent interpreting a text can be 
modelled by the extension of the context representing the agent 's information state with the 
segment representing the text. 

Ahn and Kolb do not give a direct translation of the two-dimensional representations 
into type theoretica! contexts. They use an intermediate sequentia! format in which DRSs 
are written in the following form: r1, ... , rn, E1, ... , Em, where (r1, ... , rn) are the discourse 
referents and the 'entries' Eb ... , Em are of one of the following three forms: 

1 In type theory one can distinguish syntactically between vocabulary on the one hand and proofs and 
elements on the other. 
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• atomie condition, n-ary predicate applied to a number of discourse referents, 

• a complex condition D1 => D2, where D1 and D2 are DRSs, 

• a link [R = N] or [R = R'], where Rand R' are discourse referents, and Nis a name in 
the model. 

Given such a sequential representation of a DRS, Ahn and Kolb propose the following 
translation of DRSs to type theoretica! contexts: a sequence of the general farm r 1, ... , rn, 
E1, ... , Em translates to a 'segment' of the general farm rl : entity, ... , rn : entity, 
Yl : E1, ... , Ym : Em. The discourse referents are translated directly into variables. This is in 
line with the intuition that set variables act as 'pointers', they make an object of a certain 
type available to the reasoner. Since DRT has no typing (properties are attributed to the 
referents via predication), all discourse referents are given the same (neutral) type 'entity'. 

Entries are assertions, and as such translated as terms of type Prop. They get a fresh 
variabie (yl, ... , Ym) assigned as their proof term; the entries represent the content of the 
discourse, not its justification. The three kinds of entries are accommodated type theoretically 
as follows. Atomie conditions are an n-ary predicate applied to a number of referents. These 
are translated to statements P(r1, ... , rn) :Prop. Complex conditions are of the farm D1 => 
D2. Roughly speaking, they are translatedas a (series of) II-abstraction(s) connecting D1 to 
(part of) D2. I illustrate this by means of the infamous donkey sentence 'Every farmer who 
owns a donkey beats it'. For this sentence, the segments corresponding to D1 and D 2 are 

D1 : u: entity, v: entity,p1 : farmer(u),P2: donkey(v),p3 : owns(u, v) 
D 2 : u : entity,v : entity,p1 : jarmer(u),p2 : donkey(v),p3 : owns(u,v),p4 
beats( u, v ). 

The sequence u, v, (farmer( u), donkey(v), owns(u, v) =>beats( u, v)) (D1 => D2) is translated 
into the statement z : (IIu : entity.IIv : entity.IIp1 : jarmer(u).IIp2 : donkey(v).IIp3 : 
owns( u, v ).beats( u, v) ), where the lis abstract over the elementsof the segment corresponding 
to D1, and the body of the abstraction is the D2-segment minus the statements that are also in 
the D1-segment ( and z is a fresh variabie). This abstraction is the pro of theoretica! reflection 
of the semantica! idea that D1 => D2 turns any assignment satisfying D1 into an assignment 
satisfying D2. An interpreter who already has entities (x, y) in his context as well as proof 
that these entities are respectively a farmer and a donkey (ps : farmer(x),P6 : donkey(y)) 
and that x owns y (P7: owns(x,y)), can derive a term z(x,y,ps,P6,P7) proving 'x beats y' 
(beats(x,y)) by applying all this information to the type theoretica! translation of D1 => D2. 
Links are expressionsof the farm R = R' or R = N, which 'link' a discourse referent R to 
another discourse referent (R') or a name in the model (N). They can be expressed type 
theoretically as y : (R = R') or y : (R = N)2. 

3 Epistemic pragmatics 

Reasoning about information states of (other) agents plays an important role in communi
cation. For instance, in an information dialogue it is not cooperative to ask your dialogue 
partner sarnething you already know, or to ask him a question you know he cannot answer. 

2Where '=' abbreviates the Leibniz-equality that is definable in the type system used here. 
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A famous attempt to codify 'cooperative' behaviour in dialogue was made by Grice (see for 
instanee [Grice 1989]). He begins his top-down development of dialogue behaviour rules by 
stating the 

Cooperation principle Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at 
the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange 
in which you are engaged. 

Starting from this principle, Grice discerns four categodes of rules for dialogue behaviour 
('maxims'), each characterized by a 'super maxim' of which the most important one is: 

Quality Try to make your contribution one that is true 

This general advice is then specified further in two maxims: 

Belief Do nat say what you believe to he false. 

Evidence Do not say sarnething for which you lack suffi.cient evidence. 

In [Thijsse 1992], the 'epistemic force' that is attributed to (declarative) utterances through 
the quality maxims is analyzed in terms of epistemic/doxastic logic; propositional logic ex
tended with rnadal operators 'Kx', signifying 'agent x knows that ... ', and 'Bx', meaning 
'agent x believes that ... '. This analysis results in the following proposal for an 'utterance 
rule' . 

UTT x : 'cp' * BxKxcp. 

lf an agent (x) utters the proposition cp (x :'cp') he should believe to know that cp, cp should he 
a true justified belief of his. An important benchmark in the epistemic analysis of the quality 
maxims are Moore's paradoxes (cf. [Moore 1912]), sentences about self-belief of the kind 

(1) p, but I do nat believe that p: p 1\ •BiP 

(2) p, but I believe that nat p: p 1\ Bi'P 

The puzzling thing about these sentences is that although they are logically consistent ( the 
logical translations given above have verifying models), they are absurd to utter. In [Hintikka 
1962] a similar example invalving self-knowledge is given 

(3) p, but I do nat know whether p: p 1\ •Kip 1\ •Kï•P· 

The peculiarity of these 'Moore-sentences' can he formally demonstrated after the applica
tion of UTT to their logical translations: the resulting formulas are inconsistent in epis
temicjdoxastic logic. 

Moare-sentences are nat only strange to utter, they arealso strange to hear. The analysis 
of the epistemic force of utterances should account for this in terms of the effects of an 
utterance on the information state of the hearer. In general a hearer need nat he convineed 
of what the speaker says, but it seems reasanabie to assume that the hearer is convineed that 
the speaker is convineed of what he says. Thijsse calls this effect 'epistemic transfer', and he 
extends his proposal accordingly with the following rule descrihing this effect of uttering a 
proposition (cp) by the speaker (x) on the hearer (y): 
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epistemic transfer x : '<p' :::} ByKyBxKx<p 

The combination of modal operators in front of <p shows that the hearer is as sure of the 
utterance of the speaker, BHKH(BsKs<p), as the speaker is of the proposition he utters, 
BsKs(<p). In other words, the rule UTT is available to the hearer and is internalized by him. 
U nder epistemic transfer the logical translations of the Moare-sentences are again inconsistent 
in the epistemic/doxastic logic, showing that their utterance is also strange from the hearers' 
point of view. 

The epistemic/doxastic system used by Thijsse is a combination of the logic KT4(m) for 
the knowiedge-operators of the agents and the logic KD4(m) for their belief-operators3 . This 
means that in the resulting system the principles K and 4 hold for both knowledge and belief: 

4 Ka<p :::> KaKa<p, Ba<p :::> BaBa<p 

K states that every agent (a) knows the logical consequences of his knowledge and believes 
the logical consequences of his beliefs. 4 is the principle of 'positive introspection': if an 
agent knows something, Ka<p, he knows that he knows it, KaKaiP· Similarly, if he believes 
something, he believes that he believes it. The difference between knowledge and belief is 
refl.ected in the following two axioms: 

T expresses the 'veracity' of knowledge: if an agent knows sarnething (Ka<p), it has to he 
the case ( <p ). This is too strong for belief, since beliefs can he mistaken. Hence the weaker 
principle D, stating that belief must be consistent: an agent cannot believe a proposition 
(Ba<p) and its negation (Ba•<p) at the same time. The logies of knowledge and belief are 
related by the axiom 

FK Ka<p :::> Ba<p, 

which expresses that an agent believes every proposition that he knows to hold. 

4 The Modal Pure Type System ÀDPRED2 

The formal framework in which I want to combine discourse representation and epistemic 
pragmatics is the Modal Pure Type System (MPTS) ÀDP RED2. This system is a modal 
extension of the well-known Pure Type System (PTS) .XPRED2 in (Barendregt 1992], which 
corresponds closely to second order intuitionistic predicate logic (see (Geuvers 1993]). 

Essentially, the difference between PTSs and MPTSs is that in MPTSs information (propo
sitions) can be marked with operators (modalities) indicating what kind of information it 
is ('knowledge', 'belief', etc.), and that MPTSs allow additional structure in contexts. In 
MPTSs, one can, at any moment, create an additional separate part of the context ( called 
'subordinate context', marked by 'IQ') into which only information of a certain kind may 
he transferred, for instanee propositions which are registered in the context as 'known by 

3These are multi-agent versions of basic modallogics to which a formal introduetion can be found in [Chellas 
1980].) 
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agent B'. In this subordinate context one can then reason with the information under the 
usual type theoretica! inference rules to draw new conclusions. These conclusions can then he 
put back into the original context prefixed with the appropriate label ('known by B'), after 
which the subordinate context is removed. Using subordinate contexts, the type theoretica! 
representation of the information state of an agent can he temporarily 'partioned' according 
to (syntactic) criteria determined by the rules for transferring information from a context to 
its subordinate context, the so-called 'import' and 'export rules'. 

Since MPTSs are a well-behaved extension of PTSs, see [Borghuis 1994], the workof [Ahn 
and Kolb 1990] on DRT remains valid in >.DPRED2. The epistemicfdoxastic system used 
in [Thijsse 1992] can he interpreted in >.DPRED2 if the following modal rules4 are adapted. 
For knowledge: 

(K import) 
G 1- M : Kacp : Prop 

(K export) 
GIQJKe 1- M : cp : Prop a 

G IQJ !f e 1- k!f M : cp G 1- hK kaM: Kacp 

(4import) 
G 1- M : Kacp : Prop 

(Texport) 
G IQJ !f e 1- M : cp : Prop 

G IQJ !f e 1- 4!f M : Kacp G 1- t!fM: cp 

For belief: 

(Kimport) 
G 1- M : Bacp : Prop 

(K export) 
G IQ! ~ e 1- M : cp : Prop 

G IQ! ~ e 1- k~ M : cp G 1- k~M: Bacp 

( 4 import) 
G 1- M : Bacp : Prop 

(D export) 
G~Be 1- M : cp : Prop a 

B ·n G 1- d~ M: -.Ba-.cp G IQ) a ê 1- 4a M : Kacp 

These derivations rules in >.OP RED2 correspond to the axioms of the same name in the 
previous section. The axiom (FK) relating knowledge and belief corresponds to the rule: 

(FK 
. ) G 1- M : Kar.p : Prop 
zmport • (KB) 

G~~ e 1- ka' M:cp 

Since epistemicfdoxastic logic in which UTT and epistemic transfer 'live' can he accom
modated in an MPTS, the derivations made by speaker and hearer basedon these rules have 
a counterpart in modal type theory. What remains to he clone is incorporating the 'modal
ization' of uttered propositions prescribed by these pragmatic rules in a procedure for adding 
type theoretica! representations of utterances to the context of the hearer. 

5 Adding declarative utterances 

In this section, the ingredients presented separately above are combinedintoa procedure for 
adding declarative utterances to the information state of the hearer. 

Starting from a declarative utterance of the speaker, a type theoretica! representation of 
its content can he obtained by taking what the speaker says (the sentences used) to he a 
discourse. For this discourse a DRS can he constructed, which is turned into a segment, 

4 For a complete specification of MPTSs, and formal description of their relation to modal logies the reader 
is referred to (Borghuis 1994). 
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TI : entity, ... , Tn : entity, YI : E1, ... , Ym : Em, via the 'Ahn and Kolb-translation'. Rather 
than adding this segment directly to the context of the hearer, I propose to add it in the 
'decorated' form Tf: entity, ... ,T~: entity,y1: BHKHBsKsEI,···,Ym: BHKHBsKsEm. 
The discourse referents TI, ... , Tn are marked with the agent index of the speaker, to signify 
that the context of the hearer was extended with these referents to accommodate an utterance 
of the speaker. Since these referents are created on account of the speaker, the hearer should 
he allowed to use them in reasoning about knowledge or beliefs of the speaker. The entries, 
which represent the propositional content of the utterance, are prefixed with the modality 
BHKHBsKs prescribed by the epistemic transfer rule to account for the epistemic effect of 
the utterance on the hearer. In the general format of the previous section the rule for adding 
an utterance 'U' of agent (a) to the context (rb) of another agent (b) looks as follows: 

AddUtt 
a: 'U'=> rb, TÎ: entity, ... 'T~: entity, Yl : BbKbBaKaEl, ... 'Ym: BbKbBaKaEm 
where TI : entity, ... , Tn : entity, YI : E1, ... , Ym : Em is a type theoretica! representa-
tion of the discourse u, and TI, ... ' Tn, YI, ... 'Ym are fresh variables w.r.t. rb. 

To see whether the AddUtt-rule makes any sense, I start by checking a simple example 
with respect to the inferences the hearer can make using the information he gets by adding 
an utterance of the speaker. Suppose that the hearer (H) is aware of the 'donkey-ownership 
rule', which says that every farmer who owns a donkey beats it rH = r,z: (ITu: entity.ITv: 
entity.ITp1 : jaTmeT(u).ITp2 : donkey(v).ITp3 : owns(u,v).beats(u,v)), and that the speaker 
( S) utters the sentence: 

(4) Pedro is a farmer, Jerry is a donkey, and Pedro owns Jerry. 

Under AddUtt the context of the hearer will he extended with a decorated version of the 
segment corresponding to (4), TI: entity,T2: entity,y1: (PedTo = Tf),y2: (JeTTY = T~),y3: 
owns (TI, T2), and become: 

rH := r, z: (ITu: entity.ITv: entity.ITp1: jaTmeT(u).ITp2: donkey(v).ITp3: owns(u, v) 
.beats( u, v)), Tf: entity, T~: entity, YI: BHKHBsKs(PedTo = Tf), 
Y2: BHKHBsKs(JeTTY = T~),y3: BHKHBsKsowns(Tf,T~). 

On this context, the hearer cannot in any way derive that Pedro beats Jerry: he cannot 
conclude that he believes this himself, since he is not convineed of the information provided 
by the speaker. It is also impossible for the hearer to prove that the speaker believes that 
Pedro beats Jerry, since the context contains no evidence that the speaker is aware of the 
donkey-ownership rule. Technically, the speaker-modality Bs in front of the entries blocks all 
applications of the general 'donkey-ownership rule' known by the hearer to the information 
about Pedro and Jerry provided by the speaker. Hence in this example the AddUtt-rule seems 
cautious enough. 

However, the rule should not he too cautious to allow the hearer to derive the peculiarity 
of the utterance of a Moore-sentence by the speaker. Moreover, using the greater expressivity 
of the type theoretica! 'DRT-language' over propositionallogic, it should he possible to take 
into account that the peculiarity of the utterance of a Moore-sentence may depend on a 
previous utterance in the dialogue. lf the speaker were to utter 

(5) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it, but I don't believe that Pedro beats Jerry. 
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in isolation, the hearer would not he able to judge its utterance by the speaker as inconsistent: 
he lacks the information that the speaker is convineed that Pedro is a farmer and Jerry a 
donkey that is owned by Pedro. However, if the speaker were to utter (5) after an earlier 
utterance of ( 4), the hearer should he able to judge this combination of utterances inconsistent. 

Before testing AddU tt on this example, it should he noted that the epistemic transfer rule 
in [Thijsse 1992] was not intended for epistemic predicate logic, and the fragment of DRT 
covered so far does not have a construction rule for intensional verbs like 'to believe' or 'to 
know'. As in the logica! translation of these sentences, the intensional verbs are represented 
as modal operators, i.e. in a segment representing 'I believe that r.p' the entries representing 
the content of r.p will he prefixed with the modal operator Bi (en tri es are now formulas in 
modal predicate logic). 

The formalization of the example starts in the situation where the current context of the 
hearer is 'r' and the speaker hasjust uttered (4). In the same way as above, applying UttAdd 
to (4) extends the context of the hearer to: 

rH := r,rf: entity,rf: entity, 
Yl: BHKHBsKs(Pedro = rf), Y2: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = rf), 
Y3: BHKHBsKsfarmer(rf),y4 : BHKHBsKsdonkey(rf), 
Ys: BHKHBsKsBsowns(rf,rf) 

Assuming that the content of the dialogue between the utterance of (4) and (5) is repre
sented in the hearer's context by the segment r', the next relevant moment in the dialogue 
is where the speaker utters (5), which corresponds to the segment r~ : entity, r1 : entity, Ys : 
BHKHBsKs(Pedro = r~),yg: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = r1),Y6: (Tiu: entity.Tiv: entity.Tip1: 
jarmer(u).Tip2 : donkey(v).llp3 : owns(u, v).beats(u, v)), Y7 : -,Bsbeats(rb r2). Adding this 
segment under AddU tt results in the hearer context: 

rH := r, rf: entity, rf: entity, 
Yl : BHKHBsKs(Pedro = rf), Y2: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = rf), 
Y3: BHKHBsKsKHfarmer(rf),y4: BHKHBsKsdonkey(rf), 
Ys : BHKHBsKsBsowns(rf, rf), r', 
r~: entity,r1: entity,ys: BHKHBsKs(Pedro = r~),yg: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = r1), 
Y6 : BHKHBsKs(Tiu : entity.Tiv : entity.Tip1 : jarmer(u).Tip2 : donkey(v).Tip3 : 
owns(u, v).beats(u, v)), Y7: BHKHBsKs-,Bsbeats(r~, r1). 

Note that in this context there are two discourse referents for Pedro (rf, r~) and for Jerry 
(rf,r1), where rr and rf were in troduced by adding uttterance (4) and r~ and r1 by adding 
(5). Since under AddUtt every utterance of the speaker is represented type theoretically via 
a DRS, the hearer will have to add new referents to his context with every utterance of the 
speaker, even if 'conversationally' no new referents have been introduced. Assuming that 
narnes are set variables in the 'vocabulary' that is shared between the (initia!) contexts of the 
dialogue participants (cf. section 2), referents linked to the samename can be identified 'across 
utterances' in >.oP RED2 by deriving the Leibniz Identity of the 'old' and the 'new' referent: 
from Yl : BHKHBsKs(Pedro = rf) and Y3: BHKHBsKs(Pedro = r~), a proof object (MI) 
can he constructed for BHKHBsKs(rf = r~). Similarly, Y2: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = rf) and 
Y4: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = r1) suffice to construct an inhabitant (M2) of BHKHBsKs(rf = 
r1). Since M1 and M2 prove that the old referents for Pedro and Jerry are identical to the 
new referents, the hearer can interpret the information provided by the speaker's utterance 
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of (5) as applying to the old referents: BHKHBsKs-,Bs(beats(rf, r~)). Substituting rr for 
r~ and r~ for r~ simplifies the context r H to: 

rH:: r,rf: entity,r~: entity, 
Yl: BHKHBsKs(Pedro = rf),y2: BHKHBsKs(Jerry = r~), 
Y3: BHKHBsKsKHfarmer(rf),y4: BHKHBsKsdonkey(r~), . 
Y5: BHKHBsKsBsowns(rf,r~),y6: BHKHBsKs(IIu: entity.ITv: entity. 
Ilp1 : jarmer(u).ITp2 : donkey(v).ITp3: owns(u, v).beats(u, v)), 
Y7: BHKHBsKs-,Bsbeats(rf, r~). 

On this context the inconsistency of uttering (5) after ( 4) can he derived in much the same 
way as for the utterance of (2) under epistemic transfer in epistemicjdoxastic propositional 
logic. Since the derivation is both too long and too wide to reproduce in full, I show only the 
crucial middle part and use a few abbreviations. 

1. r H IQ! z ê IQ! ~ ê IQ) g ê IQ) lf ê 1- rr : entity 
2. r H IQ) Z ê IQ) ~ ê IQ) g ê IQ] lf ê 1- r~ : entity 
3. r H IQ] z ê IQ]~ ê IQ] g ê IQ] lf ê 1- M3 : farmer(rf) 
4. rH IQ] z ê IQ]~ ê IQ] g ê IQ] lf ê 1- M4: donkey(r~) 
5. rH IQl Z ê IQl ~ ê IQl N ê IQilf ê 1- M5: owns(rf,r~) 
6. rH IQl Z ê IQ!~ ê IQl N ê IQilf ê 1- M1: -,Bsbeats(rf,r~) 

7. rH IQ! Z ê IQl ~ ê IQl g ê IQl lf ê 1- M6: (llu.llv.ITpl.ITP2·IIP3·beats(u,v)) 
8. rH IQIZ t:IQJ~ t:!QJN t:IQllf t: 1- M5rf: (llv.llpl.ITP2·ITP3·beats(rf,v)) 

9. rH IQ! Z ê !QJ ~ ê IQ! g ê IQl lf ê 1- M6rfr~: (ITpl.ITP2·IIPa·beats(rf,r~)) 
10. rH IQ! Z ê IQl ~ ê !QJ g ê IQl lf ê 1- M6rfr~Ma; (ITp2.ITPa·beats(rf,r~)) 
11. rH IQl Z ê IQl ~ ê IQl g ê IQl lf ê 1- M6rfr~ MaM4: (IIpa.beats(rf,r~)) 
12. rH IQl Z ê IQl ~ ê IQl g ê !QJ lf ê 1- M6rfr~ MaM4M5: beats(rf, r~) 

13. rH IQl Z t: IQl ~ ê IQl g ê 1- k(M6rfr~ MaM4M5): Ksbeats(rf, r~) 
14. rH IQl Z ê !QJ ~ ê IQl g ê !QJ lf ê 1- 4(k(M6rfr~MaM4M5)): Ksbeats(rf,r~) 
15. rH !QJ Z ê !QJ ~ ê !QJ g ê !QJ lf c !QJ g ê 1- j(4(k(M6rfr~M3M4M5))): beats(rf,r~) 
16. rH !QJ Z t: !QJ ~ ê !QJ g ê !QJ lf ê 1- Îc{j(4(Îc(M6rfr~ M3M4M5)))): Bsbeats(rf, r~) 
17. rH !QJ Z c !QJ ~ c fQJ g ê fQJ lf ê 1- M7(Îc{j(4(k(M6rfr~MaM4M5))))): ..L 

In the beginning ofthe derivation each ofthe statements added to rH except y1: BHKHBsKs 
(Pedro = rf) and Y2 : BHKHBsKs(Jerry = r~), is brought to a '!QJ Z ê fQJ ~ ê fQJ N ê fQJ lf'

subordinate context by 4 subsequent applications of K-import5• In this way the modalities 
are stripped from the types and a situation arises in which there is proof that rr is a farmer, 
r~ is a donkey, rf owns r~, that the donkey-ownership rule holds and that the speaker does 
not believe that rf beats r~ (lines 1-7)6 • Hence the donkey-ownership rule can he used in 
combination with the information about Pedro and Jerry supplied by the speaker, to obtain 
a proof of beats(rf, r~) (line 8-12). Since this is derived inside a categorical Ks-subordinate 
proof, it follows by positive introspeetion (Kscp :J KsKscp) that the speaker knows that rf 

5rf and r~ are brought to this context by means of a different rule (transfer3), see [Borghuis 1994] section 
6.2. 

6The proof objects M3-M7 are abbreviations, where M; = k:O:j(k~(k::y;))) for iE {3,4,5,6, 7}. 
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beats T~ (line 12-14). Knowledge implies belief (line 14-16), and so the hearer has proof in 
the IQJ 1} € IQJ ~ € IQJ ~ € IQJ :lf-subordinate context that the speaker both believes and ,disbelieves 
that Tr beats T~' a contradiction. 

t,From this contradiction a number of conclusions are derivable on the context r H rep
resenting the information state of the hearer, depending on the combination of K-, D-, and 
T-export rules used to finish the derivation. These conclusions range from BHKHBsKsl_, 
the hearer is convineed that the speaker is convineed of a contradiction, through BHKHBsl_, 
BHBsKsl_, and BHl_ tol_; the information state of the hearer is has become inconsistent. 
Hence the pragmatic force of the utterance captured in the epistemic/doxastic analysis of 
the maxim of quality can be expressed in the modal type system, in combination with an 
incremental representation of the effect of the content of that utterance on the information 
state of the hearer. 

6 Concluding remarks 

The update procedure presented in this paper is merely intended to indicate how two aspects 
of the formalization of communication that have been ( and are being) stuclied separately can 
be brought together in a single formal framework. As such the procedure is too simple-minded 
in a number of respects, a few of which are discussed below. 

First of all, the procedure only takes Grice's Quality maxim into account. The other 
maximes have also been stuclied in epistemic pragmatics, and their formalization seems to 
involve additional modalities. For instance, one of the maxims of Quantity ('Do not make 
your contribution more informative than is required') would translate to an utterance rule 
requiring that one should not present one's dialogue partner with information that already 
is 'mutually known' or 'mutually believed'. Technically, MPTSs are fl.exible enough to deal 
with the required modalities and their interactions. The problem is to give a comprehensive 
epistemic analysis of the dialogue situation one wants to formalize, since more specific con
siderations than those addressed by the Gricean axioms may come into play. For instance, 
in a dialogue where one of the participants is an expert on the topic of conversation and the 
other participant is not, the epistemic force of an sentence mayalso depend on who utters it. 

Secondly the procedure does not make full use of the expressivity of type theory. For 
all its merits, D RT in the form used here has one important drawback: it is untyped. The 
universe of discourse is totally unstructured; allinformation about referents must be expressed 
via predication. If the discourse calls for the introduetion of, say, a donkey, the translation 
will yield a segment containing the statements Ti : entity, Yi : donkey( Ti), whereas type 
theoretically this could have been expressed more directly by means of the set-type 'donkey': 
Ti : donkey. Using the expressivity of type theory, a more direct correspondence between 
type theoretica! representation and syntactic structure of naturallanguage sentences can be 
achieved, e.g. representing nouns by set-types and adjectives as predicates over these types. 

Finally, the identification of discourse referents in the segment representing an utterance 
of the speaker with objects already present in the context of the hearer is far more complicated 
then it may appear from the examples in this paper. For the case of referents linked to the 
same (rigidly designating) name this identification is possible with standard type theoretica! 
means. However, the speaker mayalso piek out a referent by means of a definite description 
for which the hearer has to find the appropriate referent already present in his context. 
This problem becomes even more difficult in the setting of a multi-modal dialogue where the 
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speaker may make use of extra-lingual means (e.g. visual cues). These ways of 'anchoring' 
new information conveyed by the speaker in the information state of the hearer cannot be 
formalized entirely inside modal type theory as presented here. 

In the DenK-project this problem is attacked by means of a multi-layered interpretation 
process of ( user-) utterances involving several formalisrus ( using several sourees of informa
tion) which subsequently resolve definite descriptions and ambiguities until a 'disambiguated' 
type theoretica! segment representing the utterance of the speaker results (see [Bunt et al. 
1995]). Adding this segment to the context of the hearer in a way similar to that described 
in this paper is the final step in this interpretation process. 
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Abstract 

Multimodal user interfaces under UNIX / Xll rarely do the fusion of manomadal 
events on a temporal criterion. The main difficulties to achieve this are the representation 
and the dating of non-standard events (vocal, gesture, touch screen, eye movement, ... ) 
by the X server. To begin with, we study a modality server which extends the control of 
X events to non-standard events. This server also enables the elient applications to query 
the devices' states. Then we present the multimodal widgets which are in charge of the 
fusion of the manomadal events they receive. We explain why and how these widgets use 
the device state information. 

Keywords: non-standard event, modality server, multimodal widget. 

1 Introd netion 

One of the most promising results of the research on the multimodal user interfaces is their 
capacity to transfarm the man-machine communication of industrial applications which ma
nipulate 2D or 3D virtual spaces. For example, it has been shown that a user can be more 
"productive" on a CAD program when keyboard interactions are replaced by vocal ones [11]. 
Hence a few research works are proposing to rethink these tools in terms of multimodal 
interactions [7] . 

However manipulating 2D or 3D virtual spaces requires a powerful graphic environment. 
Today, many of these applications are developed on UNIX workstations using Xll as a stan
dard tool, sametimes with additional hardware graphical functions. In spite of the various 
functions it can realise, the X server only manages, in terms of input modalities, mouse and 
keyboard events. 

In this paper, we first reeall some definitions about multimodal systems. Th en we explain 
the problems that the UNIX / Xll environment induces, and we make a quick analysis of some 
previous works. Rather than using a Real Time kernel wit h an UNIX extension, we propose 
a pragmatical architecture which enables to discard such a salution for most multimodal 
applications. We then expose our principle of a modality serverand introduce the concept 
of a multimodal widget to encapsulate multimodal interactions. Finally, we present a first 
application of the modality server and we conclude in pointing multimodal interface issues. 
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2 Some Definitions 

2.1 Multimedia and Multimorlal Applications 

To explain the differences between multimedia and multimodal applications, an author [5] 
has introduced a dimensional classification into three axes: "levels of abstraction", "fusion 
levels" and "tempora! constraints". 

A multimedia application uses low "levels of abstraction", because it does not do se
mantica! processing of the data (from various media) to obtain meaning. At the opposite, 
a multimodal application has several "levels of abstraction" from the raw data to symbolic 
representations. These representations allow the application to have artificial reasoning and 
to improve the computer-human interaction. Concerning the "tempora! constraints" axe, this 
author makes a distinction between "sequentia!" and "concurrent" user interfaces. The latter 
are allowed to receive (resp. produce) multiple input (resp. output) expressions at the same 
time, while the former can only manage one expression at a time. In the same way, it is 
possible to considere two types of user interfaces on the "fusion levels" axe. A user interface 
is "exclusive" if each expression is built from only one modality. At the opposite, a "syn
ergetic" interface is allowed to receive (resp. produce) expressions built from several input 
(resp. output) modalities. 

Without the "levels of abstraction" axe, the "fusion levels" and "tempora! constraints" 
axes imply four cases of user interfaces: 

a. A "sequentia!" and "exclusive" user interface is like any regular user interface, except 
it may have recognition or synthesis processes on different modalities. 

b. A "concurrent" and "exclusive" user interface is possible with any multitasking envi
ronment. As in the previous case, it could also have some symbolic processes on input 
or output modalities. 

c. A "sequentia!" and "synergetic" user interface builcis expressions from a chronologkal 
interlacing of input or output modalities. This type of user interface is multimodal 
because it needs syntactical representations to construct the expressions (which is a 
minimal step of symbolic representations into the "levels of abstraction"). 

d. A "concurrent" and "synergetic" user interface builcis expressions from a synchronous 
combination of several input or output modalities. As in the previous case, this type of 
user interface is always multimodal because it needs, at least, syntactical representations 
to construct the expressions. 

Thus, the possibility to combine within expressions several rnadalities which are chrono
logically or synchronously processed is a very important charaderistic of the multimodal 
applications. In the following we study the fusion of input modalities. An input modality 
generally produces monornadal events (the dual information, which is the states of devices, 
is also useful but we will speak about them only in the 6.2 section when we introduce the 
notion of multimodal widget). It is these events (or dual states) that we have to combine. By 
hypothesis, a monornadal event can be the result of a recognition system associated to the 
modality's input device. 
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2.2 The Criteria for the Fusion of Monomorlal Events 

The fusion of monornadal events can be prepared at the lowest "level of abstraction". lt is 
then performed with respect to integration criteria. Five of them are presented in [6] . We 
shall introduce them and then focus on a specific criterion. 

The first one is the "logical (structural) complementary" of events. It allows, in some 
cases, to combine temporally distant events within the same command. The second one is 
the "data structure completeness". It can constitute a condition to move within the "ab
straction levels". This completenessis also useful to reduce waiting events. The third one is 
the "dialogue contexts". It is used with the bistorical log of the interactions to resolve co
references between rnadalities (when a modality interaction cannot be correctly understood 
without events or states from others rnadalities) and to manage anaphora, ellipsis or deictic 
expressions. The fourth one is the "incompatibility of modalities". It allows to avoid the 
integration of rnadalities that cannot he used tagether. 

Finally, the last criterion is the "temporal proximity" . It is this one that we will study 
now. 

3 The Problem 

3.1 The Criterion of Temporal Proximity 

The temporal proximity allows to simulate "concurrent" and "synergetic" multimodal user 
interfaces on monoprocessor workstations. It is also importantfora physiological reason due 
to the interactions that a human operator can perfarm on a multimodal application. Combi
nations of rnadalities by a human operator have nat the temporal exactitude and precision of 
a machine, which implies that input "concurrent" interactions would have no sense without 
a short time delay. 

But the temporal proximity is-mainly used as a criterion to combine different modalities. 
For instance, the fusion of input events proposed by [1] first determines theevents which are 
produced within a short time range, and then combines some of them with respect to semantic 
criteria like those mentioned before. With this fusion process, the well-know multimodal 
cammand "put this here" associated with two graphical selections becomes possible. The 
temporal proximity filter allows todetermine the co-references between the "this" and "here" 
vocal events, and the first and second selections respect ively. 
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Figure 1: The problem of devices' response times with speech recognition (taken from [3]). 

On the other hand, a same sequence of monornadal events can produce different multi
madal expressions because semantic interpretations can depend on the time distribution of 
the events. But, as it is explained in [3], devices' response times may be so different that mis
interpretations are possible when the system has to decide the merging of monornadal events 
(figure 1). That is the specific case of the devices associated to recognition systems (speech, 
gesture, ... ), because they need much more time to analyse an expression than any standard 
input devices (mouse, keyboard, ... ) or than any non-standard devices without recognition 
process (tactile screen, eye-tracker, ... ). Hence, the only salution to avoid undesirable actions 
on the objects of the multimorlal application, is to know exactly the starting date and the 
duration of the recognition process of each monornadal expression. 

All these examples show that a precise time stamping is necessary for the fusion of 
monornadal events. But the problem becomes difficult because the management of non
standard devices (such as: tactile screens, eye-trackers, vocal or gesture recognition systems) 
has to be clone within an UNIX / Xll environment. 

3.2 The UNIX/ Xll Environment 

An X server knows how to manage mouse and keyboard events perfectly. But in the case of 
non-standard events, one must be able to represent these events as well as giving a date in 
a manner that is coherent with X. The problem of representation is partially resolved by X 
itself as it offers the appropriate structures to add new types of events. On the other hand, 
precisely dating a non-standard event within X is more difficult, especially when theevent is 
the result of a recognition process. 

Indeed, in the case of recognition, we are interested in the date at which theevent begins 
to be produced by the user. Unfortunately, the date that the X server would give to theevent 
when putting it in the event queue could only be a later date. Besides, even if this date could 
be corrected in order to approach the desired date, this would not affect the position of this 
event within the event queue. Furthermore, X server does not allow an application to modify 
the order of the events in the queue. Finally, the date of the X server is a counter which 
is incremented "roughly" one thousand times a second. This date cannot be directly known 
and one must use events to find it out. 
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In this context, X only allows a late dating of the non-standard events which are the result 
of recognition. This increases the uncertainty of such event dates. To guaranty the validity of 
these dates we must use the internal doek of the workstation. But time representation for X 
and for the workstation is completely different. So one must provide a mechanism to convert 
the date from a format to the other. 

3.3 Bibliographical Comments 

Some authors seem to have realised multimorlal systems with both graphics and vocal com
mands under UNIX / X11. 

The most popular work is Xspeak [13], where an X extension enables the representation 
of vocal events. However, the multimodality supported by this system does not seem to 
use temporal proximity as a fusion criterion. The same remark seems to be true for Munix 
(Multimodal UNIX) [9], a project which aims to increase the ergonomie qualities of the 
UNIX operating system by partially substituting vocal commands to keyboard interaction. 
The GEORAL project offers graphical and vocal interaction with a geographical database [8], 
but this multimorlal application combines vocal and graphics for output only. Finallyin [12], 
the authors use vocal and mouse interactions as input for bilingual translation tool, but do 
not combine them sirree vocal modality is only used for translation queries. It suggests that 
a system of speech recognition should be considered as a server. In fact, we believe that this 
principle has to be extended to any modality producing non-standard events. 

4 Co-operative approach 

4.1 Architectural Principle 

On monoprocessor multitasking workstation, the necessity of precise dating for non-standard 
events also raises the question of using an operating system based on a Real Time kernel. A 
high Real Time priority is useful for any modality's process which has to manage a recognition 
system. An other process with a higher priority is also necessary for the dating of non-standard 
events. However, a regular time sharing is suflident for the X server and the multimorlal 
application. 

Unfortunately, there is not at this time any standard UNIX extension to a Real Time 
kernel. So we decided to use a UNIX with Real Time extensions (as UNIX System V R4.3). 
But according to [10], this type of operating system can be used in place of a Real Time kernel 
with a UNIX extension, only if the applications require a minimal processing time (including 
context swap) greater than 100 milliseconds. 

Because of this processing time limit, it becomes necessary that the dating process of non
standard events has, withno restriction, the highest Real Time priority. It is the reason why 
we chose to use a distributed architecture (figure 2). To guarantee Real Time, we dedicate a 
"slave" processor for each modality which has a recognition system. On a "master" processor, 
a process with the highest priority marrages the dating of the events recognised by the "slave" 
processors or sent by the non-standard devices without recognition systems. Furthermore, 
the "master" processor controls the multimorlal interactions and executes the applications. 
Depending on the nature of the recognition systems, the "slave" processors may or may not 
be multitasking, while the "master" processor will always be. 
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Figure 2: architecture for "concurrent" and "synergetic" multimorlal user interfaces. 

In practice, we simulate this architecture by a co-operation between machines. We have 
experimented two kinds of data transmission: the conneetion by serial port and by TCP / lP 
network. The first one is deterministic since its transfer time is known and constant, while 
the second one is faster but more sensitive to the load on the network. 

4.2 Context and Situation 

The fundamental aspect of this work lies mainly on the fact that we want to elaborate a 
generic multimorlal kern el, which can be used in se ver al and different applications. However, 
we propose pragmatical solutions guided by an experimental method. From this point of 
view, we do not presently invoke or study the dialog aspect of this kernel. We think that 
before doing such study we must resolve all problems encountered in event based interactions. 
lndeed, the principle problems concerning the representation and the dating of non-standard 
events have enormous importance. 

Another important point that we claim is the ability of our system to rapidly allow the 
adjunction of other modalities (gestural, vision, drawing recognition) without completely 
reconsidering the system's architecture. Beside, we do not favour any modalities, in order 
to let this choice to the end-user or to the interface-designer. This also implies a certain 
universal kernel architecture. 
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5 Modality Server 

5.1 General Principle 

Our approach is based on a elient-server concept between multiple X clients (figure 3). A 
modality server combines the X server with a particular X dient. This X elient acts as a 
Non-Standard Modality server (also known as NSM server) for all multimorlal application . 
clients of the X server. The NSM server is itself composed of several modules. 

The main purpose of the TRANSPORT module of the NSM server is to monitor the input 
ports of the "master" machine. It is listening for any events sent by the "slave" machines or 
by the non-standard devices directly connected to the "master" machine (this is a non-busy 
wait). When such events occur, they are sent to the module associated with that modality. 
Depending on the devices, the result may be a set of one or more non-standard events. After 
that, the INTERFACE module of the NSM server tells the elient which currently has the focus 
that a set of non-standard events has occurred, by sending him a "ClientMessage" event. 

Unfortunately, this type of X event has a bandwidth which is insuftkient for sending 
all information concerning a set of non-standard events. This can be handled by different 
methods of communication between process, like sockets, pipes, and so on. For data access 
rapidity, our present prototype of modality server is placing all the information in a shared 
memory segment and sending only its identification to the dient. When the elient receives 
a "ClientMessage" from a modality module, it reacis the information and sencis immediately 
after to this module (via the X serverand the INTERFACE module) the order to release the 
memory segment. 

5.2 Dating Non-StandardEvents 

But a "ClientMessage" is placed without a date in the X event queue. This represents a 
part of the general problem of dating non-standard events and of rnanaging the queue of 
monomorlal events. In the following, we will see how we resolve such a disadvantage. 

As we already explained in the 3.2 section, the only possibility to know the date of 
the X server is to create a regular X event. In this aim, a solution to give an X date to 
the "ClientMessage" of a modality module is to create a pseudo X event just after each 
"ClientMessage". But this dating is too imprecise to be used in the computation of the "real" 
dates of the non-standard events in the set. This is the reason why the NSM server includes 
a DATE CONTROLLER module. 

When a set of non-standard events just arrives to a monomodality module, the DATE 
CONTROLLER asks the workstation clock to get the current time and converts it to the 
equivalent X date. For this conversion, a link must exist between X and the workstation 
times. This link can be a simple calibration of the workstation clock with the X date format. 
In our prototype of modality server, we make this calibration only when the NSM server is 
started. 

Then the "real" times of the non-standard events of a set can be computed based on 
parameters particular to each modality ( acquisition time, recognition time, data transfer 
time, ... ). 
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Figure 3: the modality server. 
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Figure 4: the management of the queue of monornadal events. 

6 Multimorlal Widget 

6.1 The Management of the Multimorlal Interactions 

Our goal is to extend the X11 model to handle multimodal interactions. Most applications 
written for the UNIX / X11 environment use Motif widgets to represent familiar elements of 
the user interface. However the constraints on widgets, bath for input and output, are toa 
!ow-level for multimodal interactions. For this reason, [4] introduces the concept of "metaw
idgets". Such widgets are the links through which the application and the interface exchange 
conceptual information. But [4] only focused on multimodal presentation using alternate 
modalities. Our purpose is to use a multimodal widget for input, by having it operate the 
fusion of monornadal events from several rnadalities into a multimodal message. 

This type of widget has a particular event manager to control the multimodal interactions 
(figure 2). Part of this management is to decide which monornadal events have to be combined 
to create multimodal ones. This process needs a specific queue where the monornadal events 
are ordered with respect to their "real" dates which have been computed by the DATE 
CONTROLLER. So a multimodal widget has to sart the monornadal events it receives. In 
order to do this, the non-standard events pointed by a single "ClientMessage" are read in the 
shared memory and inserted in the correct position, among other regular X events (figure 4). 

But this fusion process must nat combines monornadal events in any way. Each multi
madal widget of an application needs a description of the multimodal interactions this widget 
supports, to know how monornadal events have to he combined. To validate this approach we 
are developing a multimodal widget prototype where its interactions are described by an Aug
mented Transition Network [14], according to the model defined in [1] to realise SPECIMEN 
(a multimodal interface specification tool). 

6.2 The U se of the Device States 

The TRANSPORT module has an other job which is to communicate toa modality module 
the state of its "slave" machine or the state of its non-standard device ( when this one is 
directly connected to the "master" machine). The INTERFACE module finally transfarms 
each state information into a property that any application which uses the corresponding 
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modality can consult. 
First of all, the state information is useful fora multimodal widget during the fusion process 

of the monornadal events. When a multimodal event is under construction, it is necessary to 
he sure that a recognition system is in a waiting state and is not creating new monornadal 
events. lf this happens it could affect the queue of the monornadal events during the time 
interval which is scanned by the fusion process. In this case this process must wait until the 
end of the recognition to realise a relevant fusion of monornadal events. 

Second, the state information is also useful to solve the "passive co-reference" [2]. It means 
that an event cannot he correctly understood by a system, if this system does not know the 
state of one or several devices at the date of this event. This problem appears when the 
frequency of the monornadal event production of a non-standard device is relatively higher 
than other modalities. In this case, we propose that the multimodal widgets could manage 
historica! queues of states for each device causing this problem. To illustrate our purpose 
a good example is an interactive application which combines an eye-tracker device with a 
speech recognition system. When a vocal cammand is recognised, it is necessary to have an 
historica! queue of the states of the eye-tracker, in order to find the direction pointed by the 
eyes when the operator gave the speech command. 

7 Application 

We have already used a part of the modality server to realise MIX3D (Multimodal Interac
tions in a X environment with a 3D virtual space). That is a 3D rnadelling program where 
interactions are "non-concurrent" combinations of vocal and graphical commands. A "slave" 
machine, with a Datavox card of VECSYS, is in charge of the vocal recognition. The "mas
ter" machine, a SiliconGraphics, manages the modality server and the application program. 
In this hardware and software context, we especially verify that our modality server does not 
create problems with local graphics libraries (such as GLX, the X extension of the graphic 
library of SiliconGraphics). 

But this test application had mainly confirmed that a multimodal user interface can really 
reduce the cognitive stress of a CAD operator. For instance, the operator is able to focus his 
perception on the graphic work space, making the visual control for the menu and keyboard 
interactions optional. When speech allows the user hands to he free of the mouse interactions 
with the menus, it does not only increase the precision of his graphic task on 3D virtual 
objects. Just like it is when vocal commands replace keyboard interactions, a multimodal 
interaction with speech input more fundamentally avoids changes of working context for the 
user. On the other hand, most of the commands that a CAD operator has to do are already 
known by him during his graphic interactions. That is because the user generally plans 
his work. Even if a complete verbalisation of the commands is limited by the operator's 
tiredness, it appears clearly that the vocal input modality is a clever way to take advantage 
of this planning. 

Another issue of multimodal interactions with speech input is the generalization of the 
"put this here" paradigm. For example, suppose the multimodal interaction "put the red 
door here", where a graphic selection of a rotation axe would he the co-reference of the "here" 
event. In this case, the "red" and "door" everi.ts make references to particular concepts. But 
we naturally cannot built menus for all concepts that a CAD operator could manipulate. It is 
clear, for such concepts, that speech input allows to avoid the heaviness of textual interaction 
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Figure 5: the multimorlal MIX3D workstation. 
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Vocal Events Textual Feedback Area 

Figure 6: the multimodal MIX3D screen. 

which is the only other alternative. 
Apart from input modalities, MIX3D had also allowed to test the cooperation between 

output modalities. For instance, we use vocal output when a command modifles a 3D object 
without graphical feedback. Every vocal message of this type is associated to a textual 
message in a standard output window. If the combination of these two rnadalities has the 
same objective and could have partial redundant informations, these messages do not have 
the same use but could he complementary. The vocal output is an immediate and volatile 
control of the cammand's result. It avoids the user having to look for messages on standard 
output windows. The textual message serves as tracing purposes may he useful for controls 
later in the work session. 

Finally, this test application has also suggested the association of some speech output 
messages with the main menu or keyboard input commands. Our purpose is not to create 
simpleverbal help since it exists in textual form. Depending on the quality of the operator's 
interactions with the multimodal interface of an application, these speech output messages 
would teach the user (or rewind him) the correct vocal command which can he substituted 
toa menu or keyboard one. 
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8 Coneinsion 

Out of any ind ustrial application context, we have already verified the reliability of the dating 
of the non-standard events made by our modality server. In the same way, we have also 
controlled its efficiency to deliver the device state information. The current phase of our 
workis to introduce multimodal widgets within MIX3D to realise a complete validation of our 
modality server. The next step will be to use the modularity of this server to conneet MIX3D 
with the gesture recognition system which is designing at the LIMSI-CNRS laboratory. 
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Abstract 

This study aims at the understanding of cooperative cognitive strategies used by air 
traflic controllers in simulated situations. In such situations, cooperation is mainly based 
on Intention Recognition processes. We have shown that in such close-to-reality situa
tions, intention recognition is made possible because of multimodal communications which 
deeply involve external artifacts (strips, radar scope, radiotelephony). We will assume that 
the efficiency of communication is made possible only if the environment can allow inten
tion recognition through non-verbal channels. Following this hypothesis, we will discuss 
the implications of such results on a general method for design based on assessment of 
the multimodal wealth of the working environment. 

Key words: Intention recognition, non-verbal communication, distributed cognition, 
environmental resources. 

1 Introduetion 

This study aims at the understanding of verbal and non-verbal modalities by which the agents 
cooperate, by focusing on informal communication mechanisms which could be modified or 
changed by the introduetion of a new technologkal environment. As shown by numerous 
studies in the domain of CSCW, the study of cooperative processes between agents is essen
tial to investigate or validate choices of new technologies or new modes of interaction between 
human agents. The design of new working environments brings up questions such as what 
information on the activities performed by other agents should be presented to a given agent 
(for example partially shared information, respecting confidentiality), or what are the op
erational procedures required to support implicit or explicit exchanges between agents, etc. 
For example, different approaches and their consequences on human coordination required 
in specific fields have to be examined (Dourish and Belloti, 1992). Understanding the co
operative dirneusion in work activities is complex because of the interaction between social 
and cognitive dimensions and of the nature of the processes involved in intention recognition 
which calls upon different modalities (writing, moving objects, pointing, etc.) 
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When examining different approches, focusing on the cooperative nature of working prae
tices in different areas, it appears that understanding cooperation between human agents 
leads to consider collective cognition as socially distributed with respect to external artifacts 
used in practice. In the domaio of London underground control, Heathand Luff (1991) found 
that controllers develop a practice of overhearing each other's conversations and overseeing 
each other's actions. This allows them to manage a flexible division of labour well adapted 
to solve difficulties. This flexibility seems to he dependant on the ability to manage implicit 
task allocation in the team. Some researchers in the domaio of Air Traffic Control, (Hughes 
et al. 1992) take into account the artifacts used in such situations to highlight how division 
of labour is related to working practice using artifacts to organize activities within the team 
(for example, writing on strips is seen as support to cross-check each other's activities). In 
a close perspective, Hutchins and Klausen (1992) develop the idea that cognition is funda
mentally distributed. The use of artifacts is analysed to identify their propert ies highlighting 
the mental operations they support. So collective cognition and artifacts are not considered 
independantly. 

Consiclering such studies we suggest that collective cognition has to heseen in its interac
tion with environmental resources used by human agents. Cooperative activities imply that 
agents communicate in order to share their understanding and to recognize t heir intentions 
in face-to-face situations. The problem we address in this paper is to assess the parts of 
non-verbal and verbal communication in cooperation. The idea that non-verbal aspects in 
communication are informative seems to he a trivia! one, but identifying their role becomes 
an important question, especially if we ~re concerned by interface design. In studying inter
action between experienced human agents, in a face-to-face situation, our hypothesis is that 
non-verbal resources are needed in addition to verbal ones to eosure communication, for the 
following reasons. 

Communicating partners are faced with the difficulty of constructing and updating a 
common cognitive environment which enables them to cooperate. As shown by Sperher and 
Wilson (1989), communication is based on inferential and decading processes, so the success 
of communication is uncertain, and the construction of a compatible meaning of the situa
tion implies that human agents continuously regulate or anticipate misunderstandings which 
can arise in interpreting the other's utterances and actions. The part played by non-verbal 
resources becomes essential in such time-constrained situations where verbal interventions, 
needed in particular to reeover a failure in mutual understanding, appear for several reasans 
to he only partially adapted. 

So our purposè is to examine the ways in which rnadalities of verbal and wellas non-verbal 
communication are required in order to establish a shared understanding in symmetrical 
situations of interaction (both are experienced controllers). Firstly, our aim is to discuss the 
model of communication underlying the study of cooperation. Secondly, in this perspective, 
we will consider communications in their verbal as well as non-verbal modalities. 

2 Mutual cognitive environment 

Communication is a co-construction process where achievement is not certain. In order to 
describe the process of building a shared understanding, two main models of communication 
can he mentioned. On the one hand, with the Shannon and Weather studies (1948), commu
nication is considered as a coding-decoding process. On the other hand, Sperher and Wilson 
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(1989) question the mechanica! nature of this process and highlight the inferential nature of 
communication. From the first point of view, establishing common knowledge or beliefs would 
imply that each agent shares the same knowledge used to code and decode a message. The 
problem in this case is to determine the level of mutual knowledge required (agent A knows 
that agent B knows that agent A knows that agent B knows ... ). 

An alternative model proposed by Sperher and Wilson (1989) allows a more specific de
scription of what shared information actually is, using the conceptsof cognitive environment 
and the relevanee principle. The cognitive environment is an individual construction elabo
rated byeach agent through information acquired in his/her environment according to his/her 
beliefs, personal theories, etc. and to his/her perceptive and inferential abilities. The mutual 
cognitive environment is based on the hypothesis formed by the agents. This model presents 
communication as a process based on an imperfect heuristic. The agents are not able to 
determine accurately the respective cognitive environment. Moreover, this model takes into 
account ostensive behaviour. Environment resources may support intention recognition and 
modify cognitive environment. The heuristic nature of communication implies that the main 
problem faced by human agentsis to ensure mutual understanding. A major problem is that 
agents have to manage numerous misunderstandings which can arise in the co-construction 
of a compatible meaning of the situation. Several aspects have been stuclied in this perspec
tive. Rogers (1992) shows that the informal mechanisms of failure of coordination have to 
he examined to develop resources which can facilitate the detection of misunderstanding. In 
the case of a networked environment, engineers need to know what others are doing on the 
networkin order to manage communicative problems which are very time-consuming. In face
to-face situations, several communicative resources can he used by participants to construct 
a compatible meaning of the situation. 

I. The establishment of a mutual cognitive environment using verbal resources 
Assumptions about the other's knowledge and beliefs on the basis of verbal resources are 

needed to communicate. The establishment of shared knowledge is analysed by Clark and 
Wilkes-Gibbs (1990) in verbal tasks (tangram). Experiments show that to identify the ref
erence of a given expression, the subjects base themselves on the representation they have 
of the other's knowledge, their performance evolves in the course of a session. Krauss and 
Fussel (1990) point out how agents try to determine what is mutually shared in order to 
communicate. Krauss and Fussel (1990) evoke three interrelated sets of mechanisms which 
communicators use to establish the existence of common ground: direction knowledge (as
sumption that the partner is able to have the appropriate interpretative context, because of 
co-presence, for example); category memhership (such as prediction about individual knowl
edge in respect to his/her social category); and interactional dynamics (for example, what has 
been! said is assumed to he known). The dynamics of interaction and, in particular, the part 
played by feed-back has been developed by Clark and Schaeffer (1989), Krauss and Fussel 
(1990), Clark and Brennan (1991). Clark and Brennan (1991) analyse the contributions of 
agents in conversation divided into two steps, a presentation and an acceptance phase. For 
Clark and Brennan (1991) all collective actions, and in particular communication, are based 
on assumption of shared ground (mutual knowledge, beliefs and assumptions) which is con
stantly being updated. The grounding process evoked, (a collective process by which the 
participants try to reach a mutual belief) takes particular shape with respect to face-to-face 
situations. 

So a major problem occurs in time-constrained situations, this is how verbal resources 
will he used when verbal explanations, reformulations, etc. ( ensuring mutual understanding) 
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become costly. 
11. Establishment of a mutual cognitive environment using non-verbal resources 
In the communication process, meaning emerges from the interpretation of verbal utter

ences, but also from non-verbal elements which contribute to modification of the cognitive 
environment of human agents. As Shapiro et al. (1989), Hughes et al. (1992) have shown, 
the strip is essential in the social organization of work in the team, in which activities and 
information are distributed and used among members. Strips are updated according to the 
usual routes, symbols, circles around relevant destinations ( e .. g. dimhing or deseending air
craft, etc.) They compose an evolving history and a plan of the controller's intentions and 
decisions. On a wider scale, through studies of interaction between human agents co-present 
at the work station, it appears that external resources available at the work station provide 
a support for collective cognition. Heath et al. (1993) show that the ways in which dealers 
coordinate their actions and participate in each other's conduct (in the dealing room of a City 
of London international securities house), is linked to the co-presence which allows the oper
ators to collaborate. lnitiation of mutual engagement, for example, is based on the direction 
of the operators' looks and their body postures. Other studies have shown how resources in 
the working environment are used to determine, for example, the availability of colleagues, 
which condition the dialogues between permanent staff and doctors in the SAMU emergency 
services (Benchekroun et al., 1993). Studying the grounding processin communication, Clark 
and Brennan (1991) show in the case of establishing the referential identity (mutual beliefthat 
the addressees have correctly identified the referent) that several techniques are used, one is 
indicative gestures (pointing, looking or touching). As indicated by Krauss and Fussel (1990) 
literature provides little support for affirming that communication, when conveyed by visual 
and verbal channels, is more efficient than by verbal channels only (Krauss and Fussel, 1990, 
p.138). However, their study in using refential communication tasks shows that inserting a 
delay and temporally displacing feedback response is enough to demonstrate the extent of 
the commmunicator's dependance on feedback to formulate efficient referencing expressions. 
Other experiments show that visible feedback, (smiles, head shakes and nods) can compensate 
for the absence of verbal information (so with visible information available, the effect of delay! 
ed transmission is decreased). This introduces the part that could he played by non-verbal 
aspects in the success of communication. In this perspective, artefacts considered as environ
mental resources can be used in order to communicate. A major problem occurs, how will 
non-verbal resources be used to ensure successful exchanges? Other questions also arise: can 
non-verbal resources be trusted in the sense that they are reliable for mutual understanding? 
What level of mutual understanding could he reached by non-verbal communication? 

3 Multimodality and communication 

As an introduction, two dimensions of non-verbal resources will be discussed, firstly the 
status of non-verbal resources (contextual dimension versus specific modality) and secondly 
the informative nature of non-verbal resources (versus communicative). 

I. A first presupposition could be to consider the non-verbal dimension of interaction as 
part of the context of interpretation of the verbal communiction or on the contrary, as a 
specific mode of expression. 

A first attempt to understand the part played by non-verbal resources could be in identi
fying how they are used as a context in interpreting verbal utterances. From another angle, 
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non-verbal resourcescan he analysed with respect to the specific meaning they convey. In non
verbal communications studies, it appears that non-verbal resources cover several dimensions. 
The "multi-channel" notion of human communication by Cosnier and Brossard (1984) char
acterizes face-to-face interactive situations, giving the idea that the agents transmit a total 
heterogeneous message, resulting from a combination of several elements ( voco-acoustic, vi
sual and olfactory, tactile and thermic). These authors (1984) establish a distinction between 
two mimetic-gestural functions (1) framing the interaction, the mimetic-gestural function is 
assimilated as indication of the context (in that it provides a situational context); (2) as "co
text" it then makes a dynamic contribution to the exchanges. Int! he same way, the notion 
of contigu rations of multi-channel signs is developed by Scherer (1984). In a similar way, 
Cadoz (1993) shows that some semiotic body expressions (e.g. informative messages destined 
to the environment) are actions combined with verbal expression and can he considered as 
part of the communicative structure and a specific mode of expression. 

Il. A second reading of non-verbal messages belongs to the informative or communicative 
dimension. 

The elaboration of collective cognition in working situations goes through various modali
ties of communication; for example, an action (pointing to the radar scope) may he interpreted 
by co-workers as an act of communication, aiming at this emphasis of relevant information. 
This action can he analysed from several points of view. On the one hand, the action is a 
means for each agent to organize information for him/herself. On the other hand, the action 
may he performed in order to communicate (for example, showing something toa partner and 
saying "have you seen this?"; the deictic gesture is part of communication). A more extensive 
analysis of the intentional nature of behaviour in human communication leads us to distin
guish two intentional levels described by Sperher and Wilsou (1989). The first informative 
intention appears when a speaker makes elements of a situation manifest without showing 
the intentionality of making them manifest. For example, an agent, rather than a! sking his 
colleague for some help to repair his tools, displays the various components prominently. The 
second communicative intention corresponds to an interactive situation in which the speaker 
informs his interloctur and then manifestly shows that he has the intention of requesting 
something. 

In face-to-face interactions between controllers, several communictive modalities can he em
ployed according to the nature of the information communicated (diagnostic of a confiictual 
situation, transfer conditions of an aircraft to an adjacent sector, etc .. ) and the status of the 
information (urgency of the situation, work context, etc.) At the work station, the informa
tion is processed and memorized through the various supports, for example, the organization 
and handling of strips. Certain properties of the strips have been demonstrated elsewhere, 
see Shapiro et al. (1989), for example its mobility and writability, and the visual accessibility 
of this information. In the same way, the agents can listen to radiotelephony communiea
tions to he aware of each other's activities. These elements will he considered through their 
implications on communication in the team. 

First, the analysis of the exchanges between controllers reveals that verbal and non-verbal 
resources contribute to the establishing and updating of a mutual cognitive environment re
lated to the current situation in various ways: non-verbal actions are used by the controllers to 
provide pieces of information which they do not communicate verbally (for example, urgency 
not verbally expressedor the figurative aspect of a particular regulation between aircraft). 

Secondly, with respect to the beuristic nature of human communication (see Sperher 
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and Wilson, 1989), multimodality appears as a resource which is used by human agents to 
anticipate or regulate misunderstandings in such face-to-face situations (for example, strip 
moving combined in exchanges with the name of the fl.ight concerned, which is not verbally 
expressed). The complementarity of verbal and non-verbal resources seems essential for en
suring mutual understanding (for example, non-verbal actions are used by the controllers to 
provide a context which their partner will use to interpret the meaning of what is verbally 
said). 

Third, our present study emphasizes that communications between human agents are 
supported by the use of verbal and non-verbal resources for establishing a mutual cognitive 
environment at an informative level and at a communicative level. The actions and utterances 
of human agents, produced when carrying out their own activity, are potentially used at the 
samemoment by other agents forintention perception (for example, the executive controller 
writing the present fl.ight level on the strip is seen by the planning controller). 

4 Study situation 

The team stuclied is an operational unit, composed of the executive controller and the planning 
controller in a face-to-face interactive situation, with the controllers of adjacent sectors in 
telephone contact with the planning controller and the various pilots in radiocontact with 
the executive controller. The executive controller's responsability is sectoral, including the 
maintenance of separation standards within the sector. The planning controller is in charge 
of coordination of the traffic passing in and out of the sector and acts on the stream of traffic 
received into the sector. The controllers organize the flow of traffic to avoid confl.icts between 
fl.ights, including constraints like the need for fl.ights to be expedited as soon as possible (fuel 
consumption) and some constraints linked to the situation, such as meteorology. The training 
of both controllers is the same, including the theoretica! aspects, (for example, procedures 
described in Air Traffic Services Manuals) concerning each sector and finally training in 
real situations under the responsability of an experienced controller. Air traffic regulation 
is a complex task because it implies decision-making and resources management with time 
constraints, the processing of large quantities of information, which are both evolving and 
uncertain (Leroux,1992), functional and temporal coordination between actions performed 
by each agent, etc. For experienced controllers, the problem, except for defining a strategy 
to solve a confl.ictual interaction, is to envisage the consequences of this solution on the 
surrounding traffic (to avoid creating other confl.icts) and to monitor the application (acting 
at the right moment, checking that the aircraft did actually turn). The monitoring of traffic 
is a high cost for the controller (Leroux,1992), ("letting a situation evolve") one of the risks 
being not acting early enough on a confiictual interaction in a context where attention is 
shared between several conflictual interactions at the same time. Complexity arises from the 
dynamic nature of the environment, each dec! ision has to he evaluated in respe ct of the 
evolving state of the traffic, requests from pilots and adjacent sectors, and unexpected events 
have to be taken into account as soon as possible. Each agent has to take decisions under 
time pressure, some of them (negotiation with controllers from other sectors, for example) 
have consequences on the actions of others, in this perspective communications are needed 
but there is also the need to wait until the colleague is available to inform or negociate with 
him/her. Controllers use a number of information sources: the flight progress board (including 
strips arranged in front of the executive controller himself, according to problems detected 
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or to spatial disposition in the sector), the radar, the telephone, the displays. The strips, 
the radar display, and listening to radio and telephone communications, appear to represent 
important communicative resources. 

5 Methodology 

We have analysed how air traflic controllers solve conflicts. A simulated situation of air traflic 
control was composed of six conflicts evolving over a period of about 30 minutes. We video
taped four teams of two controllers who had to regulate this traflic ( the executive controller 
in charge of the traffi.c regulation of communication with pilots and the planning controller). 

Verbal and non verbal communications were analysed in terms of exchanges. We consider 
as exchanges one or many interventions focusing on the same object. Each intervention 
corresponding to turn talking or non-verbal action, is considered here as a basic unit of 
communication. In this analysis, we distinguished four types of interventions corresponding 
to (1) verbal communication between controllers (2) verbal communication between executive 
controller and pilots (3) non-verbal communication related to strip handling ( writing, moving 
or pointing to strips) and (4) non-verbal communication related toradar scope (pointing to 
radar scope). Three principles guide the collection of observations concerning the non-verbal 
element of the interaction, these are: (1) the nature of the observations selected, (2) their 
description in reference to the activity, and (3) their processing in relation to the action 
under way. Taking into account the extreme richness of non-verbal or para-verbal elements, 
we focused on the behaviour related to the use of available environmental resources in the 
control environment, and on the content of verbal communications (for example, the handling 
of strips, pointing to the radar scope). In addition, all these elements are described with a 
set of action verbs (e.g. "write", "give", "place", "point", "take" , "shift", "move", etc.) 
The characteristics of this list are the observable nature of the selected behaviour ( actions 
which can be described using the professional vocabulary) and the coherence of the list vis
a-vis the control activity (e.g. "shift" the strip out of line on the board has a distinctly 
different meaning to "move" the strip). Amongst the non-verbal actionstaken into account 
are (a) deictics (indicating an object or some specific information such as flight level on the 
strip, possibly asssociated with comments such as "this one", "here", "th! ere", and other 
illustrative gestu res, (b) writing (various annotations on the strip are made by controllers), 
and (c) handling of objects (the strip board is organized by moving the strips on the columns 
or between them). 

6 Results 

We now intend to develop the points developed above through the analysis of several examples. 
The following abbreviations will be used: (Cp (planning controller), Ce (executive controller), 
Pi (pilot). 

6.1 Non-verbal resources as a specific means of communication 

Several examples illustrate the specific role of non-verbal resources in communicating: non
verbal resources are revealed to be a specific vector of communication for some types of 
information which are not verbally expressed (e.g. urgency of the situation). 
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The planning controller receives the strips (several minutes before the aircraft effectively 
enters the sector) which he transmits to the executive controller The gestures associated with 
the transmission of the strip is "multiform" (passing the strip from hand to hand, placing it 
on the edge of the board, using the strip to point to the radar scope, etc.). The strip can 
also be used for annotations (marking the evolution of the flight, or circling the destination 
airport). 

Transmission of strip according to the non-routine character of the information 
Team4-V 
{11) 
Cp-Pi:"IBERIA takeoff, lEERIA 913 to Amboise OK?" (Cp writes strip, places strip on edge 
of board) 
Ce-Cp:"OK" (Ce writes strip, keeps strip in his hand) 
Ce -Cp:"How many does he want that man there, he wants 330 too." 
( ... ) 
Ce-Pi: "IBERIA 913 initiallevel 280 " (Ce writes strip, holds Iberia913 strip) 
( ... ) 
( Cp presents Other strip) 
(12) 
( ... ) 
(Ce holds lberia913 strip) 
( Cp holds Other strip) 
( ... ) 
(Ce puts IBE.913 strip down, picks up Other strip, places on right board) 
( ... ) 
(èe picks up Iberia913 strip again) Ce-Cp "IBERIA ... " 
Cp-Ce: "hey?" 
Ce-Cp: "913 l'll put him straight onto Amboise, why not? He is with us" 
Cp-Ce: "From now on you'll be allright" 
Ce-Cp: "He is with us" (Ce points to Scope) 
Ce-Pi: "IBERIA 619 maintain level" 
(Ce points to lberia913 strip. Ce underlines lberia613 strip.) 
Ce-Pi: "IBE913 turn left to AMB" (Ce holds lberia913 strip) 
(13) 
Ce-Cp: "and in any case he can only have 290 huh? En 330 it's not possible?" 
Cp-Ce: "who's that, the 913? why not?" 
Ce-Cp: "330 on amboise, 290 is not possible" 
(Ce points to scopeX2) (Cp places Iberia913 strip) 
Cp-Ce: "there's nothing there ... l'll sort you out, Airbus 300 .. and the other at 330, all right 
we'll sort it out he said ... Bordeaux is taking everything for once" 
( Cp points to strips, Iberia913 strip and Monarque 598 strip) 
( ... ) 

In this example, it would appear that the planning controller transmits lberia913 strip by 
placing it sideways on the edge of the board in front of the executive controller. The planning 
controller associates a verbal intervention with two non-verbal ones (underlining the strip and 
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placing it on the board). The results of these actions are first to imprave memorization of 
the requested level, second to highlight for his/her colieague, a conflict with another aircraft 
in the same sector at the same level. The act of it placing the strip sideway on the board can 
be interpreted by the executive controller as a mark of non-routine information which has to 
be taken into account quickly (the strip is nat placed outside the board which farces him to 
piek it up to visualise the strips which are integrated in the board). 

In this same example, it appears that gestures associated with strip handling can be 
interpreted by co-workers; here the executive controller's activity is constrained by commu
nication with the pilots (nat reported here), he keeps the strip in his hand several minutes 
(approximately three minutes) befare looking to solve this problem which is the purpose of an 
exchange with the planning controller. A second strip is proposed by the planning controller 
(Other strip), he will have to delay transmission to the executive controller who kept the 
Iberia 913 strip without putting it on the board. 

In the following example, non-verbal resources appears to manifest pieces of information 
which are nat verbally expressed. First, the executive controller points to the scope it with 
a turning movement which represents a regulation strategy. 

Conflict solving expressed by gesture 
Team 2-VI 
(20) 
Cp-Ce: "Yes, he's coming, he's here" (Cp points to ACF5111 strip) 
Ce-Pi: "AIR CHARTER 5111, good morning, 26 at Orly maintain 270 call back for descent." 
(Ce writes ACF5111 strip) 
Ce-Cp: "430 knots, 430 knots, 430 knots, it 's going to be easy" 
(Ce points to X3 scope) 
Cp-Ce: "You know it's an Airbus" 
( ... ) 
Cp-Ce: "lt's ... " 
Ce-Cp: "One fare .. . as quiet as that, great" 
(Ce points to scope, turning movement) 
Cp-Ce: "yes" 
Ce-Cp: "Go on, climb" 
( ... ) 

6.2 Complementary role in communication regulation 

Non-verbal resources are used in giving a context of interpretation for what is verbally ex
pressed. In this analysis, our second interest is to examine the role they play in the success 
of communication. The study of multimodal aspects of communication leads us to under
line the importance of non-verbal acts to understand communications, as part of the context 
activated to interpret communications. In the following example, the exchange is based on 
the establishment of the referenced flight, two aircraft are present in the sector, SWROll 
and SWR012. The executive contralier's hypothesis is that SWR concerned is SWR012, the 
planning contralier's interventions, bath indicating the strip and comment ing verbally, allow 
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him to make his intention explicit. 

Strip pointing in communication regulation 
Team 3 -lil 
(13) 
Cp-Ce: "watch out for the SWR eh?" 
( ... ) 
(14) 
( ... ) 
Cp-Ce: "We can transfer the SWR on frequency already" 
(Ce wants to take SWR012 strip) Ce-Cp: the SWR012" 
(Cp points to SWR012 strip) Cp-Ce: "no, not that one" 
Ce-Cp: "all right,the SWR011 you mean at 280" 
Cp-Ce:"no, no ... 011"(Cp points to SWR011 strip) 

This example underlines the richness of the multimodal communication which allows de
termination of the object which is referred to and to ensure success of communication (the 
refrence SWR" is first based on a misunderstanding between controllers; in the second part, 
reference to SWROll is expressed four times). In the following example, two fights are re
ferred to, Monarque 598 and Monarque 1789, bath are the subject of a conflict solving. What 
is interesting here is that the controllers never say explicitly "598" or "1789", but pointing to 
the radar scope allows them to confirm that the planning contralier's first hypothesis is not 
relevant. 

Pointing at scope in communication regulation 
Team 4-III 
(10) 
( ... ) 
Ce-Cp: "I turned the Monarque a bit too far" 
Cp-Ce: "the Monarque? no, it's fine" 
Ce-Cp: "no, him" 
(Ce points to the scope) 
Cp-Ce:" ah, that one" 
Ce-Cp: "the MON is just right. 
( ... ) 

As shown in the above two examples, several misunderstandings arose in communication 
between controllers. Verbal and non-verbal resources appear complementary to ensure the 
establishment of a mutual cognitive environment. This complementarity is not only used in 
the case of misunderstandings as we will see in the following examples. 

In the next example, the executive controller clarifies the reference by pointing to aircraft 
AFR022 on the radar scope. The planning controller confirms his identification of the aircraft 
in bath averbaland non-verbal way. 
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Verbal interventions combined with strip rnaving and pointing at radar scope in diagnosis. 
Team 2-1 
(04) 
Ce- Cp: "Right, there 's one there. " (Ce points at scope) 
Cp-Ce: "Yes, it's AFR 022 I think" (Cp points to Afr022 strip) 
( ... ) 
Ce picks up Afr022 strip and puts it in 5 shifted out of line on the left) 
Ce : "things are getting heated there, it's not reasonable!" 

In this example, reference is made twice, first by rnaving the strip on the board and sec
ondly by pointing at the radar scope. The request concerns remembering an aircraft to he 
transferred to an adjacent sector. The name of the aircraft is not verbally expressed . 

Verbal interventions combined with rnaving the strip and pointing at the radar scope. 
Team 3-11 
( ... ) 
(20) 
( ... ) 
Ce-Cp: "that one there, I'll transfer his frequency a bit later, will you remind me? he's there" 
( Cp removes Monarque598 strip, places it on right hand board, points to scope) 
Cp-Ce: "all right" 
( ... ) 

In a similar way, overhearing the radio frequency allows the planning controller to ini
tiate a request based on the reference made to the communication between the executive 
controller and the pilot. This next example shows the way in which controllers use environ
mental resources (here overhearing a radio communication) to initiate an exchange. What is 
interesting here is that this is an economical way to communicate (reference made to radio 
communication). This would probably have consequences on mutual understanding in the 
sense that the cognitive effort required to interpret the meaning of the utterance(Cp -Ce: 
"which way are you sending him?") stays less than if the controller had referreq to another 
aircraft in the sector, indeed, in respect to the relevanee principle (Sperber, Wilson, 1989), 
the utterance expressed by the planning controller is relevant in the cognitive environment of 
the interlocutor. 

To conclude on this point, it would appear that communications between controllers are 
usually composed of both verbal and non-verbal resources in one single exchange. The results 
(obtained through videotaping of four teams) reveal that the exchanges where non-verbal · 
resources are used, are the most numerous. Exchanges composed of only verbal interven
tions are (percentage) : 24.61 (team 1), 25.73 (team 2), 21.55 (team 3) and 28.63 (team 4). 
Exchanges composed of interventions which are either verbal and non-verba!, or only non
verba!, are 75.37 (team 1), 74.51 (team 2), 78.42 (team 3), and 71.34 (team 4). This second 
category of exchanges includes three different types of exchange: (a) use of only non-verbal 
communication (between 6 and 16 depending on the team, consiclering the total number of 
exchanges); (b) use of non-verbal communication supported by strip handling combined with 
use of verbal communication that is here radio-communication with the pilot (between 15 and 
35); (c) use of both verbaland non-verbal communication (between 28 and 51). 
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Overhearing radio frequency with verbal intervention 
Team 4- 111 
(09) 
Ce-Pi: "LUFT 498 say heading ... " 
Cp-Ce: "which way are you sending him?" 
Ce-Cp: "to the right" 
Ce-Pi: "LUFT498 turn right heading 270" 
Ce-Cp:"where did I put it?" 
( ... ) 
Cp-Ce:"haven't you got it?" 
( ... ) 
Cp-Ce: "You've got the LUFT which is there" 
Cp points to DLH498 strip 
Ce.,.Cp: "270" 
(Ce writes DLH strip, holds it) 
(etc ... ) 

6.3 Verbaland non-verbal resources in dialogue management 

This analysis of non-verbal acts leads us to consider, on the one hand, the action with com
municative intention (for example, handling the strip and simultaneously asking sarnething 
to notify relevant information), and on the other hand the action considered as a means 
of organizing information for him/herself (these actions can he interpreted by co-workers 
as intention recognition). In other words, informative actions and utterances (versus com
municative) serve as a basis for inferences that agents make about their mutual cognitive 
environment, but are not necessarily intended to communicate. The co-presence in the same 
working location allows the construction of mutual beliefs in ways which are efficient, in the 
sense that they are not intrusive in comparison with the verbal channel. 

In the following example, the controllers initiate a common diagnosis of the situation, the 
planning controller acts on the strip in writing and moving the strip on the column on the 
fl.ight progress board. Two minutes later, the executive controller's first intervention can he 
interpreted by the planning controller as confirmation of his diagnosis concerning a problem 
at level 330 including DAN4446. One minute before the planning controller has given the 
strip for AFR022 which is deseending in the opposite direction. In analysing the situation, 
the executive controller shows that he does not find the fl.ight on the radar scope, by tapping 
with his finger on the strip he is referring to, which is foliowed by the planning controller's 
engagement in this exchange. Therefore, such a non-verbal act can he seen as an implicit 
request in the sense that the planning controller is supposed to answer only if he is not engaged 
in an activity which is difficult to interrupt. 
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Strip pointing while forming a common diagnosis of the situation 
Team 2-1 
(00) 
Cp-Ce: "There's the 330" (Cp underlines strip Dan1116) 
Ce-Cp: "Well yes ... it's going to he hard" 
(Cp shifts Dan1116 to the right) 
Cp-Ce: "We'll have to see"( ... ) 
(01) 
(Cp gives two strips, Afr022 strip and FBJMG strip) 
Cp-Ce: "Here's a problem." 
Ce: "There arelotsof problems." (Ce takes slips, places one in pos.4 AFR022, shifts it to the 
left and keeps the other in his hand) 
Ce" Ah yes" 
(02) ( ... ) 
Ce-Cp: "Yes there seems to he a lot of dimhing to 330" 
(Ce points to Dan444 6 strip, tapping it with his finger) 
Ce-Cp: "That's the one I can't see." 
Cp-Ce: "Just a moment, yes, he is behind." 
( Cp adjusts scope, points to scope) 
( ... ) 

In the following example, it appears that the executive controller does not explicitly ask 
the planning controller for assistance and does not verbally express the name of the aircraft 
concerned. The planning controller listens to the pilot and is able to point to the flight 
progress strip. After the pilot's call, the executive controller looks for the DAN4446 strip, 
this strip had been put on the board a few minutes before, further to the analysis made 
previously. This position is no longer in accordance with the current situation. The planning 
controller, hearing the radio-communication, can infer who "this one" is, and points to the 
associated strip. Thus, the reference is made through radio-communication and confirmed 
by the planning controller twice by pointing and verbal intervention. We note that the 
executive controller never named the aircraft explicitly. Radio-communications between the 
executive controller and pilots, preceded or foliowed by strip handling can he considered as 
an important part of the controller's work. Strip handling allows the controller to organize 
and process information related to each flight according to his/her diagnosis or actions on 
conflicts. 
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Overhearing radio frequency with verbal interventions and moving strips 
Team 2-1 
(06) 
Pi-Ce: " ... " 
Ce: "I can't find him any more, that one" 
Ce-Pi: "Who was calling?" Pi-Ce: "DAN4446 Good morning" 
(Cp points to Dan4446 strip) 
Ce -Pi: "please maintain level 290 1'11 eaU you back ... it's not right time not" (Ce underlines 
Dan 4446 strip) 
Ce-Cp: "Wrong place" (Ce places Dan 4446 strip shifted out of line to the right) 
Cp-Ce: "Yes, you'd put it there because of the conflict ... " 
(07) 
Ce-Cp : "Shhh! ... Just a minute ... " 
Ce-Pi: "AFR022 Good morning it's facing west at Roissy- please deseend to fl.ight level 200 
... two zero zero." (Ce writes Afr022 strip)( ... ) 

7 Discussion 

The study of cooperation between human agents in such face-to-face situations, emphasizes 
the role of external artifacts in cooperation processes because they allow the cooperative 
agents to organize their own cognitive processes ( external artifacts are used as support for 
memory and problem solving) at the same time as updating their mutual cognitive envi
ronment through intention recognition processes. Intention recognition through non-verbal 
communication can probably be seen as essential for cooperation for several reasons. First, 
non-verbal communication allows agents to communicate elements like urgency, etc. which 
are not explicity verbalized. Second, it appears that a large amount of verbal communications 
are associated to non-verbal ones; in this sense they constitute a context of interpretation of 
what is verbally expressed, which is used to regulate misunderstandings. Third, its non
interruptive property appears important(instead of making explicit verbal requests! , each 
agent notices non-verbal ac ts by other agents as part of their cognitive activities). In the 
perspective of the design of cooperative tools, difficulties arise from developing methodologies 
to anticipate and evaluate the implications of a new environment on the cooperation processes 
between agents. The design of complex working environments is conducted today by using 
the following methodologies: (1) validation, basedon empirical approaches, use of prototypes 
and iterative testing (Gaillard and Leroux, 1994), (2) simulation, but methodological tools 
for the anticipation of cognitive activities from actual situations have to be investigated. The 
first step of this is to assess the cooperative nature of the working environment. This is based 
on the analysis of how people use external artifacts not only in order to support their own 
cognition, but also to cooperate on implicit modes. The methodology is based on assessment 
of the capacity of external artifacts to support intention recognition and includes two stages: 
(1) identifying in a working situation, the ! supports used for intention recogn ition and for 
cognition (this analysis highlights how all external artifacts are used in diagnosis, problem 
solving, etc.), in nominaland degraded situations (Bressolle, 1992); (2) anticipate or evaluate 
how these cognitive supports are transferred during the introduetion of new technologies in 
relation to the cognitive activities in the domain. In this second stage, in order to anticipate 
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cognitive properties of new working environments, a simulation tool is being developed based 
on the formalisation and simulation of the communications between cooperative agents and 
on conceptual specifications of the application (Zorola-Villarreal et al. 1995). 
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Abstract 

In this paper we present the DenK-project, which aims at building a generic cooper
ative human-computer intedace combining linguistic and visual interaction. We discuss 
the basic principles underlying the project and the emerging DenK-system. The system 
integrates results from fundamental research in knowledge representation, communica
tion, natura! language semantics and pragmatics, and object-oriented animation. Our 
design incorporates a cooperative and knowledgeable electronk assistant that commu
nicates with a user in natura! language, and an application domain which is presented 
visually to the user. The assistant, that we call the cooperator, has an information state 
that is represented in a rich form of type theory, a formalism that enables us to model the 
inherent cognitive dynamics of a dialogue participant. Pragmatic issues in man-machine 
interaction, concerning the use of naturallanguage and knowledge in cooperative commu
nication, are central to our approach. 

Key words: multimodal interaction, knowledge representation, natura! language se
mantics, pragmatics, type theory, context modelling, object-oriented animation 

1 Introduetion 

The DenK project is long-term collaborative research activity of the universities of Tilburg 
and Eindhoven, started in 1989 and expected to run until 1998.1 The project aims at the 
exploration, formalization and application of fundamental principles of communication from 
a computational perspective, in order to build advanced cooperative human-computer inter
faces. It gives a central position to the formal modeHing of dialogue mechanisms and dialogue 
contexts, with particular emphasis on the role of shared knowledge. 

The program combines fundamental research in knowledge representation, communica
tion, natura! language semantics pragmatics, and object-oriented animation. Techniques 
from these domains are applied in the prototypical DenK-system, the design of which reflects 

1 'DenK' is an abbreviation of 'Dialoogvoering en Kennisopbouw', which means 'Dialogue Management and 
Knowledge Acquisition'. The word denk in Dutch means think. 
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a situation where two participants cooperate who can exchange information about an applica
tion domain they can bath observe, and in which they can bath manipulate objects through 
direct manipulation. The system can 'observe' the application domain in the sense that it 
incorporates a formal model of the current state of the domain as well as a description of 
its visualizable aspects, which it can consult. The user can abserve the domain by looking 
at its visualization on the screen, and can use the mouse to directly manipulate objects in 
this visualization. The system can 'directly manipulate' the domain in the sense that it can 
internally generate and execute commands to create, change or delete objects. 

Point of departure in the DenK-project is that, from a user's point of view, a computer 
should ideally present itself as an intelligent 'electronic assistant' who is knowledgeable about 
the task and the domain of the application. The electronk assistant should interact in an 
intelligent and cooperative way with the user, using linguistic and visual rnadalities as appro
priate, and acting on the user's intentions as understood in the context of the interaction. The 
DenK-system is intended to be generic in that its architecture, as well as many of the tech
niques developed and incorporated in the various modules and interfaces, should be applicable 
in a wide range of application domains and tasks. 

In this paper2 we provide general information about the DenK-project in the present 
section and about the prototypical DenK-system in the next section, discussing the basic 
motivation, principles and approaches that underlie the architecture and functionality of the 
DenK-system and the ensuing research activities. In sections to follow we briefl.y discuss the 
main technica! work in the project concerned with knowledge representation and reasoning, 
naturallanguage interpretation, cooperative communication, and domain modelling. 

2 Theoretica! background 

The DenK-project takes its starting point in a view on human communication where nat
ura! communication is considered as being motivated by some underlying goal, purpose, or 
function; a view adopted from recent approaches to dialogue analysis, such as Dynamic Inter
pretation Theory (Bunt, 1991; 1994) and Communicative Activity Analysis (Allwood, 1995). 
For human-human communication this underlying motivation may be either of a social char
acter, such as being friendly or polite, or giving or seeking rnaral support, or courting; or it 
may concern a concrete task that the agent wants to get clone by or with the help of another 
agent. In the case of human-computer communication, motivations of the farmer kind do not 
seem to arise, and we may safely assume that the user is communicating in order to accom
plish a certain task- what is aften called an application. In many kinds of applications, such 
as processcontrolor computer-aided design, real-world objects or potential real-world objects 
are involved. Humans naturally interact physically with such objects, by means of actions 
like picking up, turning around, or fastening, and perceptually: observing them by seeing, 
feeling, hearing, or smelling. Interaction with other agents, by contrast, is naturally clone in 
a symbolic fashion using naturallanguage, gestures, facial expressions, and body language in 
order to achieve communicative purposes such as giving a cammand to perfarm an action on 
the task domain, or requesting or providing information. The essential difference between 
the two types of interaction is that symbolic actions (for instance, speech acts) needan inter
preter who can bridge the gap between the symbols and their actual meaning and purpose, 

21n this paper we reuse material from Ahn et al. {1995), Beun & Ahn {1995), Bunt & Beun {1992), and 
Borghuis {1995). 
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Application 

Domain 

Figure 1: The triangle metaphor: user, cooperator and application domain. 

while actions of the second type are related in a more direct manner to human perception 
and action (Hutchins, 1989; de Souza, 1993). 

The two types of interaction are clearly distinguished in the design of the DenK-system, 
where two components play a crucial role: 

a. the so-called cooperator, who interprets symbolic messages from the user, is capable of rea
soning about various aspectsof the domain and the user, and produces communicative 
behaviour adequate with respect to the user's beliefs and goals; 

b. the task or application domain model, implemented by means of an animation system 
which incorporates spatio-temporal components and graphical tools for representation 
and visualization of the domain. 

The user can interact indirectly with the application domain through linguistic commu
nication with the cooperator, who has internal access to the domain, and directly through 
input and output devices, such as mouse and screen.3 This is depicted in what we call the 
triangle metaphor of the communication situation (Figure 1), where we have three interacting 
components: the user, the cooperator, and the domain model. We will see below that the 
overall design of the DenK-system is based on this metaphor. 

lt may be noted that the overall architecture of the DenK-system as based on the triangle 
metaphor differs from the architecture of other intelligent multimedia systems, such as AIMI 
(Burger & Marshall, 1994), WIP (Wahlster et al., 1993), MM/2 (Wilson et al., 1991) and 
CUBRICON (Neal & Shapiro, 1989), in which there is no direct link between the user and 
the application domain. An important advantage of our approach is that certain particularly 
complex aspects of the interaction, such as the visualization of autonomous motion behaviour 
of objects, do not have to be considered by the cooperator and can be left to the interactive 
component of the application domain model. 

In order to he able to act as the ideal electronk cooperative assistant, the DenK-system 
should in the first place have a good understanding of what the user wants and does not want, 
knows and does not know, etc. A good assistant should only need the proverbia! halfword from 

3 And, of course, the user can interact by using these two modalities simultaneously, for instanee by using 
a deictic expression and pointing at an object on the screen. 
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the user in order to know what to do. Good understanding crucially depends on suflident and 
relevant knowledge about each other, and particularly on shared knowledge. The DenK-project 
therefore adopts the approach to communication known as Dynamic Interpretation Theory 
(DIT, Bunt 1989; 1991; 1994; 1995a; Beun 1994; Bego, 1995), which analyses a dialogue in 
terms of combinations of actions called dialogue acts, defined by the way they change the 
current dialogue context, notably the current state of knowledge and shared knowledge of the 
participants. For rnadelling states of (shared) knowledge, which is a central concern in this 
approach, the project applies and extends a form of constructive type theory (Ahn, 1992; 
Helmink & Ahn, 1994; Ahn & Kolb, 1991; Borghuis, 1994). For the visual modeHing of the 
application domain the project follows a succesfulline of workin the development of object
oriented animation software, which has resulted in a powerful system called the Generalized 
Display Processor (van Overveld, 1991). 

2.1 Research areas and approaches in the DenK-project 

F'rom the philosophy underlying the DenK-project it follows that the project needs to address 
research issues related to the design of the cooperator and domain rnadelling components. 

The cooperator, as we have seen, has the taskof interpreting the user's naturallanguage 
messages4 and deciding what to do on the basis of the interpretation it constructs. In general, 
the system has to consider the generation of two kinds of actions: task-related actions on 
the application domain, and communicative actions for continuing the interaction. Both the 
generation of appropriate actions as wellas the contextual interpretation of user inputs require 
the availability of context information of various kinds, and the ability to reason with that 
information. The design and development of the cooperator component thus entails research 
in the following key areas: 

• Contextual interpretation of naturallanguage dialogue contributions 

• Formal and computational rnadelling of contextual knowledge 

• Automated reasoning facilities, to be effectively applicable during utterance interpreta
tion and output generation 

• Formal and computational rnadelling of communicative actions and their interaction 
with the context model 

According to the triangle metaphor, domain rnadelling in the DenK-project has two faces, 
a visual one, on the screen and accessible totheuser through a direct manipulation interface; 
and a system-internal one of a formal symbolic kind. The internal model is needed in order 
for the cooperator to reason about potential actions on the domain, and it is in general also 
needed because not all properties of the domain can be visualized (such as constraints on 
possible objects, and invisible properties such as weight and price). To develop the domain 
model component, work is thus needed concerning the following issues: 

• Formal domain modeHing in a way that is computationally feasible and suitable for the 
reasoning to be clone in the cooperator, as well as for the interaction with the visual 
domain modelling; 

4 Possibly augmented with graphical components; see previous footnote. 
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• Visual domain rnadelling in such a way that the visual model can effectively exchange 
information with the formal domain model, as a basis for the interaction with the 
cooperator and in order to maintain a consistent overall (formal/visual) domain model; 

• Supporting a direct manipulation and observation interface with the user, consistent 
with and supportive for the naturallanguage interface supported by the cooperator. 

In order to address these issues, which altogether cover a wide spectrum of interdisciplinary 
research, the project is divided into a number of subprojects, carried out at the participating 
locations in Tilburg and Eindhoven. Without being exhaustive, we would like to mention the 
currently ongoing subprojects plus the most significant ones that have been concluded in the 
period of 1988 -1994. 

1. System design and integration. 

2. Type theory and deduction fortwo-agent belief modelling. 

3. The semantics of constructive belief modelling. 

4. An object-oriented interface language for visual domain modelling. 

5. Empirica! investigations into user behaviour in DenK-like situations. 

6. Computational pragmatics and dialogue management modelling. 

7. Constraint-based grammar and parser development for dialogue utterances in DenK-like 
situations. 

8. N atural language semantics using constructive type theory. 

9. Formal rnadelling of temporal domain aspects in type theory. 

10. Constraints in object-oriented animation. 

The 10 subprojects cluster around 4 major themes (plus system design and integration), 
viz. knowledge representation and reasoning in type theory; domain modelZing through object
oriented animation; context-sensitive natural language interpretation, and computational pro
cessing of dialogue acts. We briefl.y consider each of these topics and relate them to the 
subprojects concerned. Subsequent sections will he devoted to the research concerning each 
of these topics, after we have discussed the system design in the next section. 

Knowledge representation and reasoning in type theory 
The subprojects 2 and 3, completed in 1993 and 1994, respectively, have both contributed to 
this topic;5 project 9 currently extends this work. 

As mentioned above and explained in more detail below, we have chosen to use the pow
erfullogical formalismof type theory to modelstatesof (individual and shared) knowledge in 
the DenK-system. Research in the DenK-project in recent years has shown that the logical 
constructs of type theory called contexts (!) are very attractive for this purpose (Borghuis, 

5Both subprojects have resulted in publisbed PhD dissertations: Jaspars (1993) and Borghuis (1994), 
respecti vely. 
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1994; Ahn, 1992; Ja.spars, 1993). The expressive capabilities and proof methods of standard 
type theory have to he enriched, however, for adequate modeHing of the statesof information 
and intention of agents participating in a dialogue. An extension with epistemic rnadalities 
ha.s been defined by Borghuis (1994). This extension allows the formal modeHing of beliefs 
with different degrees of certainty, and of distinguishing 'private' beliefs from a.ssumed shared 
beliefs ( or 'mutual beliefs'). Further extensions are required for the type-theoretica! represen
tation of the time-dependent a.spects of the behaviour of objects in the application domain, 
and also for the representation of and the rea.soning about the temporal aspects of natural 
language utterances. 

Domain modeHing through object-oriented animation 
The DenK-project has chosen for graphical representation of visualizable domain a.spects on 
the basis of object-oriented descriptions. This requires an interactive animation system, since 
changes in the domain during the dialogue have to he visualized, and the visualized objects 
should he available for direct manipulation by the user. Such an interactive system has 
been developed in recent years at Eindhoven University of Technology, the GDP (General
ized Display Processor) (van Overveld, 1991). Within the DenK-project, an object-oriented 
interface language to the GDP ha.s been developed in subproject 4, called LOOKS (Language 
for Object-Oriented Kinematic Specification; Peeters, 1994). Given a description in LOOKS 
of the objects defining the current state of the domain, a 3D graphical respresentation is gen
erated. This animation is indeed interactive, which means that the GDP allows the LOOKS 
description to change during the animation process. A required extension of the currently 
available system is that constraints, specifying invariants of the domain, can he introduced 
(such as impenetrability of objects); subproject 10 is currently addressing this issue. 

Context-sensitive natural language interpretation 
· The interpretation of the user's dialogue utterances, which is the theme of the subprojects 6 

and 7 (with empirical support form subproject 5), should result in a formal representation 
of the current goals and state of information of the user, given the preceding dialogue and 
the preceding direct interaction between the user and the domain model. . The interpretation 
of the user's utterance should thus fit into the context created by the preceeding interac
tion between user and system. As such, the interpretation process is highly dependent on 
that context. According to the approach of Dynamic Interpretation Theory, which has been 
adopted in the DenK-project, the interpretation process should deliver a formal description 
of how the current context is to he updated; for the representation of these contexts we have 
chosen to use the formal structures of type theory known as (type-theoretica!) 'contexts', 
which are somewhat camparabie to the representation structures of Discourse Representation 
Theory (Kamp & Reyle, 1993). The work on this aspect of the DenK-project has started 
only recently and is still in an early stage. 

Computational processing of dialogue acts 
The effect of the interpretation of the user's dialogue contributions is, as we have seen, that 
the formal model of the current dialogue context, notably of the state of information and 
current goals, is created and updated cumulatively during the dialogue. The way in which 
an utterance affects the current context depends not only on its semantic content, but also 
on its communicative functions. The research on this subject, which is undertaken in the 
subprojects 8 and 1, aims primarily at the formulation of systems of rules which, given an 
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interpretation of a natura! language input as a dialogue act with a certain semantic content 
and communicative functions, specify precisely how the the current context model is to be 
updated, and what kind of dialogue acts are appropriate for continuing the dialogue, given 
the updated context model. 

3 The DenK-system 

As mentioned above, the DenK-system is intended to he generic in that its architect ure, as well 
as many of the techniques developedn and incorporated in the various modules and interfaces, 
should be applicable in a wide range of application domains and tasks. To demonstrate the 
generic character of the system, several applications are envisaged, the most important one, 
to be developed first, being a training simulator for the use of a modern electron microscope 
as developed by Philips Electron Opties. This device is an important instrument for materials 
research in physics, as well as for medical research in pathology. The device is very complex, 
and uninitiated users have to go through an intensive training period in order to learn how 
to use the device. This is primarily due to the fact that users find it difficult to form an 
adequate picture of the internal workings of the device ( the relevant parts, their functions, 
and their relations), as the device manifests itself to users essentially as a black box. Until 
now, the only way to learn how to use the device is to be trained explicitly in its use. Philips 
expects that the training period can be considerably shortened if the trainee can exercise with 
an interactive training simulator. This particular application is currently under development 
in the project. 

For experimental purposes, in 1993-'94 a partial prototype of the DenK-system has been 
built using a toy world of blocks of different shapes, sizes and colours, with speciabie au
tonomous movements in 3D space such as rotating, moving to or from a distance, etc. This 
blocks world has a 3D-representation on the screen. This partial prototype does not allow 
direct manipulation of objects by the user, and supports very simple dialogue behaviour in a 
very small subset of naturallanguage, being able to execute simple commands to act on the 
domain and to answer questions about its current state. 

The supported dialogue behaviour with the system at this point is still very primitive, but 
it does allow for example to detect presupposition violations. If the user gives a command 
that is impossible to perform on the domain, the system will report this. Another interesting 
point is that, in answering questions, the system takes the preceding dialogue into account 
and only supplies information which, according to its information state, are not recorded as 
shared knowledge of user and system. The interactive behaviour of this preliminary system is 
primitive, primarily as a result of the fact that the project work on interpretation of natural 
language utterances was still in an early stage; it was decided in the project to follow an 
'inside-out' strategy, concentrating the work in the period 1989-1994 on first developing the 
formalisms and the techniques for knowledge representation, reasoning and domain modelling. 
This has resulted in the availability in the preliminary prototype of the visual domain model 
component and in the type-theoretica! representation-, reasoning- and evaluation systems 
that form the backbone of this partial prototype. 

The architecture of the first (partial) prototype is displayed in Fig. 2 below. The following 
ingredients make up this system: 

• A generic domain emulator for a wide variety of domains (GDP, Generalized Display 
Processor), capable of simulating a domaio given a description a LOOKS description; 
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• An implemented model of the blocks world; 

• A proof checker for type theory, incorporated in the inference module called HOLMES, 
based on theoretica! work in type theory (see e.g. Barendregt, 1991), which checks 
whether a type-theoretica! context is well-formed, in particular whether all expressions 
in the context are correctly typed. 

• A representation system for states of information related to different epistemic morlali
ties and two agents, basedon theoretica! work using nesting of type-theoretica! contexts 
by Borghuis (1994). 

• A reasoning system for type theory (another part of the HOLMES module), basedon 
Helmink & Ahn (1991). 

• An internal interface between the cooperator and the domain emulator, called 'DABAS'. 

• An evaluator for converting an expression in type theory into a first-order interme
diate language and, via the DABAS interface, checking against the current state of 
the domain. This involves translating type-theoretica! expressions into combinations of 
domain primitives, known to the domain model. 

• An implemented set of (preliminary, highly simplified) rules for updating type-theoretica! 
representations of the system's information state, given an interpretation of an input 
dialogue utterance, and for generating appropiate reactions in terms of dialogue acts. 

• A toy parser for naturallanguage, with an implemented miniature fragment of Dutch.6 

• An implemented preliminary and highly simplified version of the intermediate language 
ULF (Underspecified Logical Form, Kievit, 1994), which makes the conneetion between 
the parser and the HOLMES module. This language is basedon previous workin the 
Core Language Engine project (Alshawi, 1992), in the Esprit project PLUS (Geurts & 
Rentier, 1993) and in the ~ELTA project (Rentier, 1993; Bunt, 1995b). 

In the second half of the project (1994-1998), the emphasis will be on the devlopment and 
implementation of the techniques for naturallanguage interpretation and dialogue manage
ment and on specifying and developing the components necessary to deal adequately with the 
electron microscope training simulation application. In addition, many of the components of 
the first partial prototype are of the character of provisional, experimental implemntations, 
and will be redeveloped systematically for the definitive prototype system. 

4 Knowledge representation and reasoning 

4.1 Type theory 

To model the information state of the cooperator and particular aspects of the communication 
process, we use a versatile and powerful formalism called type theory. Type theory refers to a 
class offormalisms, including Automath (de Bruijn, 1980), Intuitionistic type theory (Martin
Löf, 1984) and the Calculus of Constructions (Coquand, 1985), which are allbasedon similar 

6 For the protoype system to be completed at the end of the project, the envisaged natural language is 
English. 
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Figure 2: Architecture of the first partial prototype of the DenK-system. 
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ideas (see also Barendregt, 1991). These formalisms function as logical frameworks in which 
almast any form of mathematica! reasoning can be expressed. They find their origin in 
foundational mathematica! research, and have a strong constructivist fl.avour. 

We will use type theory not only as a formalism to model the cooperator's beliefs, but 
also for the semantic representation of the natural language utterances exchanged between 
the cooperator and the user. Mäenpää & Ranta (1990) have already pointed out that type 
theory may be very useful for this purpose. Among the many advantages of type theory 
over other formalisms we would like to mention in particular the inherent dynamics of the 
formalism, and the built-in notion of the justification of propositional information ( cf. van 
Benthem, 1991). 

Dynamics: The representation structures of type theory, as already mentioned, are sequen
tia! structure that can be extended in different ways to incorporate new information. The 
ways in which these structures, called contexts, may be extended to accommodate new infor
mation, arelaiddown in so-called introduetion rules. In addition, inference rules describe how 
information may be combined in a sound way so that implicit information within a context 
can be made explicit. In a similar way, objectsof various kinds are constantly introduced and 
added to the structure that grows as a dialogue proceeds (see below for a worked example). 
This is similar in spirit to what happens in Discourse Representation Theory when a repre
sentation structure is built incrementally as the analysis of a discourse fragment proceeds. In 
fact, it has been shown in Ahn & Kolb (1991) that type-theoretical contexts can be regarcled 
as natural generalizations of Discourse Representation Structures (Kamp, 1981). 

Justifications: Another important notion in type theory is that of a proof. Proofs are 
considered as mental objects, just like individual concepts, have concrete representations, 
and are completely integrated within the formalism. This means that within type theory we 
can not only represent what the cooperator believes, but also how he comes to believe it, by 
having explicit representations of the proofs that justify his beliefs. Type theory is not so 
much concerned with truth, however. It records information in (type-theoretica!) contexts 
and what has been shown to follow from this information. The theory is constructivist in 
that it considers propositions as being proven only if a proof has actually been constructed 
and is explicitly present in the (type-theoretica!) context. This also means that partiality is 
inherent to the formalism. 

4.2 Information statesas type-theoretica! contexts 

In this section we show, by means of an example, how the cognitive state of the cooperator 
can be represented by a type-theoretica! context. 

We consider a simple blocks world example where we have pyramids, cubes and the like, 
which can move around and have properties like colour and size. In this example we assume 
the cooperator to have the following information: 

• there may be pyramids and colours in the domain ( the cooperator is familiar with the 
notions 'pyramid' and 'colour'; see below); 

• there is actually at least one pyramid in particular ; 

• 'small' is a predicate on pyramids, and 'bright' is a predicate on colours; 
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• all pyramids have a colour, and every small pyramid has a bright colour. 

A type-theoretica! context is a sequence of assignments of types to objects. Objects and types 
are denoted by expressions, with the infix operator ':' used to relate objects and their types; 
'0 : T' should be read: '0 is an inhabitant of T', or '0 is an object of type T'. Expressions 
of this form are called 'entries'. The entries making up a context are separated by commas; 
beginning and end of a context are marked by '[' and ']', respectively. 

To describe the cooperator's information state, we begin with an empty context and grad- · 
ually introduce the information listed above. First, we have to introduce the necessary types 
corresponding to the concepts whose familiarity is assumed, i.e. 'pyramid' and 'colour'. In 
type theory, new types may be introduced whenever they are neerled as inhabitants of the 
supertype, denoted by '*', which is the mother of all types.7 Accordingly, we obtain a context 
with the following two entries: 

[ pyramid : * , colour : * ] 

Aftera type has been introduced, one may introduce inhabitants of that type. In this case we 
introduce an anchored specimen of a pyramid, by giving it a name and extending the context 
with the entry: 

p318 : pyramid 

The introduced pyramid is labelled by the expression 'p318' (all introduced objects must be 
uniquely identifiable). 

In type theory, predicates are represented as functions to propositions. Viewed in this 
way, the predicate 'bright' is a function that, given a particular colour, yields a proposition 
like: 'Yellow is bright'. In type theory, propositions are treated as types, i.e. they occur at the 
samelevel as the types 'pyramid' and 'colour' in the present example; propositions themselves 
have type '*'· An inhabitant of a proposition (type) is viewed as representing a proof of that 
proposition. Proofs and other objects may be combinedinorder to construct new proofs and 
other objects. The inference rules of the type system restriet the way in which this can be 
clone, and guarantee that all reasoning is sound.8 

Given this interpretation of propositions, we can introduce the predicate 'small' as a func
tion from pyramids to propositions, and the predicate 'bright' as a function from colours to 
propositions (objects of type '*'). These are added to the example context by extending it 
with the entries: 

small(M) : * ~ [ M : pyramid ] 
bright( C) : * ~ [ C : colour ] 

These entries need some clarification, since their right-hand sides, representing function types, 
are not of the general form '0 : T'. It is possible in the general form, but to show this would 
require a rather long and formal exposition. Instead, we adopt a simplified Prolog-like notation 

7Except of itself, of course, in order to avoid logica! paradoxes. The existence of this supertype, which 
functions as the 'type of the types'is implicitly postulated by type theory, in the sense that it may he used in 
every context without being introduced in that context. 

8 This ingenious idea is known as the Curry-Howard isomorphism (Curry & Feys, 1958). 
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in which a limited fragment of type theory can be expressed in a rather intuitive way. The 
symbol '<=' in this notation corresponds to the Prolog turnstile ':-'. The two functions in our 
example are expressed as Prolog-like clauses in this notation, which can be read as: "if M is 
an object of type 'pyramid', then the function 'small', applied to M, yields a proposition. 

Using the clause notation and the predicates, we can express the cooperator's knowledge 
that pyramids have a colour, and that small pyramids have bright colours. We first extend 
the context with an entry representing a function, 'c', that associates colours to pyramids: 

c(M) : colour <= [ M : pyramid ] 

Finally, we have to express that every small pyramid has a bright colour. To this end, we 
introduce a function ( called 'ax2') that, (the object 'P' of type 'small(M) '), returnsaproof 
that the colour of this particular pyramid is bright (the object ('ax2(M,P)') . 

ax2(M,P) : bright(c(M)) <= [ M : pyramid, P : small(M) ] 

Combining all the above entries results in the following context, which represents the beliefs 
of the cooperator about the domain: 

[ pyramid : * , 
colour : * , 
p318 : pyramid , 
small(M) : * <= [ M : pyramid ] , 
bright( C) : * <= [ C : colour ] , 
c(M) : colour <= [ M : pyramid ] , 
ax2(M,P) : bright(c(M)) <= [ M : pyramid, P : small(M) ] 

l 

Once the information is represented in the form of a type-theoretica! context, the cooperator 
can make inferences by constructing new objects using the entries in the .context. In fact 
one can extend the Prolog-like notation used here in such a way that it supports an effective 
proof construction method for type theory, combining resolution style proofs with natural 
deduction (Helmink & Ahn, 1991). The cooperator contains a theorem prover based on this 

4.3 Communication in type theory 

The cooperator's is primarily to communicate with the user, i.e. to interpret the user's 
utterances and to generate appropriate responses. 9 To achieve this, the cooperator uses the 
following three main sourees of information 

• the application domain, as modelled visually; 

• the private beliefs, as represented in type theory. 

• the assumed mutual beliefs, as represented in type theory;10 

9 As noted above, the current implementation has no provisions for natural language output; all reponses 
are provided in type-theoretica! formulas. 

10Note that besides the mutual beliefs, the cooperator also shares t he visual domain model souree with the 
user: the user has direct visual access to this model. 
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In the current DenK-system, the cooperator distinguishes between the kinds of belief 
by maintaining two contexts: a private context representing his own beliefs, and a common 
context representing the mutual beliefs. Recently, an extension of type theory has been 
developed which allows representation of and reasoning about different kinds of belief in one 
context (Borghuis, 1993; 1994). 

We present two cases in which the cooperator generates a pragmatically correct reply to 
an utterance of the user, using the information sources. In the first case the user makes a 
statement, in the second he asks a question. In bath cases, we assume that the information 
state of the cooperator is the one represented above, and that all beliefs of the cooperator are 
mutual beliefs except for the constraint that every small pyramid has a bright colour, which 
is a private belief of the cooperator. Remember that we assumed the cooperator to be an 
expert about the domain and that all declaratives about the domain contributed by the user 
are interpreted as questions. 

Having inspected the image on the screen, the user might produce the following sentence: 

"The pyramid is small" 

In order to interpret this utterance the cooperator has to figure out which pyramid is meant. 
Due to the definiteness of the noun phrase, the cooperator may consult bath the application 
domain and the mutual beliefs. The cooperator's private beliefs are irrelevant here, because 
the user is unaware of those, and hence cannot take them into account to produce a definite 
reference. The cooperator will therefore assume that the user refers to the pyramid about 
which a mutual belief is stared in his common context ('p318 : pyramid'). He will interpret 
the user's utterance as saying that there is evidence that 'small(p318)' holds. After checking 
the truth of this proposition in the application domain, the cooperator extends his common 
context with the following entry; 

e435 : small(p318) 

where 'e435' labels the evidence the cooperator has found for the proposition 'small(318)'. 
The cooperator will give the answer "yes", to indicate that he agrees. The proposition the 
pyramid is small becomes a mutual belief of cooperator and user. 

Suppose that the next utterance of the user is: 

"Is the colour of the pyramid bright?" 

The communicative function of the utterance is a yesfno-question; the user signals that 
he wants to know whether the proposition the pyramid is bright holds. The cooperator 
camplies with this wish by trying to construct an object for the proposition ('bright(c(p318)'). 
Using the theorem prover, the cooperator succeeds in constructing such an object from the 
entries in his private context: 

ax2(p318,e345) : bright(c(p318)) 

Because the question was a yesfno-question, only the existence of a proof-object matters. 
The cooperator has found a proof-object, hence the question will be answered affirmatively. 
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If the user had asked: 

"Why is the colour of the pyramid bright?" 

the cooperator would he under the obligation to communicate how he came to believe 
'bright(p318)'. This is recorded in the proof-object 'ax2(p318,e345)', but by the Gricean 
maxim of quantity the cooperator should only communicate those ingredients of the proof 
that are not already among the beliefs of the user. By checking the common context, the 
cooperator can find out that the user already believes that there exists a pyramid ('p318 : 
pyramid'), and that it is small ('e345 : small(p318)'. Hence, the cooperator generates an 
answer from the only ingredient in his proof that is not in the common context: 

"Because every small pyramid has a bright colour". 

This answer is satisfactory since it provides the user with only the new information needed 
to infer how the cooperator came to believe that the pyramid was bright. 

In answering WH-questions, other complications also occur. It may he particularly dif
ficult to communicate the identity of an object, even if it occurs in the common context, 
because the message to the user should use the properties of the object to find a description 
that identifies the object unambiguously for the user. Which description is actually most 
appropriate is a complicated matter, depending on aspects such as the difference in salienee 
of the properties of the objects, previous utterances, and domain focus (see Cremers, 1994; 
1995). We have not yet implemented the generation of such answers; in the current imple
mentation the cooperator will simply 'point out' the desired object by highlighting it in the 
graphical domain representation on the screen. 

5 N aturallanguage interpretation and dialogue management 

The view underlying the design of the cooperator in the DenK-architecture, which is respon
sible for the analysis of the user's dialogue contributions and the decision of what actions 
(domain actions and communicative actions) toperfarm in view of the input analysis, is that 
dialogue participants use language toperfarm communicative acts, primarily aimed at chang
ing the addressee's cognitive state in the direction of the speaker's goals (Bunt, 1989; Bunt, 
1993). In line with Searle (1969), two aspects are distinguished in the communicative act: its 
semantic contentand its illocutionary force, or what we will call its communicative function. 
The semantic content is related tö the truth-conditional aspects of the action, such as the 
existence of partienlar objects, their properties and relations in the application domain. The 
communicative function determines, tagether with the semantic content, the effects of the 
communicative act on the cooperator's information state. 

5.1 Linguistic analysis 

The user of the DenK-sytem should he able to communicate with the system by means of the 
keyboard, using expressions of English (with syntactic, lexica! and other limitations). The 
system should recognize the communicative functions and semantic contents of the user's 
utterances, en update its information state accordingly. 
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In linguistic analysis, three aspects are traditionally distinguished: ( morpho )syntactic, 
semantic and pragmatic analysis. Syntactic analysis is concerned with parsing a complex 
expression into its constituent parts; semantic analysis is concerned with the semantic con
sequences of the syntactic analysis as well as with the interpretation of lexica! items, and 
pragmatic analysis ties semantic analysis to aspects of the context of use. In the DenK
project we have chosen to use a modern framework for linguistic analysis which emphasizes 
the integration rather than the separation of these aspects of analysis, as has been custom
ary until recently. This framework, called Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), 
does not build up syntactic tree structures, as other grammatica! formalisms usually do, but 
produces complex typed feature matrices which incorporate both syntactic, semantic, and 
pragmatic information. These feature structures can be viewed as representations of partial 
information states (Pollard & Sag, 1987), and are as such attractive for the DenK-project 
where partiality of information states is a pervading phenomenon. 

After consiclering and evaluating a number of alternatives, we have decided to use to 
publicly available Attribute Logic Engine (Carpenter, 1994) for HPSG-based linguistic analy
sis. However, where HPSG standardly comes with asemantic interpretation that is not very 
suitable for the DenK-project, we have decided to add to HPSG and ALE a different inter
pretation component that is better suited for context-sensitive interpretation and the use of 
type theory for representing information states. This interpretation component makes use of 
an intermediate level of expressions, mediating between feature matrices aild type-theoretica! 
contexts. For this intermediate level we use a representation language called 'ULF', for 'Un
derspecified Logical Form', which allows semantic representations that are 'underspecified' in 
the sense that they may leave open a variety of aspects of the semantics of the natura! lan
guage expression under consideration, such as the relative scopes of scope-hearing elements, 
the logica! interpretation of natura! language quantifiers, or the interpretation of anaphoric 
pronouns. The ULF language, of which a preliminary design has been provided by Kievit 
(1994), is basedon the Quasi-Logica! Form language of the Core Language Engine (Alshawi, 
1992), and on more recentworkin the projects PLUS (Geurts & Rentier, 1993) and ÀELTA 
(see Rentier, 1993; Bunt, 1995b). 

As far as pragmatic analysis in the cooperator components is concerned, the pragmatically 
relevant aspects of natura! language inputs, as recorded in feature matrices, are extracted 
and stored in a list of pragmatic attributes and their values. These attribute-value lists are 
interpreted as communicative functions, using pragmatic interpretation rules that we consider 
briefly below. 

It should be emphasized that the DenK-research concerned with linguistic analysis and 
dialogue pragmatics is currently in a relatively early stage, as already noted above; this work 
is occupying a central position in the project in its second four-year period (1994-1998). 

5.2 Pragmatics and dialogue management 

The cooperator's communicative) behaviour is controlled by the pragmatic rule interpreter 
(see Figure 3). To produce simple cooperative behaviour, the interpreter exploits three types 
of contextual information: 

1. the information state of the cooperator; 

2. the most recent (communicative) action performed by the user; 
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First, the interpreter analyses the user's utterance within the current context and, if no 
communication failures are noted, it updates the information state of the cooperator with the 
new information. If the communicative function of the user's utterance was a command, a 
domain-related action is performed; if the function was a questioil, the question is answered 
or appropriately responded to if no straight answer can he given. Since we consider the 
cooperator as an expert about the domain, he does not accept new domain information 
from the user, and consequently, declarative statements by the user about the domain are 
interpreted as questions (see Beun, 1989). 

One of the things the cooperator has to do as part of its contextual interpretation of 
utterances, is linking objects that are mentioned in an utterance of the user to entities in the 
application domain. In the case of a definite reference, the cooperator looks for a specific red 
block that has been introduced in the dialogue befare and therefore belongs to the cooperator's 
assumed mutual beliefs, or that can he detected in an unambiguous way in the current state 
of the discourse domain by inspecting its visual representation. In the case of an indirect 
reference, as in "Move a red block", no specific object needs to he identified, and the choice 
of the object is left to the cooperator. 

New variables that arise from the introduetion of definite and indefinite objects in the 
discourse are linked to entities in the domain by means of so-called satisfying assignments 
(Ahn & Kolb, 1991). For instance, the variabie that results from interpreting "the red block"' 
has to he linked to a suitable object in the cooperator's mutual beliefs; if the link can he 
established, the user can refer anaphorically to the object in subsequent utterances. On the 
other hand, if no such link can he established (for instance, because there is no such object) , 
the cooperator generates adequate feedback to signa! this. 

Having extended the current information state with the new information and linking the 
introduced objects to domain entities, the cooperator has to generate an adequate reaction. 
For that purpose, we consider the user's goals as they follow from the analysis of the semantic 
content and the communicative functions of the users's utterance. In the implemented partial 
prototype we have assumed for the time being a simple and straightforward relation between 
the an utterance's communicative functions and the underlying user goals: commands are 
used to change the state of the application domain and questions are used to obtain certain 
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information about the domain. In the second phase of the DenK-project we will incorporate 
more sophisticated pragmatic rules that take multifunctionality, indirectness, and dialogue 
control mechanisms into account (cf. Beun, 1991; Bunt, 1994; 1995a). 

As already mentioned, the cooperator should consider two types of action in response to 
the user's communicative behaviour: 

• domain acts that are directed towards a change in the state of the domain; 

• communicative acts that are directed towards a change in the information state of the 
user. 

Domain acts are generated in reaction to a cammand of the user. In those cases, the 
cooperator has to find the procedure that corresponds to the given cammand and that can 
be executed by the domain application. 

The interpretation process can only be executed successfully if certain conditions are 
fulfilled. For instance, all content words in the user's utterances should be interpretable in 
terms of elements in that part of the cooperator's information state that represents mutual 
beliefs. If the user makes assumptions that are not part of the cooperator's belief (private 
or mutual), these will be corrected by the cooperator, by means of corrective dialogue acts. 
For instance, to answer the question "Why is the red block rotating?" the cooperator should 
lookfora uniquely identifiable redblockin the mutual beliefs or in the visual domain model 
befare the answer can be provided. If no such object is available, a correction towards the 
user is performed. 

If the interpretation process is executed successfully, this means in practice that the co
operator can try to provide an answer toa question of the user, or to execute certain domain 
actions. We have already seen, in the example concerning the the user of type theory, how 
the use of mutual beliefs is crucial for generating appropriate answers to the user's questions, 
as it is the basis for providing accurate explanations (answers to why-questions) as well as 
for making a good choice of properties to identify objects in answering WH-questions. 

6 Visual domain modelling: the Generalized Display Pro
cessor 

6.1 DenK-requirements 

The predominant requirement for the visual domain representation module is that it can 
represent the essential visual (spatial) and dynamic (tempora!) aspectsof this domain in such 
a way that a convincing real-time view is presented to the user. This can be achieved by 
using an animation system, provided that it meets the following requirements: 

• in order to support multi-modal interaction: 

1. interrogation of the domain status has to be allowed at any time, i.e. asyn
chronously with respect to the time evolution of the animation; 

2. the display image has to be refreshed continuously, so that the user rceives visual 
feedback of the animation irrespective of the state of the dialogue; 
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Figure 4: The Generalized Display Processor. 

3. the user has to be able, at any time, to refer to aspects of the graphical model both 
via the cooperator and via direct manipulation, using a mouse and a 3D-simulated 
pointing device. 

4. in order to support a generic platform to simulate a large variety of application 
domains: 

(a) there should be instructions to create objects11 (both their geometrical shape 
and their autonomous motion behaviour) and to pass messages to objects 
to alter their properties and behaviour; objects also have to be able to pass 
messages to each other; 

(b) to facilitate programming complex behaviour (e.g., the motions of mechani
ca! devices, walking, grasping objects) a library of versatile built-in motion 
methods has to be available. 

In order to meet these requirements, we have developed an architecture called the ( Generalized 
Display Processor (GDP, van Overveld, 1991); see Figure 4). The GDP is a virtual processor 
consisting of a parser, an interpreter, rendering support, and a database. 

The parser provides for the communication with the cooperator; it checks the incoming 
information and, if necessary, sends messages back from the interpreter to the cooperator. 
The interpreter calculates the values of the attributes of the objects (e.g. position, speed) in 
order to generate a new frame of animation, which is displayed on screen by means of the 
renderer12 . The behaviour of the objects may be autonomous, or dictated by the cooperator 
or by input devices for direct control (e.g. the mouse). 

At any discrete time, a complete description of all geometrical attributes of a moving 
scene is stored in the database. The database consists of two tables: the class table and the 
object table. The class table contains the class definitions that state which attributes exist 

11 Here, we use terminology from object-oriented programming. An 'object' is a variabie containing both 
data (its 'attributes') and optionally some program fragments (its 'methods'). Calling a method of an object is 
referred to as passing a 'message' to that object. An object is an instantiation of a 'class'; the class definition 
lists all available attributes and methods for all objects to be instantiated programming, we refer to Meyer 
(1988). 

12Provided the time granularity of the animation is sufficiently small and the renderer is sufficiently fast, 
the impression of a moving display results. 
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fora particular class as well as which methods it may execute.13 The object table contains 
the actual objects in the application domain, i.e. instantiations of existing classes. 

6.2 The controllanguage LOOKS 

The language LOOKS (Language for Object Oriented Kinematic Simulations) has been defined 
for programming the GDP (i.e. in order to define what classes of objects will inhabit the 
application domain, to create these objects, toprogram the motion methods, to pass messages 
and to execute several other types of statements) (Peeters, 1994). 

LOOKS supports a variety of object-oriented features, such as data hiding, abstract data 
types, strong typing, genericity and multiple repeated inheritance; it implements (quasi
)parallellism to facilitate the specification of concurrent motions. 

At any time, fragments of LOOKS texts may be passed to the parser. Such a fragment can 
be either a class definition, an object definition or a message. If this fragment is successfully 
parsed, and if it was a 

class definition, then an entry is created in the class table. Apart from the user-defined 
classes, LOOKS supports a variety of pre-defined classes, including integers, reals, vee
tors, movable geometrie 

object definition, then an entry is created in the object table; 

message to an object, then the corresponding method is handed to the interpreter to be 
executed. 

Since the cooperator interacts via LOOKS with the GDP (see Figure 4), there is a close 
relation between LOOKS and the type theory formalism that was introduced previously in this 
paper. Virtually, type-theoretica! expressions are semantically grounded in LOOKS and the 
translation procedure comes down to a standard evaluation process14 where complex type
theoretica! expressions are expanded into basic expressions that can be interpreted in LOOKS 
(Ahn, 1994). 

6.3 Frame generation 

In order to generate a frame of animation, the interpreter installs a method it receives from 
the parser into the list of active methods and executes the methods it encounters. Most active 
methods can be fully executed (e.g. assignments, expression evaluations, object transforma
tions), after which they are removed from the list. 

Methods may, however, also contain a 'synchronize' statement (typically wit hin the body 
of an (infinite) loop). Execution of an active method proceeds until it is either fully executed, 
or until a 'synchronize' is encountered. In the latter case, execution stops, but the method 
is kept in the list; it will again receive the interpreter's attention when preparing the next 
frame. Since several methods may contain a 'synchronize', several of which may be kept 
in the active method list simultaneously, the synchronize mechanism may serve to achieve 
quasi-parallellism. 

13 A class may he defined from 'scratch' or it may inherit attrihutes and/or methods from other classes. The 
types of its attrihutes, as well as the types of the forma! parameters in its method hea.dings and the return 
types of its methods may either he ea.rlier defined classes or generic types. 

14See also the 'evalua.tor' in Figure 3. 
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Also, the execution of a method, due to passing an asynchronous message, may invoke the 
execution of another methad by calling this method. The latter methad is also put into the 
list of active methods, and it will be executed as well during the preparation of the frame. 

If no more active methods can praeeed any further, the preparation of the frame is com
plete, and a snapshot of the objects is rendered making use of the active light sourees and 
simulated material properties (colour, shininess, etc.). 

Part of the preparation of each frame is also the taking into account of user interaction. 
Via mouse events and appropriate LooKS system methods, the user may interact with the 
ongoing animation (e.g. selecting an object and calling the mouse notifier methad that has 
been assigned to this object). 

The current GDP-implementation is designed to run on a high-end graphics workstation 
where it produces a flicker-free display of shaded images, illuminated by simulated light 
sources, consisting of several hundreds of polygons with a frame update rate between 15 
and 20 frames/sec. It covers most of the requirements and functionality as described above 
(direct manipulation interaction tools and versatile built-in motion methods are presently 
under construction). 

7 Conclusions and future work 

In the first four years of the program (1989-1993), most of the effort has been spent on formal 
aspects of communication, such as formal context modelling, representation of the beliefs of 
the dialogue participants, and rule-driven generation of dialogue acts. A first, provisional 
prototype of the DenK-system has been built and its architecture reflects the above view on 
the conceptual relations between user, cooperator and application. 

A central issue in our approach is to develop an architecture for user interfaces that enables 
us to formulate and to implement rules for cooperative behaviour, independent of a particular 
application domain. The design of the interface does not originate from the desire to model 
particular natural language phenomena, but from the need to establish natural communiea
tion between the application domain and its user, independently of the surface structure of 
the message. It is our apinion that phenomena well known in natural language semantics 
and pragmatics - such as context-dependency of the message, Gricean maximes, (in)definite 
reference, deixis - follow naturally from the fundamental properties of communication, even 
within the relatively simple model that has been presented in this paper. 

In the next four years we will focus on the development of the naturallanguage component 
and the refinement of the information state modeHing in the cooperator. We will study the 
extension of type theory with temporal aspects and rnadalities that are essential for descrihing 
adequate communicative behaviour, such as different types of belief and intentions. We have 
planned to develop and evaluate different rules for cooperative behaviour, basedon the notions 
that were introduced in this paper and supported by experimental workin dialogue research. 
Finally, we will move to the realistic domain of the electron microscope training simulation, 
and incorporate aso-called 'constraint-specification mechanism' that describes the properties 
of the domain that remain constant during the interaction. Of course, in the future the 
cooperator should be able to reason about these constraints. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, we discuss how multiple input modalities may he combined to produce 
more natura} user interfaces. To illustrate this technique, we present a prototype map
based application for a travel planning domain. The application is distinguished by a 
synergistic combination of handwriting, gesture and speech modalities; access to exist
ing data sourees including the World Wide Web; and a mobile handheld interface. To 
implement the described application, a hierarchical distributed network of heterogeneous 
software agents was augmented by appropriate functionality for developing synergistic 
multimodal applications. 

Key words: Multimodal Interface, Agent Architecture, Distributed Artificial Intelli
gence. 

1 Introduetion 

As computer systems become more powerful and complex, efforts to make computer inter
faces more simple and natura! become increasingly important. Natura! interfaces should be 
designed to facilitate communication in ways people are already accustomed to using. Such 
interfaces allow users to concentrate on the tasks they are trying to accomplish, not worry 
about what they must do to control the interface. 

In this paper, we begin by discussing what input modalities humans are comfortable 
using when interacting with computers, and how these modalities should best be combined 
in order to produce natura! interfaces. In section three, we present a prototype map-based 
application for the travel planning domain which uses a synergistic combination of several 
input modalities. Section four describes the agent-based approach we used to implement the 
application and the work on which it is based. In section five, we summarize our conclusions 
and future directions. 

2 Natural Input 

2.1 Input Modalities 

Direct manipulation interface technologies are currently the most widely used techniques for 
creating user interfaces. Through the use of menus and a graphical user interface, users are 
presented with sets of discrete actions and the objects on which to perform them. Pointing 
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devices such as a mouse facilitate selection of an object or action, and drag and drop techniques 
allow items to be moved or combined with other entities or actions. 

With the addition of electrooie pen devices, gestural drawings add a new dirneusion direct 
manipulation interfaces. Gestures allow users to communicate a surprisingly wide range of 
meaningful requests with a few simple strokes. Research has shown that multiple gestures can 
be combined to form dialog, with rules of temporal grouping overriding temporal sequencing 
[22]. Gestural commands are particularly applicable to graphical or editing type tasks. 

Direct manipulation interactions possess many desirabie qualities: communication is gen
erally fast and concise; input techniques are easy to learn and remember; the user has a good 
idea about what can be accomplished, as the visual presentation of the available actions is 
generally easily accessible. However, direct manipulation suffers from limitations when trying 
to access or describe entities which are not or can not be visualized by the user. 

Limitations of direct manipulation style interfaces can be addressed by another interface 
technology, that of naturallanguage interfaces. Naturallanguage interfacesexcel in descrihing 
entities that are not currently displayed on the monitor, in specifying temporal relations 
between entities or actions, and in identifying memhers of sets. These strengtbs are exactly 
the weaknesses of direct manipulation interfaces, and concurrently, the weaknesses of natural 
language interfaces ( ambiguity, conceptual coverage, etc.) can be overcome by the strengths 
of direct manipulation. 

Natural language content can be entered through different input modalities, including 
typing, handwriting, and speech. It is important to note that, while the same textual content 
can be provided by the three modalities, each modality has widely varying properties. 

• Spoken language is the modality used first and foremost in human-human interactive 
problem solving [4]. Speech is an extremely fast medium, several times faster than 
typing or handwriting. In addition, speech input contains content that is not present in 
other forms of naturallanguage input, such as prosidy, tone and characteristics of the 
speaker (age, sex, accent). 

• Typing is the most common way of entering information into a computer, because it is 
reasonably fast, very accurate, and requires no computational resources. 

• Handwriting has been shown to be useful for eertaio types of tasks, such as performing 
numerical calculations and manipulating narnes which are difficult to pronounee [18, 19]. 
Because of its relatively slow production rate, handwriting may induce users to produce 
different types of input than is generated by spoken language; abbreviations, symbols 
and non-grammatica! patterns may be expected to be more prevalent amid written 
input. 

2.2 Combination of Modalities 

As noted in the previous section, direct manipulation and naturallanguage seem to be very 
complementary modalities. It is therefore not surprising that a number of multimodal systems 
combine the two. 

Notabie among such systems is the Cohen's Shoptalk system [6], a prototype manufactur
ing and decision-support system that aids in tasks such as quality assurance monitoring, and 
production scheduling. The natural language module of Shoptalk is based on the Chat-85 
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movies. hotels: 3+ stGrs 

Figure 1: Multimodal Application for Travel Planning 

naturallanguage system [25] and is particularly good at handling time, tense, and temporal 
reasoning. 

A number of systems have focused on combining the speed of speech with the reference 
provided by direct manipulation of a mouse pointer. Such systems include the XTRA system 
[1], CUBRICON [15], the PAC-Amodeus model [16], and TAPAGE [9]. 

XTRA and CUBRICON are both systems that combine complex spoken input with mouse 
clicks, using several knowledge sourees for reference identification. CUBRICON's domain is 
a map-based task, making it similar to the application developed in this paper. However, the 
two are different in that CUBRICON can only use direct manipulation to indicate a specific 
item, whereas our system produces a richer mixing of rnadalities by adding both gestural and 
written language as input modalities. 

The PAC-Amodeus systems such as VoicePaint and Notebook allow the user to syner
gistically combine vocal or mouse-click commands when interacting with notes or graphical 
objects. However, due to the selected domains, the natura! language input is very simple, 
generally of the style "Insert a note here." 

TAPAGE is another system that allows true synergistic combination of spoken input with 
direct manipulation. Like PAC-Amodeus, TAPAGE's domain provides only simple linguistic 
input. However, TAPAGE uses a pen-based interface instead of a mouse, allowing gestural 
commands. TAPAGE, selectedas a building block for our map application, will he described 
more in detail in section 4.2. 

Other interesting work regarding the simultaneous combination of handgestures and gaze 
can he found in [2, 13]. 

3 A Multimorlal Map Application 

In this section, we will describe a prototype map-based application for a travel planning 
domain. In order to provide the most natura! user interface possible, the system permits the 
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'user to simultaneously combine direct manipulation, gestural drawings, handwritten, typed 
and spoken natural language When designing the system, other criteria were considered as 
well: 

• The user interface must be light and fast enough to run on a handheld PDA while able 
to access applications and data that may require a more powerful machine. 

• Existing commercial or research naturallanguage and speech recognition systems should 
be used. 

• Through the multimodal interface, a user must be able to transparently access a wide 
variety of data sources, including information stared in HTML form on the World Wide 
Web. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the user is presented with a pen sensitive map display on which 
drawn gestures and written naturallanguage statements may be combined with spoken input. 
As opposed toa static paper map, the location, resolution, and content presented by the map 
change, according to the requestsof the user. Objectsof interest, such as restaurants, movie 
theaters, hotels, taurist sites, municipal buildings, etc. are displayed as icons. The user may 
ask the map to perfarm various actions. For example : 

• distance calculation : e.g. "How far is the hotel from Fisherman's Wharf?" 

• object location : e.g. "Where is the nearest post office?" 

• filtering : e.g. "Display the French restaurants within 1 mile of this hotel." 

• information retrieval: e.g. "Show me all available information about Alcatraz." 

The application also makes use of multimodal (multimedia) output as wellas input: video, 
text, sound and voice can all be combined when presenting an answer to a query. 

During input, requests can be entered using gestures (see Figure 2 for sample gestures), 
handwriting, voice, or a combination of pen and voice. For instance, in order to calculate the 
distance between two points on the map, a cammand may be issued using the following: 

• gesture, by simply drawing a line between the two points of interest. 

• voice, by speaking "What is the distance from the post office to the hotel?". 

• handwriting, by writing "dist p.o. to hotel?" 

• synergistic combination of pen and voice, by speaking "What is the distance from here 
to this hotel?" while simultaneously indicating the specified locations by pointing or 
circling. 

Notice that in our example of synergistic combination of pen and voice, the arguments to 
the verb "distance" can be specified before, at the same time, or shortly after the vocalization 
of the request to calculate the distance. If a user's request is ambiguous or underspecified, the 
system will wait several seconds and then issue a prompt requesting additional information. 

The user interface runs on pen-equipped PC's or a Dauphin handheld PDA ([7]) using 
either a microphone or a telephone for voice input. The interface is connected either by 
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Figure 2: Sample gestures 

modemor ethernetto a server machine which will manage database access, naturallanguage 
processing and speech recognition for the application. The result is a mobile system that 
provides a synergistic penjvoice interface to remote databases. 

In general, the speed of the system is quite acceptable. For gestural commands, which 
are handled locally on the user interface machine, a response is produced in less than one 
second. For handwritten commands, the time to recognize the handwriting, process the 
English query, access a database and begin to display the results on the user interface is 
less than three seconds (assuming an ethernet connection, and good network and database 
response) . Solutions to verbal commands are displayed in three to five seconds after the 
end of speech has been detected; partial feedback indicating the current status of the speech 
recognition is provided earlier. 

4 Approach 

In order to implement the application described in the previous section, we chose to aug
ment a proven agent- based architecture with functionalities developed for a synergistically 
multimodal application. The result is a flexible methodology for designing and implementing 
distributed multimodal applications. 

4.1 Building Blocks 

4.1.1 Open Agent Architecture 

The Open Agent Architecture (OAA) [5] provides a framework for coordinating a society 
of agents which interact to solve problems for the user. Through the use of agents, the 
OAA provides distributed access to commercial applications, such as mail systems, calendar 
programs, databases, etc. 

The Open Agent Architecture possesses several properties which make it a good candidate 
for our needs: 

• An Interagent Communication Language (ICL) and Query Protocol have been devel
oped, allowing agents to communicate among themselves. Agents can run on different 
platforms and be implemented in a variety of programming languages. 

• Several natura! language systems have been integrated into the OAA which convert 
English into the Interagent Communication Language. In addition, a speech recognition 
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agent has been developed to provide transparent access to the Corona speech recognition 
system. 

• The agent architecture has been used to provide naturallanguage and agent access to 
various heterogeneous data and knowledge sources. 

• Agent interaction is very fine-grained. The architecture was designed so that a number 
of agents can work together, when appropriate in parallel, to produce fast responses to 
queries. 

The architecture for the OAA, based loosely on Schwartz's FLiPSiDE system[23], uses a 
hierarchical configuration where elient agents conneet to a "facilitator" server. Facilitators 
provide content-based message routing, global data management, and process coordination 
for their set of connected agents. Facilitators can, in turn, be connected as clients of ot her 
facilitators. Each facilitator records the published functionality of their sub-agents, and when 
queries arrive in Interagent Communication Language form, they are responsible for breaking 
apart any complex queries and for distributing goals to the appropriate agents. An agent solv
ing a goal may require supporting information and the agent architecture provides numerous 
means of requesting data from other agents or from the user. 

Among the assortment of agent architectures, the Open Agent Architecture can be most 
closely compared to work by the ARPA knowledge sharing community [10]. The OAA's query 
protocol, Interagent Communication Language and Facilitator mechanisms have similar in
stantiations in the SHADE project, in the form of KQML, KIF and various independent 
capability matchmakers. Other agent architectures, such as General Magic's Telescript [11] , 
MASCOS [20], or the CORBA distributed object approach [17] do not provide as fully devel
oped mechanisms for interagent communication and delegation. 

The Open Agent Architecture provides capability for accessing distributed knowledge 
sourees through natural language and voice, but it is lacking integration with a synergistic 
multimodal interface. 

4.1.2 TAPAGE 

TAPAGE (edition de Tableaux par la Parole et la Geste) is a synergistic penfvoice system 
for designing and correcting tables. 

To capture signals emitted duringa user's interaction, TAPAGE integrates a set of modal
ity agents, each responsible for a very specialized kind of signal [9]. The modality agents are 
connected to an "interpret agent" which is responsible for combining the inputs across all 
modalities to form a valid command for the application. The interpret agent receives filtered 
results from the modality agents, sorts the information into the correct fields, performs type
checking on the arguments, and prompts the user for any missing information, according to 
the model of the interaction. The interpret agent is also responsible for merging the data 
streams sent by the modality agents, and for resolving ambiguities among them, based on 
its knowledge of the application's internal state. Another function of the interpret agent is 
to produce reflexes: reflexes are actions output at the interface level without involving the 
functional core of the application. 

The TAPAGE system can accept multimodal input, but it is not a distributed system; 
its functional core is fixed. In TAPAGE, the set of linguistic input is limited to a verb object 
argument format. 
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4.2 Synthesis 

In the Open Agent Architecture, agents are distributed entities that can run on different 
machines, and communicate together to solve a task for the user. In TAPAGE, agents are used 
to provide streams of input to a central interpret process, responsible for merging incoming 
data. A generalization of these two types of agents could he : 

Macro Agents: contain some knowledge and ability to reason about a domain, and can 
answer or make queries to other macro agents using the Interagent Communication Language. 

Micro Agents: are responsible for handling a single input or output data stream, either 
filtering the signal to or from a hierarchically superior "interpret" agent. 

The network architecture that we used was hierarchical at two resolutions- micro agents 
are connected to a superior macro agent, and macro agents are connected in turn to a faciti
tator agent. In both cases, a server is responsible for the supervision of its elient sub-agents. 

In order to describe our implementation, we will first give a description of each agent used 
in our application and then illustrate the flow of communication among agents produced by 
a user's request. 

Speech Recognition {SR) Agent: The SR agent provides a mapping from the Interagent 
Communication Language to the API for the Decipher (Corona) speech recognition system 
[4], a continuous speech speaker independent recognizer based on Hidden Markov Model 
technology. This macro agent is also responsible for supervising a child micro agent whose 
task is to control the speech data stream. The SR agent can provide feedback to an interface 
agent about the current status and progress of the micro agent (e.g. "listening", "end of 
speech detected", etc.) This agent is written in C. 

Natural Language {NL) Parser Agent: translates English expressions into the Interagent 
Communication Language (ICL). For a more complete description of the ICL, see [5]. The 
NL agent we selected for our application is the simplest of those integrated into the OAA. lt 
is written in Prolog using Definite Clause Grammars, and supports a distributed vocabulary; 
each agent dynamically adds word definitions as it connects to the network. A current project 
is underway to integrate the Gemini naturallanguage system [4], a robust bottorn up parser 
and semantic interpreter specifically designed for use in Spoken Language Understanding 
projects. 

Database Agents: Database agents can reside at local or remote locations and can he 
grouped hierarchically according to content. Micro agents can he connected to database 
agents to monitor relevant positions or events in real time. In our travel planning applica
tion, database agents provide maps for each city, as well as icons, vocabulary and information 
about available hotels, restaurants, movies, theaters, municipal buildings and tourist attrac
tions. Three types of databases were used: Prolog databases, X.500 hierarchical databases, 
and data loaded automatically by scanning HTML pages from the World Wide Web (WWW). 
In one instance, a local newspaper provides weekly updates to its Mosaic-accessible list of cur
rent movie times and reviews, as well as adding several new restaurant reviews to a growing 
collection; this information is extracted by an HTML reading database agent and made acces
sibie to the agent architecture. Descriptions and addresses of new restaurants are presented to 
the user on request, and the user can choose toaddthem to the permanent database by spec
ifying positional coordinates on the map (eg. "add this new restaurant here"), information 
lacking in the WWW database. 

Reference Resolution Agent: This agent is responsible for merging requests arriving in 
parallel from different modalities, and for controlling interactions between the user interface 
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Figure 3: Agent Architecture for Map Application 

agent, database agents and modality agents. In this implementation, the reference resolution 
agent is domain specific: knowledge is encoded as to what actions must he performed to resolve 
each possible type of ICL request in its particular domain. For a given ICL logical form, the 
agent can verify argument types, supply default values, and resolve argument references. 
Some argument references are descriptive ("How far is it to the hotel on Emerson Street?" ); 
in this case, a domain agent will try to resolve the definite reference by sending database 
agent requests. Other references, particularly when contextual or deictic, are resolved by the 
user interface agent ("What are the rates for this hotel?"). Once arguments toa query have 
been resolved, this agent agent coordinates the actions and calculations necessary to produce 
the result of the request. 

Interface Agent: This macro agent is responsible for rnanaging what is currently being 
displayed to the user, and for accepting the user's multimodal input. The Interface Agent 
also coordinates elient modality agents and resolves ambiguities among them : handwriting 
and gestures are interpreted locally by micro agents and combined with results from the 
speech recognition agent, running on a remote speech server. The handwriting micro-agent 
interfaces with the Microsoft Pen Windows API and accesses a handwriting recognizer by 
CIC Corporation. The gesture micro- agent accesses recognition algorithms developed for 
TAPAGE. 

An important task for the interface agent is to record which objects of each type are 
currently salient, in order to resolve contextual references such as "the hotel" or "where I was 
before." Deictic references are resolved by gestural or direct manipulation commands. lf no 
such indication is currently specified, the user interface agent waits long enough to give the 
user an opportunity to supply the value, and then prompts the user for it. 

We shall now give an example of the distributed interaction of agents for a specific query. 
In the following example, all communication among agents passes transparently through a 
facilitator agent in an undirected fashion; this process is left out of the description for brevity. 

1. A user speaks: "How far is the restaurant from this hotel?" 
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2. The speech recognition agent monitors the status and results from its micro agent, 
sending feedback received by the user interface agent. When the string is recognized, a 
translation is requested. 

3. The English request is received by the NL agent and translated into ICL form. 

4. The reference resolution agent (RR) receives the ICL distance request containing one 
definite and one deictic reference and asks for resolution of these references. 

5. The interface agent uses contextual structures to find what "the restaurant" refers to, 
and waits for the user to make a gesture indicating "the hotel", issuing prompts if 
necessary. 

6. When the references have been resolved, the domain agent (RR) sends database requests 
asking for the coordinates of the items in question. It then calculates the distance 
according to the scale of the currently displayed map, and requests the user interface 
to produce output displaying the result of the calculation. 

5 Con cl usions 

By augmenting an existing agent-based architecture with concepts necessary for synergis
tic multimorlal input, we were able to rapidly develop a map-based application for a travel 
planning task. The resulting application has met our initia! requirements: a mobile, synergis
tic penfvoice interface providing good naturallanguage access to heterogeneous distributed 
knowledge sources. The approach used was general and should provide a for developing 
synergistic multimorlal applications for other domains. 

The system described here is one of the first that accepts commands made of synergistic 
combinations of spoken language, handwriting and gestural input. This fusion of modalities 
can produce more complex interactions than in many systems and the prototype application 
will serve as a testbed for acquiring a better understanding of multimorlal input. 

In the near future, we will continue to verify and extend our approach by building other 
multimorlal applications. We are interested in generalizing the methodology even further; 
work has already begun on an agent-building tool which will simplify and automate many of 
the details of developing new agents and domains. 
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Abstract 

In the DenK project a multimodal interface is being developed which is suitable for 
graphical interaction as well as communication by means of natura! language. For the 
design of this interface knowledge is needed about how humans refer to objects in a 
task-related environment, by means of naturallanguage as well as gestures. In this paper 
some results of an experiment on referring behaviour in task-related terminal dialogues are 
reported on, and compared to those of a preceding experiment on spoken dialogues. The 
differences that occurred between the two rnadalities were mainly related to the ease either 
to produce utterances, or to coordinate between using language, gesturing and inspecting 
the task domain or to change turns. These differe.nces were all found to he based on the 
so-called principle of minimal cooperative total effort, i.e. within the limitations of the 
available rnadalities the participants tried to use as less effort as possible to, on the one 
hand, refer to a certain object, and, on the other hand, identify the object. On the basis 
of the results some recommendations are provided for the design of a multimodal interface 
including the possibility of interaction by means of typed naturallanguage. 

Keywords: object reference, gestures, minimal effort, focus of attention, multimodal 
interface, absolute features, relative features. 

1 Introduetion 

In the so-called DenK-project1 [Ahn et al., 1995], a multimorlal interface is being developed 
which is suitable for graphical interaction as well as communication by means of natural 
language. The DenK interface can be represented as a triangle as shown in Figure 1. The 
angles of this triangle stand for the user, the domain and the cooperative assistant, of which 
the latter two are components of the interface. The domain can be seen as the collection of 
objects represented on the screen and the relations between them. The cooperative assistant 
can be seen as the user's collocutor who is also able to perfarm actions in the domain. The 
user is allowed to point at objects in the domain or manipulate them directly by means of 
some input device (e.g. a mouse). The user can also instruct the cooperative assistant by 
means of naturallanguage to carry out certain actionsin the domain, or ask questions about 
objects or events that play a role in the interaction. 

1DenK stands for 'Dialoogvoering en Kennisopbouw' in Dutch, which means 'Dialogue Managementand 
Knowledge Acquisition'. It is a joined research program of the universities of Tilburg and Eindhoven, and is 
partly financed by the Tilburg-Eindhoven Organisation for Inter-University Cooperation. 
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Cooperati ve 
Assistant 

Domain 

Figure 1: · The DenK triangle 

If a user wants to ask questions or give instructions, it is important to make clear which 
objects are involved. In a multimodal interface the act of referring to objects can be performed 
by means of either naturallanguage or pointing or a combination of the two. In any case, the 
user should take care to provide appropriate information for the system to be able to identify 
the intended object (the target object). 

To equip the system with knowledge of how humans refer to objectsin a 'natural' situation, 
empirica! research on this topic is needed. One of the most natural ways for humans to 
communicate is by means of speech. However, owing to technologicallimitations, most natural 
language systems only allow typed input. Unfortunately, it is not possible to extrapolate 
results from research on 'natural' spoken dialogues to written dialogues. It has been shown 
that there are notabie differences between the two modes of communication, in particular with 
respect to lengthand syntax [Hauptmann & Rudnicky, 1988], the speed and the planning of 
utterances, and the nature of the speech acts used [Oviatt & Co hen, 1991]. For instance, more 
indirectness occurs in spoken dialogues than in terminal dialogues [Beun & Bunt, 1987]. In 
particular with respect to referential behaviour it was found, when referring to objects for 
the first time, that in telephone (spoken) dialogues more requests for identification occur 
than in keyboard dialogues [Cohen, 1984]. However, since this study dealt with telephone 
dialogues, only linguistic interaction was possible here. To conclude, t o enable conclusions 
about referential behaviour in multimodal situations to be drawn, research on bath spoken 
and typed dialogues is needed. 

The referential behaviour of participants in spoken task-related dialogues in a situation 
designed to mimic the DenK triangle has already been investigated in a previous study 
[Cremers & Beun, 1995]. The present paper deals with an empirica! study on how humans 
refer to objects in a similar type of terminal dialogue. The focus willlie on the type and 
amount of information humans use in referential expressions and the use of gestures. The 
results of this study will be compared with findings from the previous research on spoken 
dialogues based on the differences between the two situations as represented in the DenK 
triangle. 

In section 2 some results from the previous study on spoken dialogues will be presented 
briefly. In section 3 some expectations will be formulated about findings in a corpus of 
terminal dialogues, based on the results obtained from the study on spoken dialogues and 
findings from the literature. Insection 4 the results of checking the expectations in terminal 
dialogues will be presented and compared with the spoken dialogues. Finally, in section 5 the 
results will be discussed in the framework of DenK and some conclusions will be formulated. 
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2 Referential behaviour in spoken dialognes 

In a previous study on spoken dialogues [Cremers & Beun, 1995] an experiment was conducted 
to investigate the referential behaviour of ten pairs of participating subjects. The set-up of 
this experiment is depicted in Figure 2a. The study was designed to mimic t he triangular 
DenK paradigm and can be described as follows. Two participants were seated side by side 
at a table but separated by a screen. To prevent communication other than by speech and 
gesturing, only the hands of each were visible to the other participant and then only when 
placed on top of the table. One of the participants ( the instructor) was told to instruct the 
other ( the builder) in reconstructing a block building on a toy foundation plate, placed on 
top of the table, in accordance with an example provided. In this set-up the role of the 
instructor was similar to that of the user and the role of the builder was similar to that of 
the cooperative assistant in the DenK triangle. Both participants were allowed to abserve the 
building domain, to talk about it and to gesticulate in it, but only the builder was allowed 
to manipulate blocks. A brief overview of the main results of this experiment will be given 
in the subsections which follow. 

2.1 The principle of minimal cooperative total effort 

In the experiment on spoken dialogues participants were found to adhere to the so-called 
principle of minimal cooperative total effort. This principle expresses the idea that tagether 
the participants try to say [Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986] and do [Cremers & Beun, 1995] as 
little as possible, but just enough to he able to reach mutual agreement that the target 
object has been identified. For the speaker this means t hat he will transfer the least possible 
information and also a particular type of information to refer to the target object, so that 
it allows the hearer to identify the object by having to consider as few objects as possible. 
Consequences of this principle in the spoken dialogues were related to the choice of features 
in the referential expressions and the focus of attention of the participants. 

The first consequence was that, if possible, speakers . preferred to use absolute features 
rather than relative features. Absolute features such as the physical feature 'red' are features 
that can be understood by consiclering only the target object. Relative features can only be 
understood by also consiclering other objects or persons that are present. Relative features 
may be either implicit or explicit. To understand implicit relative feat ures, such as the 
physical feature 'large', other objects have to he considered. To understand explicit relative 
features, such as the location feature 'to the right of', other objects have to be identified in 
order to permit identification of the target object. Absolute features are consequently easier 
to understand than relative features. 

The second consequence was that speakers used less information to refer to objects located 
in the area of the building domain that was in the current focus of attention of the participants 
than to those located outside of this area. As part of the task changes had to be made in 
several parts of the block building. If changes are being made in a particular part of the 
building the speaker can assume that the focus of attent ion of both himself and his partner is 
directed at this area of the domain. For instance, participants used the referential expression 
'the red block' to refer to the only red block within the current focus area, although many 
red blocks were present within the domain as a whole. Compared with the sit uation where 
the whole domain is taken into account, this means a reduction of words in the referential 
expression for the speaker, and fewer objects for the addressee to consider in order to find 
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Figure 2: Experimentalset-up for (a) spoken dialogues and (b) terminal dialogues. 

the target object. 
Furthermore, it was found that participantsin choosing the next object preferred to refer 

to an object that was in the current focus of attention. This resulted in a larger proportion of 
references to objects in focus (68%) than to objects out of focus {32%). In termsof minimal 
effort this could be explained as a strategy to make optima! use of the current focus area 
before moving on to the next one. 

2.2 The processof object reference 

In the spoken dialogues there were usually some turn-takings before the participants ar
rived at the common agreement that the target object had been identified. lt was found in 
[Cremers, 1994] that the number of turns needed was related to the focus of attention. To 
reach agreement on the identification of objects located within the current focus area fewer 
turns were needed than to refer to objects outside the current focus area (respectively 2.4 
(s.d.=0.8) and 3.2 turns (s.d.=l.9)). 

3 Terminal dialognes 

In this section a description will first be given ofthe paradigm used for the study ofmultimodal 
terminal dialogues, foliowed by an overview of the differences between this paradigm and the 
previous one on spoken dialogues that was discussed in section 2. On the basis of the findings 
from the literature and from the preceding study on spoken dialogues some predictions for 
the outcome of this experiment will be formulated in section 3.2. 

3.1 The experiment 

A second experiment was carried out which was identical to that described insection 2, except 
for one important difference, namely that the participants communicated via keyboard and 
screen instead of by speech. In the DenK triangle this means that the mode of communication 
between the user and the cooperative asssistant is typed natura! language. To prevent the 
participants from talking to each other instead of typing, they wore headphones to listen to 
some background music.2 The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2b. 

2This set-up served its purpose since the 10 pairs of subjects who participated never spoke toeach other 
at any time during the experiment. 
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The change from spoken communication to typed communication has some important 
expected consequences for the manner in which object reference can he carried out. First, 
the coordination between different modes of communication is expected to he different. In 
the spoken modality it is possible to speak and inspeet the domain or point at objects in the 
domain at the same time. This is not possible in the terminal situation. If a participant is 
typing, his attention is directedat the screen and the keyboard, so that he cannot see what is 
going on in the block-building process. Also, sirree his hands are busy typing, he cannot use 
them to point at objects in the domain. A second consequence of the change from spoken to 
terminal dialogues is that it is more diffi.cult to take turns. To passtheturn on to the partner 
a participant had to explicitly press a certain key. Only after he did so was the partner able 
to type. If a participant wanted to take his turn to type, he had to ask for it explicitly by 
means of a special key, and the partner had to acknowledge the switch of turn by pressing 
another key. 3 

Some expectations as to referential behaviour in terminal dialogues will now he formulated, 
based on the consequences of the use of typed communication instead of spoken communica
tion. 

3.2 Expectations for terminal dialogues 

3.2.1 Expectations about minimaleffort 

A general prediction with respect to terminal dialogues that is an effect of the principle of 
minimal cooperative total effort is that it normally takes more effort to conduct a terminal 
dialogue than a spoken dialogue, due to characteristics of the communicative rnadalities that 
are available. This difference in effort will he refl.ected in the length of referential expressions, 
the features chosen in the referential expressions and the use of gestures. 

It is known from the literature (e.g. [Oviatt & Cohen, 1991]) that written dialogues gen
erally take langer and contain fewer words than spoken dialogues. These results were also 
expected in the present experiment. The latter expectation also follows from the principle 
of minimal cooperative total effort. Since it takes more effort to type than to speak, fewer 
words will he used when typing. Written dialogues take more time than spoken dialogues 
but this increase would probably he even larger if more words were typed. However, the 
increase in time is not due only to the increase in effort. It can also he a consequence of 
the fact that participants do not feel as pressed for time as in spoken dialogues, so they take 
more time to formulate their utterances [Beun & Bunt, 1987]. With respect to the use of 
referential expressions in terminal dialogues the participants are expected to try to utter the 
same information but use fewer words than in spoken dialogues. Probably also more gestures 
will he used, in order to compensate for the reduction in words. 

With respect to the choice of features, the prediction is that, just as in spoken dialogues, 
participants will have a preferenee for using absolute features. There is no reason to as
sume that more absolute features will he used in terminal dialogues, since the process of 
understanding a referential expression and identifying the referent is the same in both situ
ations. An effect is, however, expected in the coordination of language and gestures. Since 
it is not possible to type and gesture at the same time, pointing gestures accompanied by 

3If the participants had been allowed to type at the same time, this would have caused problems for them, 
especially since actions in the domain had to be monitored as well. In particular, the order of the turns and 
actions would have been less obvious. 
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demonstratives are expected to occur less aften in terminal dialogues. 
As aresult of a general reduction in words and an expected increase intheuse of gestures, 

some of the features that were used in spoken dialogues will have to he replaced by gestures 
in typed dialogues. Tentative predictions are that absolute features cantairring information 
that cannot he expressed very easily by gestures (e.g. colour) will continue to he used, but 
that the rather verbase explicit relative features will he replaced by gestures. 

The reduction of words as a result of the current focus of attention is expected to occur 
more aften in terminal dialogues than in spoken dialogues. A red uction of words means less 
typing and therefore less effort on the part ofthe participant. However, sirree the coordination 
of typing and inspecting the domain at the same time is difficult in terminal dialogues, it is 
expected that participants will easily loose track of the current focus area. This will probably 
result in a relatively smaller number of references to objects in focus than in the spoken 
dialogues. 

3.2.2 Expectations about the process of object reference 

In the spoken dialogues it was very easy to react immediately to sarnething the partner said, 
resulting in a mean number of turns of 2. 7 befare mutual agreement was reached that the 
target object had been identified. The prediction for terminal dialogues is that the effort to 
take turn to type will he so large that in most of the dialogues hardly any verbal turn-takings 
will take place. First, this could mean that more information will he given in the first turn, to 
avoid having to use more verbal turns. Note that this expectation contradiets the expected 
general reduction of wordsin referential expressionsin terminal dialogues. A second possible 
consequence is that the reduction in verbal turns will he compensated for by an increase 
in non-verbal turns since there is no inherent difficulty in taking turns in gesturing during 
terminal dialogues. 

There could he a reason fora possible increase in verbal turnsas well. This increase could 
he a result of the occurrence of more miscommunications during the terminal dialogues, al
though it is suggested in the literature (see [Cohen, 1984]) that this effect does not exist. A 
miscommunication is defined as an event whereby a wrong selection takes place befare the 
right target object is identified. The expectation of an increase in miscommunications is a 
consequence of the expected decrease in words in terminal dialogues. To correct the miscom
munication and identify the right target object additional turns will he needed. However, if 
the expectation about giving more information in the first turn to avoid having to engage in 
tedious turn-takings is correct, an increase in miscommunications is not likely to occur. 

Finally, it is not clear whether in the terminal dialogues, as in the spoken dialogues, the 
number of turns to refer to objects in focus will be lower than those to refer to objects out 
of focus. In terminal dialogues, where participants have to divide their attention between 
keyboard, screen and domain, it is harder for them to continue focusing their attention on 
the current focus area. This could mean that they will not succeed in benefiting from the 
focus area as much as the participants in spoken dialogues did. In other words, it is probable 
that no difference in the number of turns will occur between in focus and out of focus. 

4 Results 

In the terminal dialogues a total number of 156 referential acts occurred, which is almast the 
same as the number of referential acts found inthespoken dialogues, namely 145. This result 
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11 terminal I spoken 

mean length 12 min. 4 min. 4 7 sec. 
(189 words) (729 words) 

mean length 7 min. 56 sec. 4 min. 17 sec. 
of language (0.4 wordsjsec.) (2.8 wordsper sec.) 
mean length 4 min. 4 sec. 30 sec. 
of actions (34% of total time) (10% of total time) 

Table 1: Mean lengthof terminal and spoken dialogues 

is not surprising since both experiments involved exactly the same task and the same objects. 
Findings with respect to the principle of minimal cooperative total effort and the process . 

to reach mutual agreement on identification will now he discussed, and compared with the 
spoken dialogues. 

4.1 Results concerning minimal effort 

4.1.1 Length 

Length of the dialognes In the literature it has been stated that, generally speaking, 
fewer worcis are used and more time is neerled in terminal dialogues than in spoken dialogues 
([Oviatt & Cohen, 1991], [Beun & Bunt, 1987]). This was also found in the present study 
(see Table 1). The participants took a mean time of 12 minutes to complete the terminal 
dialogues, during which time they used 189 words. It took the participants a mean time of 
only 4 minutes and 47 seconds to complete the spoken dialogues, but in that time they used 
729 words. 

However, not all of the time was devoted to typing or speaking. A part of the time was 
used to carry out actions as well. The actions carried out were both pointing actions and 
manipulations within the domain. In the terminal dialogues, 7 minutes and 56 seconds were 
taken for the actual typing, which means that the typing rate was 0.4 words per second. 
In the spoken dialogues, 4 minutes and 17 seconds were used for speaking, which yields a 
speaking rate of 2.8 words per second. 

The figures show that in terminal dialogues a relatively large part of the time was devoted 
to actions only, namely 4 minutes and 4 seconds, which is 34% of the time. In spoken dialogues 
30 seconds were used for performing actions only, and that is 10% of the total time. 

The above results show that, indeed, it takes more time to conduct a terminal dialogue 
than a spoken dialogue, under exactly the same conditions. In fact, it takes exactly seven 
times longer to type a word than to utter it. Also, the amount of time spent on carrying out 
actions is different for the two types of dialogue. In terminal dialogues over three times longer 
is spent carrying out actions than in spoken dialogues. Since the task in the two experiments 
was exactly the same, this result cannot he explained by a difference in manipulating objectsin 
the domain. The dissimilarity is therefore probably due to an increase intheuse of referential 
actions, i.e. pointing or other gestures to indicate an object in the domain. 
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length 11 terminal I spoken 

0 46% 15% 
1 12% 46% 
2 15% 16% 
3 9% 2% 

4 3% 6% 
5 3% 6% 

more 12% 9% 

Table 2: N urnher of content words in referential acts 

Length of the referential expressions A more specific hypothesis is concerned with the 
lengthof referential acts used interminaland spoken dialogues. The prediction was that, since 
fewer words are used in terminal dialogues than in spoken dialogues, the length of referential 
acts in terminal dialogues would also be shorter. This prediction did not completely prove 
true. Although the mean number of content words (i.e. all words except the determiner) 
used in terminal dialogues was 1.8 (s.d. = 2.53) , compared to 2.2 (s.d. = 2.69) in spoken 
dialogues, this difference does not mean that most references in terminal dialogues were 
shorter than in spoken dialogues. First, the standard deviations are too large to show a 
clear difference in length between the two types of dialogue. Second, similar percentages 
of all lengths of referential expressions occurred in both dialogues, except for the referential 
expressions of lengths 0 and 1 (see Table 2). More content-less referential acts, i.e. gestures 
or demonstratives or combinations of 

these, occurred in terminal than in spoken dialogues (terminal: 46%, spoken: 15%). In 
contrast, fewer referential acts containing only one content word occurred (terminal: 12%, 
spoken: 46%). 

These figures seem to indicate that at times when typists use gestures only, or gestures 
accompanied by a demonstrative expression, speakers use one feature, possibly accompanied 
by a gesture, and vice versa. Since no large reduction of words in referential expressions 
could be demonstrated, the total reduction of words in terminal dialogues must be due to a 
reduction of words in the remaining part of the utterances, i.e. the part where the action to 
be carried out is expressed. 

However, if we do not count the number of words in the referential expressions but the 
referential expressions in which features are used a clear difference can be found. In termi
nal dialogues fewer features ( either absolute or relative or both) were used than in spoken 
dialogues, namely in 56% and 85%, respectively, of the referential expressions (see Table 3). 
This result is mainly due to the fact that in terminal dialogues far more gestures without 
any language were used than in spoken dialogues, namely in 44% and 4%, respectively, of 
the references. Contrary to expectations, no difference could be found with respect to the 
total number of gestures used in terminal and spoken dialogues. In both types of dialogue 
the percentage was exactly the same, viz. 53%. 

4.1.2 Features and gestures 
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11 terminal {156} 11 spoken {145) 

11 +gesture I -gesture 11 +gesture I -gesture 

absolute 9 (6%) 38 (24%) 45 (31%) 43 (30%) 
relative - - 2 (1%) 2 (1%) 2 (1%) 
abs. & rel. 4 (3%) 35 (22%) 7 (5%) 24 (17%) 
demonstr. - - - - 17 (12%) - -
gesture only 68 (44%) - - 5 (4%) - -

Total 11 81 (53%) I 75 (47%) 11 76 (53%) I 69 (47%) 

Table 3: Features and gestures used in terminaland spoken dialogues 

Preferenee for absolute features One of the findings relating to the principle of minimal 
cooperative total effort in terminal dialogues is, not surprisingly, that participants do have a 
preferenee for using absolute features rather than relative features, as is shown in Table 3. 
Absolute features only were used in 47 cases (30%). In spoken dialogues absolute features 
only were used in 88 (61%) of the referential acts. The use of relative features was more or 
less the same in bath types of dialogue, viz. two (1%) in terminal dialogues and four (2%) in 
spoken dialogues. Also, combinations of absolute and relative features occurred equally aften 
interminaland spoken dialogues, viz. 39 (25%) and 31 (22%), respectively. 

At first sight it may seem surprising that fewer absolute features were used in terminal 
dialogues than in spoken dialogues. This seems to weaken the principle of minimal cooperative 
total effort. The salution to this problem lies in the use of gestures. If we assume that the use 
of gestures only or gestures combined with demonstratives is a means to use less effort, then 
the figures for the choice of features in terminal and spoken dialogues become very similar. 
For terminal dialogues this would mean that the referential acts which involve the least effort 
are those in which gestures only are used plus those in which only absolute feature are used. 
These two percentages add up to 74%. In spoken dialogues, summation of the numbers of 
referential acts by means of gestures only, gestures plus demonstratives and absolute features 
only amounts to 77%. 

To summarize, participants bath interminaland in spoken dialogues try to reduce effort 
by choosing particular features. However, the choice of features is different in bath types of 
dialogue. In terminal dialogues relatively more gestures only are used and in spoken dialogues 
relatively more absolute features only. 

Coordination of typing and gesturing The expectation with respect to the coordination 
of typing and gesturing was that in terminal dialogues fewer demonstratives accompanied 
by gestures would occur. This indeed turned out to be true. In terminal dialogues no 
cases at all occurred, whereas in spoken dialogues this combination occurred in 17% of the 
cases. This difference could even be extended to the use of absolute features accompanied by 
gestures. In terminal dialogues they were used in 6% of cases, whereas in spoken dialogues 
they occurred in 31% of cases. Relative features and combinations of absolute and relative 
features accompanied by gestures occurred equally aften in terminal as in spoken dialogues. 

Type of features and gestures The prediction concerning continuation of the use of 
features that cannot be expressed by means of gestures proved correct. In bath types of 
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dialogues almast the samepercentage of absolute colour features was used (terminal: 100%, 
spoken: 97% of the absolute features used). However, there was a difference in the use of 
absolute shape features (e.g. 'square'). In terminal dialogues 46% of the absolute features 
contained shape information, whereas in spoken dialogues this was the case in only 17%. A 
possible explanation for this difference is the fact that in spoken dialogues absolute features 
were about 4 times more aften accompanied by gestures than in terminal dialogues (terminal: 
+gesture 9%, -gesture 46%; spoken: +gesture 36%, -gesture 47%). Since the use of pointing 
gestures makes the use of shape information superfluous, this type of information is probably 
used less in terminal dialogues. The feature 'colour' is probably so salient that participants 
tend to keep on using it, even though the 

use of a pointing gesture makes it superfluous. 
The use of relative features in bath types of dialogues was almast the same (terminal: 

1%, spoken: 2%). Although the number explicit relative features in terminal dialogues was 
lower than in spoken dialogues (terminal: 23%, spoken: 39%) no clear difference was found. 
However, there was a difference in relative features that were used to refer to locations within 
the domain. If a location in the domain is indicated this generally takes relatively more 
words than if only physical features of objects are mentioned. It could he shown that in 
spoken dialogues more relative features were used to refer to locations (91% of the relative 
features used) than in terminal dialogues (68%). This suggests that participants in terminal 
dialogues tend to avoid these relatively long expressions, and probably point instead. 

4.1.3 Focus of attention 

In the terminal dialogues 86 out of 156 referential acts were used to refer to objects in the 
current focus of attention (55%). The 70 remaining referential acts (45%) were used to refer 
to objects outside of the current focus area (see [Cremers & Beun, 1995] for the criteria used 
to make this bipartition). Hence, no clear preferenee for choosing the next object in or out 
of the current focus area could he detected, as was the case in the spoken dialogues (68% 
in focus, 32% out of focus). This result confirms the expectation and is probably due to a 
coordination problem between typing and inspecting the domain. 

Among the 86 references used in the terminal dialogues to refer to objects within the 
current focus of attention, focus reduction was applied in 20 cases (23% of 86). This percentage 
is very close to that found in spoken dialogues, where focus reduction was applied in 27% 
of the cases. Our prediction was, however, that in terminal dialogues more cases of focus 
reduction would occur owing to a general reduction of words. The result seems to suggest 
that this was not the case. However, if we again consider the use of gestures as a means to 
reduce effort, some evidence for the truthof the hypothesis can he found. 

Participants in terminal dialogues used gestures without any language to refer to objects 
in 35 (41%) ofthe in-focus cases. In spoken dialogues this was clone in 13 cases (13%), where 
the gesture was accompanied by just a demonstrative. If we add the cases of gesture-related 
focus reduction to those where only a verbal reduction took place, the total number of cases 
of focus reduction in terminal dialogues becomes 55 (64% of the in-focus cases). In spoken 
dialogues the total number of focus reduction then becomes 40 (40% of the in-focus cases). 
This suggests that, in the latter interpretation of focus reduction, participants in terminal 
dialogues indeed use more reduced information when referring to objects within the focus 
area than do participantsin spoken dialogues. However, this reduction is due more to the the 
use of gest ures than to the use of red u eed verbal information. An overview of the findings is 
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11 

terminal I spoken 
(99) (86) 

verbal 23% (20) 27% (27) 
gestures 41% (35) 13% (13) 
Tot al 64% (55) 40% (40) 

Table 4: Focus reduction in terminal and spoken dialogues 

given in Table 4. 

4.2 Results concerning the process of object reference 

4.2.1 Number of turns 

In terminal as wellas spoken dialogues the mean number of both verbaland non-verbal turns 
needed to arrive at the mutual agreement that the target object has been identified is exactly 
the same, namely 2.7 (s.d. 1.04 and 1.38, repectively). However, this does not mean that 
the process is exactly the same for both types of dialogues. The difference lies in the relative 
use of verbal turns and (referential) actions in this process. In terminal dialogues 98 (63%) 
of the turns were non-verba!, whereas in spoken dialogues gestures or actions were used only 
in 23 (16%) of the turns. No indication was found that more information was given in the 
first turn to avoid turn-takings since the mean lengths of first referential acts interminaland 
spoken dialogues were very similar (terminal: 1.8, spoken: 2.2) and even shorterin terminal 
dialogues. 

With respect to the number of turns necessary to refer to objects in or out of focus a 
difference between spoken dialogues and terminal dialogues was found. In spoken dialogues 
more turns were needed to refer to an object out of focus (3.2) than to one in focus (2.4), 
whereas no difference could he found in terminal dialogues (both 2.7). This confirms our 
expectation that participants in terminal dialogues do not benefit very much from the focus 
area, probably due to coordination problems between typing and inspecting the domain. 

4.2.2 Miscommunications 

One of the expectations presented insection 3.2.2 was that in terminal dialogues more turns 
due to miscommunications would occur, since participants use fe~er words to refer to objects. 
In the preceding section it was shown that no difference in the mean number of turns between 
terminal dialogues and spoken dialogues occurred. This means that, if more miscommunica
tions occurred, they did not increase the mean number of turns significantly. The results of 
analysing the occurring miscommunications is given in Table 5. 

In terminal dialogues miscommunications occurred in 25 (16%) of the cases before iden
tification took place. In spoken dialogues only six (4%) of the first references to objectsin 
the domain were initially misunderstood. These miscommunications were found to he due 
mainly to misunderstandings related to focus (in five cases, 83%). The one remaining case 
(17%) was due to a mistake made by the speaker. 

In the terminal dialogues 13 (65%) of the misunderstandings were in some way related 
to focus. In four cases (16%) mistakes were made by either one of the participants. In the 
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11 terminal I spoken 

Total 25 (16%) 6 (4%) 
focus 13 (65%) 5 (83%) 
mistake 4 (16%) 1 (17%) 
determiner 8 (19%) -

focus-det. 13 (77%) 5 (83%) 

Table 5: Miscommunications in terminal and spoken dialogues 

remaining eight cases (19%) the misunderstanding was a result of confusion as to whether 
a new object should he introduced or the referential act was meant to refer to an object in 
the domain. These confusions were directly related to the fact that the typists did not add 
any determiner to the referential expression. This is a clear consequence of the modality of 
communication that was used. In order to type as few words as possible, typists omitted 
determiners thereby leading to a misunderstanding. 

Since the latter group of misunderstandings was a direct result of the available modalities 
of communication, they can he omitted from the comparison between terminal and spoken 
dialogues. The percentage of misunderstandings due to focus then becomes 77% (13 out of 
17 cases), which is close to the 83% found in spoken dialogues. 

To summarize, more or less the same percentage of focus-related misunderstandings oc
curred in terminal dialogues as in spoken dialogues. However, the total percentage of misun
derstandings in terminal dialogues was greater since more misunderstandings occurred due 
to mistakes and, most importantly, due to omitting the determiner in the description. This 
result stresses the importance of determiners that provide information about the accessibility 
of the referent (see [Piwek & Cremers, 1995]). 

5 Discussion and conclusions 

The differences between the uses of referential expressions and gestures in terminal and spoken 
dialogues can he explained to a large extent by the differences in the respective experimental 
paradigms as illustrated by the DenK triangle. 

A direct consequence of the change from spoken to typed communication is the length 
of the referential expressions used. Since it takes more effort to type than to speak, fewer 
words were used in referential expressions in terminal dialogues than in spoken dialogues. 
However, since the difference was not very great, the largest reduction of words occurred in 
the non-referential parts of the utterances. Furthermore, it could not he demonstrated that 
participants in terminal dialogues used fewer gestures than those in spoken dialogues. The 
total number of gestures was the same although the distribution over accompanying features 
was different. However, these results may he domain-dependent since objects that are more 
diflicult to describe are expected to he pointed at more often. 

The difference in the distribution of gestures was a direct consequence of the probiernatie 
coordination of verbal and non-verbal information in terminal dialogues. Since it was not 
possible to gesture and type at the same time, hardly any occurrences of short referential 
expressions, such as demonstratives or absolute features only, were found. In spoken dialogues 
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the demonstratives and absolute features that accompanied gestures can he said to have the 
function of either attracting the attention of the partner to look at the domain or keeping 
the conversation :flowing by avoiding silences. In terminal dialogues the latter function is 
not very prevalent sirree the time pressure is not so great there (see [Beun & Bunt, 1987]). 
Participants in terminal dialogues lost the possibility to apply the former function, i.e. to 
attract attention. However, these participants were observed to point with more emphasis, 
i.e. repeatedly or for a longer period than participants in spoken dialogues did. This emphasis 
can he interpret 

ed as a means to make sure that the partner has observed the gesture. 
A second consequence related to the coordination of rnadalities was the fact that typing 

and simultaneously inspecting the domain was difficult. This resulted in difficulty in keeping 
track of the current focus area. This difficulty was re:flected in the same number of references 
to objects in focus to objects out of focus, compared to this distribution in spoken dialogues 
where far more references to objects in focus occurred. 

As a consequence of the difficulty in changing turns in terminal dialogues fewer verbal 
turns took place. However, the loss of verbal turns was compensated by more non-verbal 
turns. There was no indication that more information was given in the first utterance to try 
to avoid having to use more turns. However, this could he a consequence of the relatively 
simple objects used in the experiment. It was probably not necessary to use more words to · 
indicate a certain object unambiguously. Although more miscommunications occurred in an 
absolute sense, they did not affect the mean number of turns used to reach common agreement 
that the target object had been identified. 

The differences between terminal and spoken dialogues were all found to he based on 
the principle of minimal cooperative total effort. In a situation where different rnadalities of 
communication are available which have different charaderistics and possibilities, other means 
have to he found to minimize effort. The main change with respect to spoken dialogues was 
in the use of gestures to refer to objects. In both spoken dialogues and terminal dialogues 
the same numbers of gestures were used, although they were used at different moments. At 
moments where participants in spoken dialogues used limited information, participants in 
terminal dialogues tended to use more pointing gestures. 

l,From these findings some implications can he drawn for the design of a multimodal 
interface, such as the DenK interface. First, in our domain we did not find a large reduction of 
words in referential expressions, but we did find a large reduction in the rest of the utterances, 
i.e. in the part were the action that has to he carried out is formulated. Further research 
should he conducted to figure out whether this reduction causes more or other types of 
miscommunications. 

In the design of a multimodal interface special attention should he devoted to the coordi
nation of verbal and non-verbal information. Procedures should he developed to make links 
between verbal expressions, especially longer ones, and gestures that are meant to refer to the 
same objects but do not occur at the same time. This is necessary in order to avoid confusions 
about whether in these cases only one object or two separate ones are being referred to. 

In terminal dialogues participants apparently did not make use of the current focus area 
as often as participantsin the spoken dialogues, but reduced expressions referring to objects 
in the current focus area still occurred regularly. This means that the interface should adopt 
a notion of focus area in order to enable these expressions to he understood. 

Finally, the interface should allow users to change turns quickly sirree almost the only type 
of feedback that was provided in the terminal dialogues consistedof gestures or actionsin the 
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domain. lt is probably easier for the interface to understand verbal feedback than to have 
to analyse the meaning of the gestures and actions. However, provisions should be made for 
listing the verbal and non-verbal turns in a convenient way so that no confusions will arise 
because the correct order of the turns is unclear. 
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Abstract 

This paper investigates the linguistic and modal aspects of responses made by subjects 
in a Wizard of Oz experiment to clarification requests made by the "Wizard." English
speaking "clients" participating in a task-oriented cooperative dialogue with Japanese
speaking "agents" were asked to clarify utterances that were complex or lengthy. The 
discourse, syntactic, and modal structures of these clarifications are examined. While 
linguistic factors are characterizable as "reducing" and "converging," media use in these 
responses does not exhibit a clear pattern. lmplications are drawn for future investi
gations into the use of multimedia configurations and for the integration of multimedia 
technologies in automatic speech processing. 

Key words: multimedia communication, automatic machine translation, Wizard of Oz 
experiment, bilingual cooperative dialogue. 

1 Overview 

Naturallanguage processing systems are beginning to approach the difficult goal of handling 
unconstrained spontaneons speech. One way to improve the performance of such systems 
in this context is to supplement their processing capabilities with multimedia technologies 
designed to lessen the burden on the processing system. But the optima! configuration of 
supplemental media is not yet well understood; even less clear is the nature of the speech 
behavior we can expect from humans using multimedia speech processing systems. One thing 
is clear, however, from earlier work [1]: completely unconstrained spontaneous speech is likely 
to be too difficult to process entirely automatically for some time. Systems will have to be 
able to request, and receive, clarifications of users' utterances [2,3]. 

This work reports on a Wizard of Oz experiment in which English-speaking and Japanese
speaking subjectstook part in a cooperative, task-oriented dialogue via a supposed "automatic 
machine translation system," (i.e., the Wizard), in two communication conditions: telephone
only and multimorlal (MM), using the Environment for MultiMorlal Interaction (EMMI) 
designed and built at the Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute in Kyoto, Japan 
(ATR) [4]. lt examines English-speaking subjects' clarification utterances and describes the 
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ways in which these speakers accommodated, both linguistically and modally, to breakdowns 
in the "machine's" understanding. 

There are a number of reasons why the nature of this behavior should he of interest. Most 
superficially, the fact that automatic processing systems dealing with spontaneous speech 
currently perform less than perfectly implies that requests by the machine for clarification 
from the human are a necessary feature of such systems. Knowledge of what strategies 
speakers are apt to employ in their clarification utterances can he used to enhance the ability 
of the processing system both to interpret the clarification itself and to situate it in the 
ongoing discourse. lf we can specify a consistent and predictabie relationship between the 
discourse, syntactic and lexical structures of pre- and post-clarification request utterances, 
we can use even partial information from the processing of the initial utterance to process 
the clarification utterance, increasing our chances of characterizing the speaker's contribution 
correctly. 

Further, an examination of pre- and post-repetition request utterances reveals what modifica
tions speakers can he expected to make voluntarily to instances of communication breakdown. 
We conjectured that speakers might slow their speaking rate, use fewer words, repeat a high 
percentage of words, or speak more fluently after a request for repetition. lf this is the case, 
then, constraints that must he built into the communication environment so that the system 
can handle spontaneous speech more effectively can exploit these types of modifications either 
explicitly, through instruction, or implicitly, through discourse context [1]. It seems likely that 
eneomaging those strategies that come naturally to speakers will he a more effective way to 
modify their communication behavior than trying to exploit strategies which are unfamiliar 
or, worse, difficult to carry out. 

The investigation of these strategies in the context of a multimedia communication environ
ment adds one further dimension to these issues. Does the availability and use of non-speech 
media have an effect on subjects' use of strategies that can lead to more easily processed 
spontaneous speech? 

Finally, the nature of these accommodations is indicative of the aspects of speech behavior that 
speakers themselves feel generate "standard," understandable language. Studying speakers' 
responses to requests for clarification is similar to gaining an understanding of language by 
studying language pathologies such as stutteringor aphasia, or by examining disfluencies such 
as false starts or repairs. 

While the latter is an interesting line to pursue, here we will focus on the more practical issues 
outlined above. That is, what is the relationship between the linguistic and modal behavior 
of speakers before and after repetition requests? What strategies do speakers use to modify 
their input in cases of communication breakdown? And finally, what are the implications of 
these results for automatic processing of spontaneous speech? 

2 Methods 

Twenty subjects, ten native speakers of American Englishand ten native speakers of Japanese, 
took part in the experiment. The English-speaking subjects, acting as "clients," were in
structed that their task was to get directions to a specific place ( the site of a conference 
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they were supposedly attending) and to make a hotel reservation, by engaging in a cooper
ative dialogue with the Japanese-speaking "conference agents." All subjects were told that 
their speech would be translated by "ASyST," supposedly an "Automatic System for Speech 
Translation" which had been developed at ATR. 

The "Wizards" for the experiment were experienced interpreters; a native American En
glish speaker translated from Japanese to English and a native Japanese speaker translated 
from English to Japanese. These "Wizards" modulated their speech to be as monotonic 
and syllable-timed as possible, simulating the layman's impression of computer speech. The 
speech of both interpreters was passed through a Technics Mie Mixing Amplifier SH-3026 
in order to make it sound more "machine-like" to the subjects. Each person taking part in 
the experiment, i.e., the two interpreters, the "dient," and the "agent," could hear all of the 
speech produced by every other person. No subject indicated any doubt that his or her speech 
was being translated by a machine. 

None of the subjects knew one another, nor were they at all familiar with EMMI. The subjects 
were told that they were to enact the experiment scenario twice, once via telephone and once 
via the multimedia interface. Five agent-elient pairs participated in the telephone condition 
first; five used the multimedia set-up first. 

In the MM condition, subjects sat in front of a NeXT computer monitor, with touchscreen, 
keyboard, and mouse. On the screen appeared a video image of the person with whom they 
were talking, a field for typing in written input, and an area in which several different maps 
or the hotel reservation form could be displayed by the agent. Subjects could draw on the 
map by dragging with the mouse or by hand, could type on the keyboard ( activating the 
field by mouse or hand), or could use speech to communicate. Subjects were encouraged to 
practice with the drawing and typing capabilities of EMMI until they felt comfortable, and 
those acting as agent were thoroughly instructed in the information they had available to 
impart to the dient. 

In the telephone condition, subjects spoke into standard telephones. In both conditions, 
subjects wore Sennheiser HMD 410 headsets with microphone (one ear piece was turned up 
to allow for the telephone handset in the telephone condition). 

An experimenter monitoring the conversations instructed the Wizards to ask the subjects to 
repeat an utterance during the course of the experiment when it was especially long, disfl.uent, 
or complex. These utterances by the Wizards, called "repetition requests" (RR), were usually 
of the form "Please repeat" for English1. This paper examines the clients' responsestothese 
requests, and compares them with the initial utterances that provoked the requests. 

Acoustic speech data was recorded on digital audio tapes using a SONY DAT deck, DTC-
77ES. The acoustic tapes of the experiment sessions were transcribed, including notations for 
false starts; filled pauses such as "ah" and "uhum;" non-speech noises such as deep breaths 
or lip smacks; and simultaneous speech. The ten conversations comprised more than 12,600 
words in over 1900 turns. There were 161 turns fl.anking requests for repetition; pre-RR 
utterances contained 2100 words; post-RR utterances contained 1580 words. 

10ccasionally, the "Wizard" said "please speak slowly." These cases have been included in the analysis 
below when subjects in fact changed their utterances beyond merely slowing their speech. They have been 
excluded, however, from analyses involving speaking rate. 
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Figure 1: Number of major Communicative Acts used before and after RR 

3 Results 

Unless noted in the discussions below, figures show combined results for MM and telephone 
conditions. 

3.1 Linguistic accommodations 

We investigated a variety of levels at which subjects made linguistic adjustments to their post
RR utterances: discourse and syntactic structure, lexical choice and number, and disfl.uency 
and speaking rates. 

3.1.1 Discourse strategies 

Pre- and post-RR utterances were analyzed by hand for discourse units. The Communicative 
Acts (CA) in each utterance were labelled using the bilingual set of CA labels developed at 
ATR [5]. CA's are roughly equivalent to speech acts, and capture the illocutionary intent 
of a phrase or clause. Labels are assigned based on the surface structure of the utterance. 
The frequencies of the most common CA's are given in Figure 1. CA's which appeared rarely 
(once or twice in the utterances of only one or two speakers, for example) are not included in 
this discussion. 

Reductions in frequency are observable for all CA's except WH- QUESTION. The percent of 
decrease for INFORM, YES/NO QUESTION, and ACT-REQUEST are roughly the same, 
between 27 and 29%, with that for YES slightly lower at 21%. The slight increase in the 
frequency of WH-QUESTION is due to a discourse strategy apparent in the data: some 
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subjects replaced a YES/NO QUESTION or a series of YES/NO QUESTION's with a single 
WH-QUESTION, as the elient (C) did in example (1): 

(1) C: But that says "Keage." Is "Keage" "Keitsu?" Are they the same? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: [urn] I don't see "Keitsu" on the window. Where is "Keitsu?" 

Note the much higher rate of decrease for ACKNOWLEDGE (Figure 1). There wasastrong 
tendency for subjects to eliminate from their speech short acknowledging phrases such as 
"OK," "great," and the like (see "Structural clarification" below). However, this decrease is 
significant only in the telephone mode (p<0.05). 

Although ACKNOWLEDGE was the only CA to show significant effects of modality, there 
were some interesting intersubject effects for YES and YES/NO QUESTION. While the fre
quency of use of these CA's varied significantly by subject in the utterances before a RR, that 
variation was not significant in the responses to RR's. That is, although subject behavior was 
significantly different ( with respect to these communicative acts; p<0.05) in the utterances 
before RR's, it was much more consistent in responses to RR's2• 

3.1.2 Structural clarification 

Utterances occurring before and after RR's were analyzed by handfortheir syntactic structure 
and wording. In the course of the analysis, a number of distinct strategies for structurally 
modifying utterances became apparent. The three major strategies (in order of frequency) 
involved: 

• eliminating short, idiomatic acknowledging structures, such as "OK," "all right," and 
"I see" 

• eliminating clauses 

• and changing lexica! items (often phrasal idioms) so that their meaning was clearer. 

Three secondary strategies, employed more or less equally frequently, involved: 

• reducing the complexity of an utterance structure by simplifying the syntax 

• reducing the complexity of a structure by eliminating adjuncts 

• and amplifying a lexica! item to make it more easily understood by providing a more 
specific or complete reference. 

Example (2) illustrates the first three, most common, strategies: 

(2) C: All right. I also will need to have a hotel reservation. Can you give me a hotel 
reservation please? 

2The frequency of use of INFORM also showed a tendency to varyin this way. However, because INFORM 
is such an integral part of conveying information, the variation among subjects with respect to use of INFORM 
was not quite significant before RR's. lt was much less significant, however, after RR's. 
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WOZ: Please repeat 
C: I would like to get a hotel reservation please 

In this case, the elient eliminates the "allright" (an acknowledging phrase), drops the second 
elause, and changes the choice of lexical items in the first elause from "I will need to have" to 
"I would like to get," a slightly less indirect, slightly more transparent way to make the request 
for a hotel reservation. In example (3), the elient eliminates a elause, and also amplifies "it" 
to "the bus ride": 

(3) C: [im] [ah] How many stops is that and how long does it take? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: [urn] How long is the bus ride? 

In example (4), the subject simplifies the grammatica! structure by changing a conjoined 
yes-no question ( one elause of which itself contains a conjunction) into a single wh-question; 
in example (5), simplification has been achieved by dropping two adjunct appositive elauses: 

( 4) C: [ah] (is it thi3 ) Is it a straight walk or should I take a taxi or bus? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: (what's the) What's the best way to get there? 

(5) C: [ah] (can Is) Can I make a reservation for an economy hotel, a cheap hotel, inexpensive 
hotel? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: [ah] I want to stay in a inexpensive hotel 

The strategies described above are listed to the left of the dark vertical line in Figure 2. 
Subjects also employed strategies which would seem to he counter-productive to enhancing 
understanding. They sometimes added elauses, acknowledgement idioms, or adjuncts, made 
the meanings of phrases more opaque, or changed simple syntactic structures into more com
plicated ones. However, these strategies were employed significantly less frequently than the 
strategies described above. The frequencies forthese less productive strategies are displayed 
to the right of the dark verticalline in Figure 2. 

There were no significant di:fferences in usage dependent upon communication modality. 

3.1.3 N urnher of words 

As a natural byproduct of using simpler or fewer syntactic structures, subjects reduced the 
number of words they used in post-RR utterances. This reduction (Figure 3) is not statisti
cally significant. This is not surprising; subjects were constrained by the task to convey and 
request certain information and could not reduce their use of words beyond the threshold 
required to accomplish this task. 

3 "thi" is the transcription for "the" pronounced with a long "e" sound. 
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Figure 4: Number of disfl.uencies before and after RR in telephone and multimedia conditions 

Although there were no significant differences across subjects, the same intersubject trend 
that was observed above for CA's is evident here. While subjects did vary significantly 
(p<0.05) in the number of words used in pre-RR utterances, they did not vary significantly 
in the number of words used in post-RR utterances. 

3.1.4 Lexica! choice 

As we conjectured, subjects showed a strong tendency to repeat the lexical items used in 
pre-RR utterances when constructing clarification utterances after RR's. Individual subjects 
repeated a minimum of 23% and a maximum of 80% of the words in their pre-RR utterances, 
with an average repetition rate of 50%. There were no significant differences dependent upon 
mode. 

3.1.5 Disfl.uency 

Disfl.uencies are defined as the filled pauses and false starts uttered by a speaker. Speak
ers significantly decreased the number of disfl.uencies they uttered when making clarification 
(post-RR) utterances (Figure 4). There were no modal effects. 

There was the same intersubject effect for number of disfl.uencies as was observed above for 
CA's and number of words. While the differences in numbers of disfl.uencies were significant 
across subjects in the pre-RR cases (p<0.05), those differences were not significant across 
subjectsin the post-RR cases. 
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3.1.6 Speaking rate 

Measurements for speaking rate were quite crude and revealed no modal differences. However, 
speaking rates tended to slow in the post-RR utterances, and showed the same sort of inter
subject differences as those observed above; while speakers differed significantly in speaking 
rate before the RR, they did not in their responses to the RR. 

3.2 Media use 

During the MM condition of the experiment, subjects were able to type in a text window at all 
times, and they could draw on a map or type in the slots of a form during any time that these 
graphics were displayed. In previous experiments in EMMI (involving same-language and 
human-interpreted situations, but not Wizard of Oz), subjects rarely availed themselves of 
these options [6,7]. However, we hypothesized that the increased processing demands placed 
on them by the "machine translation" environment would encourage subjects to increase their 
use of these options as they attempted to make themselves understood. The overall use of 
keyboard and touchscreen media in this experiment, was, in fact, much higher than that in 
previous experiments [6,7,8]. Here we will report on the relationship betweentheuse of these 
additional media and the incidence of RR's. 

One of the ten subjects did not use any media other than speech. Three other subjects used 
non-speech media infrequently and with no apparent relation to RR's. The non-speech media 
use of the remairring six subjects, discussed below, seemed to bear some relationship to RR's. 
Our criteria for positing such a relationship is the preserree of non-speech media use in either 
a response to a RR or in the next contri bution after a response to a RR. The elient 's drawing 
in example (6) is an example of the former case; the dient's typing in example (7) is an 
example of the latter. (In the examples below, italics mark the speech that was simultaneous 
with drawing.) 

(6) C: fls/ I see, and that's thi Maiyako Hotel? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: [ah] I see thi hotel circled. Is that thi Maiyako Hotel? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: [ah] I see the circle. [ah] What is the hotel that is also circled? This hotel. Is this the 
dosest hotel? 

(7) C: OK, can you hook me a room for three nights, starting tonight? 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C: OK, I need a room for three nights. Can you hook? 
WOZ: hai, sanpaku, shitainodesuga, yoyaku dekimasuka? 
A: hai, itsukara otomarini narimasuka? 
WOZ: Yes, from what day will you stay? 
Client then types days of arrival and departure 
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3.2.1 Use of map 

As in previous experiments, both elient and agent drew on the map as one way to communicate 
location and direction. Subject drawing took a number of forms. Frequently, subjects drew 
a line showing direction while they described the samedirection in speech. Sometimes, their 
line drawing foliowed the relevant speech. Subjects also circled their location or attempted 
to mark their location with a single point4 . (For an in-depth description of media use in this 
experiment, see (8].) 

Three subjects used map drawingin response to RR's. Two of these subjects had only a small 
number of RR's in the direction-giving portion of the conversation, but both accompanied 
their speech with drawing in a significant number of their responses to those RR's ( one out of 
one; two out of three). The third subject clearly depended upon drawing to help clarify his 
utterances; in six out of eight RR responses, he used drawing along with speech. A typical 
example follows: 

(8) Cl: /ls/ OK, l'm looking at the map. It looks like 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C2: (ah] I see the map. (ah] It looks like Kyoto Station. Where is thi 
WOZ: Please repeat 
C3: I see the map. How do I getto the Conference Center? 
WOZ: chizu wo mite imasu. kokusai koryu senta madeno, annai wo onegaishitainodsuga 
A: maaku-san wa, ima, kyooto ekino dono atarini imasuka? 
WOZ: Mr. Mark5 , where in Kyoto Station are you? 
C4: l'm at thi Kintetsu Line. I'm putting a mark where I'm standing 
WOZ: Please repeat 
CS: l'm standing at thi mark near the Kintetsu Line 

The subject deals with the first two RR's verbally; the information he wants to convey does 
not allow a graphic rendering. However, when he is asked a locational question aft er those 
RR's, he responds by making a mark on the map as he speaks the italicized portion of 
utterance C4. That is, although it was not possible to respond visually to the first two RR's, 
he could and did respond appropriately using the graphic medium to the question following 
those RR's. When he was asked to repeat this utterance as well, he continued to use the 
grapbic medium in his response by drawing a circle around his mark as he said "thi mark." 

A fourth subject showed a very clear and quite interesting use of drawing with respect to RR's. 
This subject used drawing extensively from the beginning of her conversation, and kept her 
hand near the monitor screen for most of the direction-giving portion of the conversation. 
Because she drew on the map a number of times, there were three occasions on which her 
drawing coincided with a pre-RR utterance. In every case, she took her hand away from the 
screen and refrained from drawing during the RR response. 

4Eight out of ten subjects also gestured toward the screen, usually pointing, but sometimes descrihing a 
line, even though they were making no contact with the screen and, thus, were making no visible mark. These 
gestures often foliowed RR's. 

5 Not his real name. 
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3.2.2 Use of keyboard 

In previous experiments in the EMMI environment, clients rarely used the keyboard [6,7]. 
However, in the WOZ experiment reported here, clients much more readily typed on the 
keyboard to convey information. Only three subjects did not use the keyboard at all. 

Two subjects typedinall hotel reservation information once they began using the keyboard, 
( one subject even typed in requests and short acknowledgments like "I understand," and 
"thank you"). As a result, they used speech very little and completely avoided generating 
utterances which "the machine" would be unable to understand. Thus, it is diffi.cult to assess 
the relationship between their use of the keyboard and RR's. Three other subjects also used 
the keyboard, but with no apparent relationship to RR's. 

Two subjects showed behavior, which does, however, conform to our hypothesis about media 
use. One typed in information after RR's on three occasions. Another behaved similarly 
and then avoided further RR's by typing all remairring information. Example (7) above is a 
typical example of the use of the keyboard in response to RR's. 

3.2.3 U se of video 

Finally, reeall that clients and agents could also see one another's faces in a video image in 
one corner of their monitors. We have noted before the total lack of use of this video image 
in previous experiments [9], perhaps because there is no eye contact (due to the position of 
the video cameras). In this experiment, however, three subjects did utilize the video medium. 
Two clients nodded totheir agents to confirm cross-language information (such as the agent's 
spelling of the dient's name). A third subject used the video in response to RR's. He was 
attempting to ask the agent to type some information to him, and he had been requested 
twice to "please repeat." After the second RR, he held his hands up to the camera and made 
typing motions while he asked again to have the information typed. (At that point, the agent 
complied.) 

4 Discussion 

4.1 Linguistic variables 

Linguistic adjustments to RR's can be characterized as reduction and convergence. Subjects 
reduced the number of virtually all CA's used. Their syntactic adjustment strategies also 
tended toward reduction, i.e., the elimination of structural elements ranging from clauses to 
adjuncts to idiomatic expressions. There was also a trend to use fewer words in post-RR 
utterances. 

Certainly the reduction in number of words and complexity of structure means less strain on 
an automatic language processing system. There were other trends which would also reduce 
the language processing burden. Lexical adjustments away from idiomatic phrases to more 
literal phrases could simplify language processing. Even the tendency to amplify phrases, 
while sometimes adding more lexical items or creating more complex structures, resolves 
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problems of ambiguity of reference (as in example (3) above). The reduction in disfluency 
and in speaking rate also results in a more easily processed language input. 

Speakers did not only reduce aspects of their utterances after RR's, they also converged 
toward more similar language use. The lack of significant variation among subjects' post-RR 
utterances for eertaio CA's, number of words, disfiuency and speaking rate suggests that 
the language behavior after RR's can be more easily and more productively modelled. The 
high rate of repetition of lexical items post-RR represents a similar trend toward reduction 
of variability, or convergence toward a consistent, predictabie behavior. 

Modality effects on linguistic adjustments were minimaL This seems to imply that subjects' 
linguistic adjustments are independent of the availability and use of modality options. 

4.2 Modal variables 

Subjects' use of non-speech options, being difficult to analyze numerically, are consequently 
difficult to interpret in the same way as linguistic adjustments. Note that when we discuss lin
guistic factors, we are discussing adjustments made to a message within a particular medium, 
i.e., speech6. Media use, on the other hand, involves replacing one modality with another 
(e.g., typing instead of speaking) or supplementing one modality with another (e.g., drawing 
concurrent with speaking). This, then, is one of the difficulties subjects experience in using 
the media available: they must either switch media or coordinate the use of one medium with 
another. 

Speakers engage in the kind of purely oral conversation they used in the telephone condition, 
every day of their lives. In case of a lack of understanding on the part of an interlocutor, 
their linguistic options are well-known and their clarification strategies are familiar if not 
habitual, learned from prior verbal interaction withand observation of other speakers. Thus, 
it is perhaps not too surprising that we should find some general trends in the linguistic 
approaches used by subjects for resolving a lack of understanding. 

However, in the novel MM conversational environment, not only are the options themselves 
new, but also speakers have had no experience observing others use different communication 
media in clarification. So it is to be expected that speakers should show wide variation in 
their approaches to utilizing non-speech options. 

In general, the approaches to non-speech media use that we described above seemed to be 
motivated by two different assumptions. Five subjects apparently assumed that using non
speech options would only make matters worse. These are the subjects who used non-speech 
media infrequently if at all, and the one subject who refrained from using them in his post-RR 
utterances, even though, judging from his use of them earlier in the discourse, he seemed to 
think that non-speech media were generally useful. 

The other five subjects attempted to use MM options to help them out of their communi
cational difficulties. The most heavily used modality for these subjects was the typewriting 
modality. Notice that this is the modality ciosest to speaking; it involves linguistic input 

60{ course, it would he possible to compare messages across modalities, especially for the two subjects 
who used extensive typing intheir conversations. We could compare their oral utterances with their (usually 
post-RR) typewritten utterances. This, however, has not yet been done. 
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which is familiar to the subjects, unlike the sort of visual input used in map drawing, for 
which they know no "grammar" or social conventions. 

5 Conclusions and Directions 

This work examines spontaneous adjustments speakers make when difficulties in communi
cation with a "machine" are encountered, and the role that the use of multimedia systems 
plays in such cases. 

The results regarding linguistic adjustments are encouraging. Even assuming that pre-RR 
utterances are ignored by a language processing system, post-RR utterances represent an 
improverneut in the quality of input for such a system. Speakers do tend to make linguistic 
reductions that would lessen the burden on automatic speech processing: reductions in illo
cutionary force units and syntactic structures requiring processing, in number of worcis used, 
in disfluency and speaking rates, and in lexical variability. 

But speakers go beyond simple reduction. They also tend to converge to a more consistent 
language behavior after difficulties in communication (i.e., requests for repetition) are en
countered. This means that partial parsing or recognition results from a pre-RR utterance 
will have a number of predictabie relations to the following utterance and thus can be used 
to enhance the processing of the post-RR utterance. Our next step in working with this data 
will be to incorporate these relations in a statistica! language model for speech recognition, 
exploiting these relationships to improve performance. 

On the other hand, very few of these linguistic results were in any way affected by the media 
through which the conversation took place. An examination of media use suggests that, since 
users are largely unfamiliar with non-speech options for (real- time) communication, their use 
of these options is dependent upon their own, individual, judgments rather than upon any 
generalized social conventions. The wide variety of ways of using non-speech media observed 
in the course of the experiment do not reveal any particular recurring, consistent pattem that 
could be exploited in enhancing the performance of automatic language processing systems. 

We suggested that the results reported here have implications for the nature of effective 
constraints for a system processing spontaneous speech. Speakers should be encouraged to 
reduce the linguistic aspects of their utterances in ways in which they are already inclined 
to do so: by eliminating unnecessary phrases from their syntactic structures, reducing lexical 
variability and disfluencies, and slowing down their speech. Instructions to speak simply, 
clearly and slowly would make explicit the strategies that speakers employ spontaneously 
when faced with a difficult communication situation. 

The next step, then, is to provide some sort of constraint upon media use. This constraint 
could be imposed in one of two ways, either by providing explicit instructions or by encour
aging pre-existing "intuitive" strategies. Reeall that, in this experiment, the primary phrase 
used by the Wizard to indicate lack of understanding was "please repeat." For certain types 
of language processing breakdown, the "machine" might be given the option to request the 
elient explicitly to "please type" or "please draw." Pre-conversation instructions which con
tain even more specific injunctions, say, to type all hotel reservation information or to draw 
a circle on the map to indicate location, could also be included. 
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Ultimately, however, we would hope that constraints on media use will parallel those on lan
guage use. That is, as more and more people become experienced in the use of multimedia 
systems, it will be possible to draw on their intuitive, media-related responses to commu
nication difliculties just as we propose to draw on the intuitive linguistic responses of the 
subjects in this experiment. One future experiment in EMMI will involve frequent users of 
multimedia systems, whose experience has supplied them with some internal model for efli
cient and effective use of non-speech options. By studying how these users respond to RR's, 
it will be possible to design media systems that encourage "natural" media-related responses 
to communication difliculties, and to build these designs into effective language processing 
systems employing multimedia technology. 
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Abstract 

A multimorlal presentation planning mechanism must take into consideration the struc
ture of the discourse and the restrictions imposed by partial plans generated in the early 
stages of the planning process. The latter requirement demands that the planning mech
anism be able to transfer plan constraints from one level of planning to the next and to 
modify partial plans locally at each level. In this paper, we introduce a multi-agent plan
ning mechanism based on the blackboard architecture that satisfies these requirements, 
and we describe the constraint propagation and agent negotiation processes activated by 
our mechanism. 

Key words: multimorlal presentation, presentation planning, blackboard architecture, 
constraint satisfication. 

1 Introduetion 

An essential requirement of a multimodal presentation planning system is that it he ahle 
to convey the overall structure of the discourse [Arens, Hovy and van Mulken 1993]. In 
addition, we postulate that such a system must consider the constraints imposed hy previously 
generated presentation plans and it must he ahle to perfarm local plan re-organization. The 
constraints handled hy a multimodal presentation planner result from two main sources: (1) 
inter-madal relations, and (2) limited resources. 

Inter-modal relations - Different portions in the discourse play different roles, such as 
supporting, contradicting or contrasting with other portions. These relations aften 
impose constraints on the rnadalities presenting the different portions of discourse. For 
example, if two portions are contrasted with each other, they should he presented in 
the same mode. 

Limited resources - A modality is not eligihle to present a discourse component if its 
specific presentation requirements exceed the availahle resources. Thus, alternatives 
may he rejected hy the presentation planner owing to limited consumahle resources, 
such as time and space. For example, two information items that are contrasted with 
each other must he visihle on the same screen. This requirement restricts the space 
consumption of the presentations generated for these items. 

The processes used for mode-specific presentation planning are independent of each other 
in the sense that individual functions and algorithms are applied to generate mode-specific 
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presentations. However, these processes are inter-related because they convey the relation
ships between different portions of the discourse. Hence, a mode-specific generator must be 
able to re-organize its plan in response to the actions of another generator. For instance, 
consider a table containing an icon entry. If the entry expands due to an increase in the 
width of its column, the icon generator must re-calculate the display position of the icon, so 
that the relative position of the icon remains unchanged. 

A more demanding type of local re-organization is required when a planned presentation 
exceeds a limited resource or violates the overall quality requirements of the discourse. An 
example of the former occurs when the size of a table exceeds the space limit. In this case, the 
table generator may (1) remove rows which present non-essential information, as long as the 
communicative goal is still achieved; and/or (2) merge the information presented in several 
columns and select a modality capable of presenting the resulting composite information. 
For example, a vector may he used to convey the magnitude and direction of a force. A 
table with many columns illustrates a situation where the presentation violates the quality 
requirements of the discourse. Such a presentation is not acceptable due to the high density 
of the information being presented. In this case, like above, columns can be merged to reduce 
the density of the presentation. In both cases, the simpler type of local re-organization 
described in the previous paragraph must he applied to re-calculate the display positions of 
the individ ual entries. 

In this paper we describe a multi-agent mechanism for planning multimodal presenta
tions based on the blackboard architecture. Our mechanism uses a hierarchical presentation 
planning process to generate presentations that convey the structure of the discourse. It 
propagates design constraints from one level of a plan hierarchy to the next, and allows local 
plan modifications as long as the change does not violate the design constraints. This mech
anism has been implemented in a system for the generation of multimodal presentations that 
convey abstract concepts in high-school Physics. The implementation is carried out in CLOS 
(Common Lisp Object System) and Garnet (a Tooikit for GUl design). 

2 Related Research 

Two types of system architecture are used for multimodal preseiitation planning in existing 
systems. The first type of architecture is the top-down structure used in COMET [Feiner and 
Mckeown 1990, McKeown et al. 1992]. COMET first determines the communicative goals 
and the information to be presented, and allocates a presentation modality, viz text or graph
ics, based on a rhetorica! schema. This schema-based planning approach plans multimodal 
presentations during discourse planning, hence feedback from mode-specific generators is not 
considered. In addition, all the means of mode integration are pre-defined in COMET. 

The second type of architecture is the mixed top-down and bottorn-up structure used in 
WIP [Rist and André 1992, Wahlster et al. 1993] and in the system described in [Arens, Hovy 
and van Mulken 1993, Hovy and Arens 1993]. WIP has distinct planning processes for text 
and graphic presentations, and applies a 2-step process for presentation planning. Firstly, 
a presentation planner expands communicative goals into a hierarchy of communicative acts 
with a top-down method. Secondly, the text generator and graphics generator select com
municative acts for realization according to their abilities using a bottorn-up method. WIP's 
layout manager then automatically arranges layout components of different rnadalities into 
an efficient and expressive format by solving graphic constraints representing semantic and 
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pragmatic relationships between different discourse components [Graf 1992]. WIP is more 
flexible than COMET, since modalities are selected on the basis of presentation plans, and 
negotiations between the layout managerand the presentation planner are allowed during the 
planning process. However, it does not support communication between mode-specific gen
erators. This communication becomes increasingly important when multimorlal presentation 
systems support several different modalities and layout formats. 

In the system described in [Arens, Hovy and van Mulken 1993, Hovy and Arens 1993], 
discourse planning and presentation planning are implemented as two reactive planning pro
cesses. However, rather than working on the same plan as clone in WIP, the discourse planning 
process generates discourse structures, and then the presentation planning process transfarms 
them into presentation structures by applying mode allocation rules. An advantage of this 
approach is that it considers the overall discourse structure of human-computer communica
tion. 

Like the system described in [Hovy and Arens 1993], our system generates presentation 
structures from the discourse structures determined by a discourse planner, hence the presen
tation structures reflect the overall structure of the discourse. However, insteadof using a sin
gle presentation planner, our system uses several mode-specific presentation planning agents 
and a mechanism to support negotiations between these agents. As a result, the interaction 
between these agents is flexible, and new mode-specific processes may be easily incorporated 
into the system. In addition, this approach supports the consideration of planning strategies 
concerned with the use of consumable resources, e.g., time and screen-space. 

3 The Multi-agent Architecture 

Our presentation planning mechanism propagates the requirements of existing plans and 
allows local re-organization when constructing presentation structures. Our mechanism is 
based on the blackboard system architecture, where multiple knowledge sourees post partial 
solutions on a blackboard while solving a problem [Engelmore and Morgan 1988]. However, 
our system uses dynamic agents instead of the static knowledge sourees of the blackboard 
system because it needs the ability to activate an agent when a particular task is to be 
performed, and remove this agent when its job is finished or when an alternative agent has 
completed the job in a superior way. 

In our implementation, there is an agent for each modality supported by the system and 
an agent which handles the overall discourse structure. We have selected a hierarchical black
board architecture, where agents are dynamically organized into hierarchical groups during 
the presentation planning process on the basis of the task decomposition. That is, an agent 
may employ other autonomous agents to do the required subtasks. The agent who hires other 
agentsis called themaster agent, while agents who work forthemaster agent are called server 
agents. Themaster agent and its server agents forma group. A blackboard is bound toeach 
group of agents to handle the communication between them. 

Figure 1 illustrates a set of rhetorica! devices which are part of the input to the presentation 
planning system. These rhetorica! devices are generated by a discourse planner such as that 
described in [Zukerman and McConachy 1993] to convey the magnitude of a force. The first 
Assertion states that the magnitude of a force represents how large the force is, and the second 
one states that magnitude is measured in Newtons. The Instantiations illustrate the amount 
of force required to move some commonplace objects. 

The presentation planner takes into consideration the following attributes of the informa-
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Assert [magnitude(force) = how-much(force)] 
Assert [magnitude(force) measured-in Newtons] 
lnstantiate 

lnst1 [magnitude(force) measured-in Newtons] (lift apple) 
lnst2 [magnitude(force) measured-in Newtons] (push box) 

Figure 1: Discourse Structure that Conveys the Magnitude of Forces 

tion to be presented in order to determine the modality of a presentation: (1) the dimension 
of the information set (e.g., 1D or 2D); (2) the dimensional focus of the information set, which 
indicates which elementsof the information should be presented along each dimensional axis; 
(3) the importance of the items in the information set (tor niQ; and (4) the discourse rela
tions between the information items (e.g., Contradiction or Comparison). These attributes 
are given as input to the system together with the structure of the discourse and the informa
tion to be presented. These attributes can be generated by a discourse planner, but at present 
they are hand-coded. Figure 2 contains a refinement of Instantiations 1 and 2 in Figure 1, 
where these attributes have been filled in as follows: (1) the dimeosion of the information set 
is 2D (action and force-applied); (2) the dimensional focus specifies that objects acted 
upon by actions are the focus of the action dimension, and that the magnitude of a force is 
the focus of the force-applied dimension; (3) both Instantiations are considered important 
for the presentation (importance is t); and (4) the discourse relation between the informa
tion items is Comparison. In addition to these attributes, information characteristics of the 
individual concepts to be presented, such as dimension, continuity (discrete or continuous) 
and information type (numerical, description or name) , are required in ordertorender these 
concepts. These characteristics are obtained from a knowledge base where the individual 
concepts are stored. 

One of the features of our architecture is that it does noteoeree the (possibly unmotivated) 
selection of a single modality for presenting a given piece of information. Rather, it allows 
several potentially suitable presentation agents to work in parallel on the presentation of 
the intended information, and eventually selects a particular modality on the basis of its 
resource consumption and restrictions imposed by previous plans or by applying selection 
heuristics. In our example, the system initially determines that the Instantiations can be 
conveyed by means of text, a table or an image, and the Assertions can be conveyed through 
text. In principle, this determination can be made by applying modality selection rules which 
take into consideration the discourse attributes in Figure 2. However, since the focus of our 
research is on the system architecture, at present our modality selection process consists of 
a simple procedure which returns several candidate present ation rnadalities that have been 
hard-cocled for different types of input. In future, the rules described in [Arens, Hovy and 
Vossers 1993] will be adapted to return several presentation rnadalities (rather than a single 
modality) and to take into consideration a perceiver's ability, e.g., non-textual rnadalities are 
suitable for perceivers with a low level of literacy. 

Figure 3 illustrates the agent construction process for presenting the discourse in Figure 
2. The presentation planning agent invokes a text agent, a table agent and an image agent 
to generate the Instantiations (first layer of Figure 3). If one of these presentations, say the 
image, requires too much space, it is eliminated. When the presentation task is decomposed 
further, all three agents can hire other agents to perform subtasks, e.g., the table agent hires 
server agents to present the entries of the table (left branch of Figure 3). In this particular 
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utterance-structure: (instantiate action force-applied) 
aspect: magnitude 

concept: force 
set-dimension: 2D 

internal-relations: (comparison action force-applied) 
dimensional-focus: ((action object) 

(force-applied magnitude)) 

Instantiation1 : 

ACTIO!l: 
OPERATIO!l: piek-up 

info-type: description 
dimension: 2D 

continuity: continuous 
OBJECT: apple 

info-type: name 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 
FORCE-APPLIED: 

MAGNITUDE: 0.49 
info-type: numerical 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 
UNIT: Newton 

info-type: name 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 

importance: t 

lnstantiation2 : 

ACTION: 
OPERATION: push 

info-type: description 
dimension: 2D 

continuity: continuous 
OBJECT: box 

info-type: name 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 
FORCE-APPLIED: 

MAGlliTUDE: 98 
info-type: numerical 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 
UNIT: Newton 

info-type: name 
dimension: OD 

continuity: discrete 

importance: t 

Figure 2: Refinement of the Sample Instantiations 

example, the agent group headed by the table agent includes the number agent ( to present 
the magnitude of a force), the icon agent (to present the objectsin the actions) and the text 
agent (to present the table headings and also the objects in the actions) . An instanee of 
an agent is created for each subtask. Hence, there are two instauces of the icon agent and 
the text agent, one for presenting an apple and one for presenting a box, and there are two 
additional instauces of the text agent for presenting the table headings. Thus, the icon agent 
and the text agent compete for the presentation of the apple and the box. However, they 
collaborate on the presentation of the entire table, since the icon agent is working on the 
presentation of two entries and the text agent is working on the headings. 

4 Blackboard Events and Communication Primitives 

Agents share partial presentation plans on a blackboard and communicate with each other 
through blackboard events. As stated above, alocal blackboard is bound toeach agent group 
formed during the task decomposition. Agents within a group read from the local blackboard 
plan requirements propagated from the previous level and partial plans generated by other 
agents in the same group, and then generate their own partial plans which satisfy these 
requirements. 
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presentation 
planning agent 

Figure 3: Agent Construction in a Multi-agent Planning Mechanism 

4.1 Blackboard Events 

All blackboard events have one sender agent and either one receiver agent or a group of receiver 
agents. We identify three types of events: normal event, urgent event and announcement. 
Normalevents are messages sent from one agent to another. They are collected in the event 
queue maintained by local blackboards. In contrast, announcements are messages braadcast 
by one agent to all the agents in its group. They are forwarded immediately (without staying 
in the event queue) to all the agents in the group regardless of whether these agents are 
waiting for an event or working on a plan. Urgent events transfer important messages from 
one agent to another. They are forwarded to the receiver in the same way as announcements. 

A message carried by a normal event may be either a request or a response to a request. 
An agent picks up a normal event from an event queue, and its event handlers determine its 
reaction to the event. An agent is able to send different requests to different agents and check 
their responses with respect to each request. For instance, if the table agent in the above 
example wishes to ask an icon agent to reduce the size of the icon it generated, the table 
agent will generate an asking-event which contains this request (Figure 4). When the icon 
agent picks up this event, its event handler will try to reduce the icon's size in its presentation 
plan. If this modification fails due to the absence of smaller icons, the icon agent will send a 
rejection-event to the table agent on the same request. Otherwise, it will send an OK-event. 

Announcements and urgent events carry messages which require an agent's immediate 
attention. They interrupt the process being carried out by an agent, and force the agent 
to handle these events. An example of an announcement is time-up, which indicates that 
a period of real time has elapsed. When a time-up announcement is sent, all agents stop 
planning to handle this announcement, which requires them to display the best presentation 
plan generated so far. Time-up announcements are generated by an alarm process which is 
set up for a particular amount of time by the system at the beginning of the presentation 
planning process. An example of an urgent event is cancel-request. lt indicates that the 
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REJECTIDN-EVENT 
sender: 

receiver: 
message: 

ASKING-EVENT 
sender: table agent 

receiver: icon agent 
massage: reduce icon 

DK-EVENT 
icon agent sender: 
table agent receiver: 
reduce icon massage: 

icon agent 
table agent 
reduce icon 

Figure 4: Events Related to a Request 

master agent is no longer interested in the display being generated by the receiving agents, 
and that they should abort their presentation planning processes. 

4.2 Communication Primitives 

The system provides agents with a communication primitive called get-normal-event which 
returnsanormalevent sent to this agent. If such an event is not detécted, the agent's process 
is skipped. Two planning strategies are implemented on top of this primitive. 

• Wait-all-responses. This strategy is used by an agent if its planning process cannot 
proceed unless all the requests sent out by this agent are satisfied. This strategy is 
implemented by calling get-normal-event for the current process performed by the agent 
and an event handler to handle the event detected by get-normal-event. When this event 
has been processed, the agent waits for the next normal event. This process terminates 
when the agent receives a rejection-event response to one of its requests or an OK-event 
response to all of its requests. 

• Wait-any-response. This strategy is used if an agent requires one of its requests 
to he satisfied in order to carry on with its planning process. The implementation of 
this strategy is similar to that of wait-all-responses, however, this process terminates 
when the agent receives an OK-event response to any of its requests or a rejection-event 
response to all of its requests. 

Communication primitives arealso provided for each type of urgentevent and announce
ment. These primitives are called automatically after an urgent event or an announcement 
is created. The primitives forward an event to its receiver, select an event handler for the 
receiver according to theevent type (e.g., time-up), and activate this event handler prior to 
the agent's normal activation when the agent is scheduled to he run. As a result, the agent 
is forced to interrupt its normal process and handle the received event. 

4.3 System Concurrency 

Agents work concurrently in our system. They may work on one partial plan, like the table 
agent and its server agents, or on competing plans, like the table agent and the image agent 
(Figure 3). As aresult of concurrency the system must handle blackboard access by different 
agents, unexpected termination of an agent, and cancellation of requests. 

Blackboard Access. Since a group of agents share the information on alocal blackboard, 
more than one agent may try to write on the blackboard at the same time. To solve this 
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Figure 5: Example of Message Passing 

ASKING-EVENT ei ASKING-EVENT e2 
sender: ai sender: ai 

receiver: a2 receiver: a3 
message: present instantiations message: present instantiations 

ASKING-EVENT e3 OK-EVENT e4 
sender: a2 sender: a3 

receiver: ai receiver: ai 
message: more screen space massage: present instantiations 

REMOVE-AGENT-EVENT eS 
sender: ai 

receiver: a2 
message: terminate a2 

Figure 6: Events Causing Termination 

problem, the system provides a loek on each blackboard. An agent must acquire the loek 
before it writes to a blackboard, and it releases the loek when it has finished writing. If a 
blackboard is locked when an agent is trying to write on it, the agent must wait until the loek 
is released. 

Unexpected Termination. An agent may he terminated by its master agent before it 
has completed its planning process. This happens, for example, when another agent completes 
a competing presentation plan before the agent in question. When an agent is terminated, 
the system recursively terminates all the server agents created by this agent, and clears any 
messages from this agent to its master agent. Figure 5 illustrates the message passing sequence 
in such a situation, where al is the presentation planning agent, a2 is the table agent, and 
a3 is the image agent. The events appear in Figure 6. The presentation planning agent 
asks the table agent and the image agent to present two Instantiations (events el and e2 
respectively). It then receives a request for more screen space from the table agent (event 
e3), but this demand exceeds the available screen space. As a result, al decides to display 
the information by means of an image and to terminate the table agent (e5). As an urgent 
event, e5 interrupts the planning process of the table agent. The event handler of remave
agent-event for this agent then clears the messages sent to its master agent, and sends a 
remove-agent-event to each server agent before it terminates itself. 

Request Cancellation. A request sent to an agent may he canceled before the agent 
completes the process that addresses this request. In order to handle a cancellation, the agent 
needs to reeover the plan that was current before the request, and clean up all the messages it 
sent out while processing the request. For instance, consider a situation where the table agent 
wants to enlarge a table of two rows and two columns which contains an icon in each entry of 
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ASKING-EVENT el 
sender: al 

receiver: a2 
message: enlarge Icon! 

OK-EVENT e3 
sender: a2 

receiver: al 
message: enlarge Icon! 

CANCEL-REQUEST-EVEN! e5 
sender: al 

receiver: a2 

ASKING-EVENT e2 
sender: al 

receiver: a3 
message: enlarge IconB 

REJECTION-EVENT e4 
sender: a3 

receiver: al 
message: enlarge IconB 

message: cancel "enlarge IconA" 

Figure 7: Events Causing a Request Cancellation 

the first column and text in the entries of the second column. This may be clone by enlarging 
the iconsin the first column, and/or enlarging the font of the text in the second column. The 
message passing sequence for the first choice is illustrated in Figure 5, where al is the table 
agent, and a2 and a3 are two icon agents presenting the iconsin the first column. Theevents 
appear in Figure 7. The table agent asks the two icon agents to enlarge their presentations 
(event eland event e2). This request is accepted by a2 (event e3), but rejected by a3 (event 
e4). Because of the rejection from a3, the choice is droppedeven though a2 has no objection 
to it. The table agent then creates a cancel-request-event ( e5) and proceeds to consider the 
second choice. Event e5 interrupts a2 and causes a2 to abort its plan and reeover its initial 
status. 

5 Plan Representation 

A presentation structure generated by the system is composed of segments and segment con
tainers distributed hierarchically on local blackboards. A segment defines a mode-specific 
display which presents atomie information, i.e., information which is not decomposable. It 
determines parameters such as the font, color and position of the display. A segment con
tainer includes a list of elements which in turn can be either segments or segment containers. 
A segment container describes the display arrangement of a list of segments as required by 
the discourse relations between the discourse components that yield these segments. 

Figure 8 illustrates a segment container which stores the parameters defined by the table 
agent in our example. These parameters are: the content to be conveyed in each entry 
(stored in segment-list), the number of rows and columns, the height of the different rows 
and width of the different columns, and the alignment of each entry in each row and column. 
In this segment container, the table agent sets up two columns since there are two elements 
in the dimensional focus (Figure 2). In addition, the optional slot corresponding to the 
column heading has been filled by the table agent. The table agent then asks the icon agent, 
the number agent and the text agent to generate entry segments and display them in the 
positions specified in the row-alignment and column-alignment slots. These server agents 
share on the local blackboard information generated by their master agent. They use the 
values of the entries columns, rows, column-width and row-height to calculate the relative 
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modality: table 
columns: 2 rovs: 2 

column-vidth: (70 60) rov-height: (70 70) ;pixels 
column-separator: solid-line rov-separator: solid-line 
column-alignment: (center center) rov-alignment: (center center) 

column-heading: ((action object) rov-heading: nil 
(force-applied magnitude)) 

segment-list : ((object (action inst1)) (magnitude (force-applied inst1)) 
(object (action inst2)) (magnitude (force-applied inst2))) 

space-estimation: (130 180) ; pixels x pixels 
time-estimation: 4 ; time-unit 

modality-constraints: ((same-mode-same-column) (fixed-mode heading text) 
(banned-mode entry (table image bar-ehart line-chart))) 

space-constraints: ((same-column-same-vidth) (same-rov-same-height) 
(keep-minimum-entry-margin) (keep-maximum-entry-margin)) 

Figure 8: A Segment Container Generated by the Table Agent 

positions of the entry segments they generate. The display position of the table is calculated 
from information provided by the presentation planning agent ( who selected a table as a 
presentation mode) . Figure 9 shows a presentation generated by the system for this example. 

object of 
actions 

@)) 

CfOjîJ 

magnitude 
of forces 

0.49 

98 

The magnitude of a force represents how 
large the force is, and it is measured in 
Newtons. For example, 0.49 Newton is 
required to piek up an apple, but 98 
Newtons are required to push a box. 

Figure 9: Sample Multimodal Presentation 

6 Constraint Propagation and Agent N egotiation 

The slots in a segment or a segment container generated by mode-specific agents contain 
variables, and the relations between mode-specific presentation plans are represented as con
straints over slots which belang to individual segments or segment containers. Each agent in 
our system is responsible for the instantiation of a subset of variables, i.e., variables associated 
with the slots in its mode-specific plan. A solution, i.e., a multimodal presentation plan, is 
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found when all the variables are instantiated and all the constraints are satisfied. 
We consider two types of constraints: (1) Modality Consistency - which restricts the 

rnadalities for presenting certain components; and (2) Space Consistency - which restricts 
the space that component segments can occupy. Constraints have two types of strength: 
required and preferred. The required constraints must he satisfied by all segments and segment 
containers. The preferred constraints may remain unsatisfied, but the system endeavours to 
satisfy as many preferred constraints as possible. 

Space constraints are numeric, while modality constraints are non-numeric. The required 
modality constraints generated by a table agent demand that the same modality he used for 
presenting all the entries in a column and that table headings he textual (Figure 8). Further, 
they provide a list of rnadalities that cannot he used for presenting the entries in the table. 
The required space constraints generated by a table agent demand that entries in the same 
row have the same height, entries in the samecolumn have the same width, and that an entry 
segment he displayed in a position that ensures a minimum margin from the borders of its 
entry (Figure 8). Related preferred constraints restriet the maximum width of the margins 
surrounding the presentation segments in table entries, so that a segment is not too small 
for its entry. Space estimations from the server agents are used to evaluate whether these 
constraints are likely to he satisfied. Table 1 illustrates the constraints which pertain to the 
width of the first column in Figure 9. We refer to the entries in this column as entry1 and 
entry2, and to the segmentsin these entries as segment1 and segment2 respectively. 

Constraints are created by a master agent when it generates its segment container. All 
the constraints are stared in the local blackboard, so that the information may he shared by 
the group of server agents. Therefore, when the master agent assigns values to its segment 
container, the server agents in its agent group will know the requirements placed on their 
partial plans. A server agent can then add its own constraints if it is the master agent of 
another group of agents. Hence, during the planning process, requirements of an existing 
plan are transferred to server agents by means of constraint propagation. These constraints 
ensure that each component segment satisfies the requirements of the overall discourse. For 
instance, if the presentation planning agent in Figure 3 wants the table to he displayed to the 
left of the text in the same window, it will create constraints on the width and height of the 
table and the text in relation to the window size. These constraints are shown in Table 2. 
The constraints cn7 and cn9 are then propagated to the table agent, and hence restriet the 
expansion of the table. 

Since constraints are distributed in the plan hierarchy, the constraint satisfaction prob
lem is considered a Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem, where a salution is found 
through agent cooperation. At this stage, constraint satisfaction of space constraints is im
plemented. However, constraint satisfaction of modality constraints is not implemented yet. 
Hence, modality selection in the system is hard-cocled rather than being conducted through 
constraint satisfaction. 

6.1 Constraint Propagation 

In order for agents to he able to satisfy distributive constraints cooperatively, each agent in 
a group must (1) have a collection of all the constraints pertaining to its variables; (2) he 
able to read the values of another agent's variables, but he unable to modify the values of 
these variables; and (3) he able to inform another agent of its expectations regarding the 
values that can he assigned to the variables of this other agent, and also to inform this 
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Name C onstraint Strength 
ent widt h(columnt) = width(entryt) required 
cn2 width(columnt) = vidth(entry2) required 
cn3 vidth(entryt) ~ vidth(segmentt) + margin(minimum) required 
cn4 vidth(entry2) ~ width(segment2) + margin(minimum) required 
cns width(entryt) ~ width(segmentt) + margin(maximum) preferred 
Cfl6 width(entryz) < widt h (segment2) + margin(maximum) preferred 

Table 1: Sample Constraints of a Column 

Name Constraint St rength 
cn7 height (wi ndow) ~ height(table) + margin(minimum) required 
cns height(windov) ~ height(text) + margin(minimum) required 
cn9 width(window) ~ width(table) + width(text) + margin(minimum) required 

Table 2: Constraints of Table Size and Text Size 

other agent whether it considers the values assigned to these variables satisfactory. In our 
system, these requirements are satisfied because agents propagate constraints from one level 
in a plan hierarchy to the next through channels. A channel contains a set of constraints 
used to calculate the variables that pertain to an agent's plan from the variables of another 
agent's plan. Thus, an agent can collect other agents' expectations of the values assigned 
to its variables, and determine whether the values assigned to the variables of other agents 
satisfy its constraints. 

· To illustrate the constraint propagation process, let us consider the constraints concerned 
with the width of the first column in Figure 9, i.e., cn1-cn6 in Table 1. Among these con
straints, cn1 and cn3 form a channel since the right hand side of cn1 contains the vari
abie on the left hand side of cn3 . The table agent and the icon agent can negotiate over 
vidth(columnl) and vidth(segmentl) via this channel. Other channels can he formed from 
cn1 and cns, cn2 and cn4, and cn2 and cn5. Channels are updated by local blackboards (BB2 
of Figure 3 in this case) after a constraint is added to or removed from partial plans. Hence, 
an agent is able to keep track of all the constraints placed on its variables, and modify its 
presentation plan accordingly. For example, the table agent can set vidth(column1) to a 
particular value, and ask the icon agent to reduce or enlarge the size of segment1 to fit in 
the column. The icon agent then calculates vidth(segment1) from the chamiels formed by 
cn1-cn3 and cn1-cn5. It in turn can reject this request and insist that the current size is the 
only size it can provide for the segment. To this effect, the icon agent sends a blackboard 
event to activate the table agent, and uses these two channels to transmit to the table agent 
a request for a new column width to fit segment1. lf the table agent approves the request 
and sets a new value for vidth(column1), this value is transferred via the channels formed 
by cn2-cn4 and cn2-cn6 to the agent which is presenting segment2 in the same column. A 
consequence of this mechanism is that an agent can modify indirectly a partial plan of another 
agent. 

6.2 Agent Negotiation 

During presentation planning agents initially select values for the variabie slots of their partial 
plans so that all the required constraints in their blackboard are satisfied. If time allows, 
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Name Constraint Strength 
cn10 width(columnl) = width(entry3) required 
en u width(entry3) ~ width(segment3) + margin(minimum) required 
cn12 width(entry3) :::; width(segment3) + margin(maximum) preferred 

Table 3: Additional Constraints for a Column 

agents look for plans that satisfy as many preferred constraints as possible. 
As an example, the table agent starts from an initial plan in which all the entry segments 

are generated from default slot values, i.e., text and numbers are in default font , and icons 
are in default size as they are created. In the initial plan, the table agent selects values for 
the column width of each column and the row height of each row to fit the biggest segment. If 
there are m entries in columnn and one segment in each entry, width(columnn) is calculated 
from constraints such as those in Table 1 as follows: 

width(columnn) = margin(minimum) + max{width(segm ent1) , ... , width(segmentm)} 

This initial plan satisfies all the required constraints and can he displayed immediately if 
necessary. However, some preferred constraints, such as cns and cn6 , may remain unsatisfied, 
leading to a presentation that many users would find unacceptable. An example of such a 
display is a table that has a tiny icon inside a large entry. Such a table would have been 
initially generated if there was one large default segment in the column containing this icon. 
To improve a plan, the table agent modifles the column width for each column and the row 
height for each row so that the entry cells fit most segments. As a result, more preferred 
constraints are satisfied, but some required constraints may he violated. To address this 
problem, the master agent sends requests for modifications to the server agents in charge of 
the segments that are now in violation of the required constraints. 

For instance, consider a column denoted colWlllli with three entries, and assume that 
margin(minimum) = 6, margin(maximum) = 22, width(segmentl) = 64, width(segment2) 
= 48 and width(segment3) = 32. The constraints corresponding to the first two entries are 
shown in Table 1, and those corresponding to the third entry are shown in Table 3. The initia! 
value for width(cOlUilllli) is 70. In this case, constraints cnl-cn6, cnlO- cnu are satisfied. lf 
the table agent had set width(columni) to 54, then an additional constraint, cn12, would he 
satisfied. However, in this case, the required constraint cn3 would he violated. In an attempt 
to satisfy the required constraint, the table agent sends a request to the server agent which 
is presenting segment1, asking the server agent to reduce the size of this segment. If the 
table agent receives an OK-event response to this request, the plan is improved since all the 
required constraints are satisfied, as well as an additional preferred constraint. If the server 
agent is unable to satisfy the request, negotiation between this agent and t he table agent is 
possible by means of blackboard events. 

This procedure does not always produce a better plan, since it may result in the violation 
of previously satisfied constraints. For instance, in the case of a table, in addition to the 
constraints which pertain to the width of its columns, there are similar constraints which 
affect the height of its rows. lf the table agent requests the text agent to reduce the width 
of a piece of text, and the text agent is able to comply, this may cause either an increase or 
a reduction in the height of the text. An increase in height takes place when we move words 
from one line to the next, while a reduction takes place if a smaller font is used. Because of 
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this, when an agent reduces a segment to satisfy a preferred constraint on width(segmenti), 
a constraint on height (segmenti) may be violated. Such a situation mayalso he encountered 
when the table agent asks an icon agent to enlarge an icon. Since both the width and the 
height of anicon are increased when the icon is enlarged, constraints pertaining to the height 
of this icon may be violated. lf a required constraint is violated, then the agents engage 
in a negotiation process where the icon agent asks the table agent to increase the height of 
the row which contains the icon. lf an OK-event is received in regard to this request, the 
icon agent creates an OK-event to respond to the previous request sent by the table agent. 
Otherwise, the previous request is rejected. lf a preferred constraint is violated, the process 
of modifying other entries to satisfy more preferred constraints continues. Upon completion 
of these modifications, the table agent evaluates the resulting table plan in terms of the 
number of preferred constraints that are satisfied. The new plan replaces the previous plan 
if it satisfies more preferred constraints. This process continues until it is time to display the 
table. 

As the negotiation over a variabie may introduce a new negotiation process regarding 
another variable, the master agent must sort out the order of variables for constraint satis
faction in order to avoid endless negotiations with its server agents. For example, segments 
in the same column of a table are generated by the same type of agent. This is required by 
the constraint which demands that the same modality he used for all the entries in a column. 
Hence, the table agent adjusts the width of each column befare the height of each row, be
cause segments of the same modality are more likely to be of uniform size. When the table 
agent is trying to reduce the width of a column, requests from its server agents in regard to 
modifying the height of a row will be accepted if the constraints placed on the height of the 
table are satisfied. In contrast, when the table agent is trying to reduce the height of a row, 
a request demanding an increase of the width of the column in question will be refused. 

7 Coneinsion 

M ultimodal presentation planning must take into account both the overall discourse struc
ture of the communication process and the requirements that existing plans place on the 
plan refinement process. The hierarchical presentation planning process used in our multi
agent planning architecture satisfies the farmer requirement, and the constraint propagation 
and negotiation processes satisfy the latter requirement. A prototype system which demon
strates these ideas has been implemented, and an extension of this system to incorporate new 
rnadalities is currently being implemented. 

Proposals for future research concern a number of issues. The modality selection in the 
current system is hard-coded, and hence not flexible. A mechanism for modality selection 
needs to be developed. An improved user model is required for the system to be able to 
describe precisely the interests and abilities of perceivers. Although the current system does 
not plan multimodal presentations in reaction to perceivers' behaviour, it is possible in the 
future to extend this approach to the planning of multimodal interaction. Interactive objects 
can be generated in display windows with the Garnet Toolkit, however, new agents will have 
to be designed for interactive objects so that requests from users can be translated into 
events, and sent to the agents concerned with these events. New event handlers and planning 
strategies will have to be implemented for each mode-specific agent in reaction to the events 
generated by these interactive objects. 
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